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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE
NORMAL SCHOOL BOARD
September 8, 1925.
The Normal School Board met in the office of Director A. M.
Shelton, 130 North Wells Street, Chicago, Tuesday morning, Septem-
ber 8, 1925.
Members present: Messrs. Cole, Shelton, Still, Walker, Blair
Mrs. Northam and Mrs. Wykes.
Members absent: Messrs. Allen, Bridges, Curtis, and Capen.
Mr. Capen sent a telegram expressing his regret at not being able
to be present.
All Presidents of the Teachers Colleges were present.
The minutes of the previous meeting were presented and ap-
proved.
Mr. Shelton being delayed, Mrs- Northam called the meeting to
order.
President Brown presented his report, which was received, placed
on file, and is made a part of these minutes. The report follows
:
DeKalb, Illinois.
September 8, 1925.
To the Chairman and Members of the Normal School Board
:
Gentlemen: I submit the following report for the Northern Illinois
State Teachers College:
1. STUDENTS.
1. Attendance, Summer Quarter, 1925.
Men Women
and and
boys. girls. Total.
a. College 97 1199 1296
b. Elementary Grades 162 133 295
Grand Total of all students and pupils. 259 1332 1591
2. The Class of 1925:
Senior College 15
Junior College 209
High School 23
SENIOR COLLEGE.
JAnderson, J. Elizabeth Nelson, Jean Elizabeth
Coffey, Kathleen JO'Donnell, Helen M.
B'onisage, John F. *Peterson, Julien C.
*Gage, Russell Gerard Riggs, Helen E.
Hill, Nelle Marion JSteece, Frank B.
Kilgour, Ruth Frances Terwilliger, George L.
*Lyon, Vergil E. Wyman, Byron B.
Mitchell, Ethel Florence
JUNIOR COLLEGE.
*Abbott, Eunice E.
Atchison, Irma Mae
IJAugenstein, Lillian
Baker, Gladys A.
fBall, Lester P.
JBarrow, Joe B.
*Bartelt, Margaret
*Barth, Carolvn M.
Barto, Celia C.
Bastian, Ivan E.
Baxter. LaRue G.
fBeemer, Minnie Kathryn
Blocher, Naomi A.
IBoyle, Gail
*Braclt, Elizabeth
tBratzler, Esther J.
Brett, Floyd E.
Browne, Trivilla June
fBuck, Guyla J.
Butler, Florence Mary
*Byers, Alice Mary
*Carlson, Marcelyn M.
tChrystal, Delia Mae
IfClaude, Genevieve
*Clevenstine, Elizabeth Jane
*Clover, Jessie
Cole, Emily A.
Cole, Florence May
JConahan, Leo E.
fCone, Ruth Eleanor
*Cowen, Marcia E.
Crane, Marjorie Frances
Dahlen, Villa I. C.
De Bell, Marian Lee
UDeegan, Kathryn T.
*Dempsey, Alfaretta G.
fDillevig, Lyda K.
*Ditzler, Irene A.
Donnelly, Francis E.
B'uerr, Martha R.
Dwyer, Hannah Agnes
*Ebaugh, Lisle
Eckstrom, Zaida
Eddy, Margaret Elizabeth
JEdwards, Ethel Mae
Ekeberg, Gladys Winifred
fErbes, Clara
*Erickson, Gertrude
*Farley, Gertrude
Farrell, Virginia M.
j Fisher, Sara B.
*Flanders, Mildred Mae
tFlewellyn, Esther
Fluck, Ruth Olive
Fohr, Clifford
Forrer, Mabel L.
Fry, Olive H.
Gaede, Evelyn Willmete
*Gannon, Stasia Elizabeth
*Gardiner, Dorothy M.
Garland, John H.
Garman, Jessie Elizabeth
*Gear, Mary Barnes
*Craves, Vera Mae
*Gromer, Mildred E.
Gustafson, Kenneth
Gustafson, Myrtle E.
Haberer, Kathryn Ruth
*Hanway, Harlan
Harrington, Helen G.
Hart, Ramona A.
Harte, Helene
*Havens, Elsie Irene
*Hawthorne, Arlyne M.
JHenning, Florence J.
*Hewitt, Helen Stewart
Hines, Clayton
Hoover, Eldora Esmay
*Hubbard, Vivian Wells
Huether, Helen G.
JHumbracht, Edna. M.
Hutton, Gladys M.
fllgen, Gladys Mae
*Ingoldsby, Frances Cecelia
tlrish, Jessie D.
1IJackson, Marian
*Johnson, Bertha
Johnson, Ethelyn B.
Johnson, Florence C.
JJohnson, Sophie L.
Johnson, Vera Alene
Jones, Edna Marian
Jones, Dorothy Lois
-j-Jones, Narbeth S.
Kaecker, Lillian M.
Keating, Eileen
Keese, Helen Clara
+ Kelly, Mary Ruth
Kent, Vernon R.
Kevern, Beatrice L.
tKing, Elizabeth Carroll
lIKnight, Doris M.
Knott, Ethel Mae|Koehler, Pauline
*Kontny, Irene
fKuhns, R. Evelyn
*Langlois, Randolph
*Lawson, Vera Mae
*Lawton, Helen
tLeckey, Carolyn M.
Lengel, Frankie G.
tLewis, Edith E.
Luhtala, Vieno H.
McCray, Bernice
Mackley, Horace
t Marshall, Grace Hosley
*Mathison, Wilhelmina
Merrill, Grace Elizabeth
Merriman, Forrest Dewey
*Miller, Ethel Lenore
UMiller, Irene
Milnamow, Bernadine Catherine
fMoore, Nellie Mabel
Moorman, Chester W.
jNelson, Clara Matilda
Nelson, Clara Melissa
tNelson, Faye Darlene
fNewman, Elsie F.
tNoonan, H. Mary
*Nussle, Lucile
*Nyland, Esther E.
Oakland, Edna L.
Oberg, Burnett E.
O'Brien, Donald T.
O'Brien, Dorothy C.
O'Connor, Elizabeth Marcellian
O'D'onnell, Eleanor
jO'Malley, Agnes B.
Palmer, Howard
fPalmer, Vaida
fPalmer, Wilda
Papenhausen, Frances
Patchen, Hazel A.
JPatterson, Harold A.
Pearson, Corrin Frances
Peterson, Alice
Peterson, R. Stanley
*Petterson, Hannah
tPlapp, Georgia Mae
tPierson, Harvey L.
Pirie, Margaret White
Poulton, Kenneth Harold
tPowers, Helen Mary
Prentice, Henry Wilson, Jr.
Rapean, Mildred L.
Reed, Nina G.
Reinhart, Betty A.
*Repke, Mildred M.
Riggs, Helen E.
fLucille Rink
JUNIOR COLLEGE—Concluded.
IRomano, Congotta L.
Ryan, Francis J.
Sanford, Bertha Clara
f Scharringhausen, Alice
Schiesher, Martha A.
flSchrock, Arlene
Scriven, Dorothy E.
Seaholm, Anna Marie
Shaffer, Clifford M.
Sharp, L. "Vernon
Shoveland, Margaret
Smith, Florence E.
Smith, Marion O.
Soper, Dorothy Jane
fStockton, Jerold N.
Storm, Dorothy Louise
Strohm, Cynthia Bradford
Swords, Myrtle Margaret
UTalcott, Myrtle
fTerwilliger, Harriett
fToynton, Neva J.
fTrezona, Mina E.
Vanderbeek, Mildred M.
JVeale, Anna Allis
Wakefield, Blanche Elizabeth
Walbaum, Emma L.
tWall, Mary O.
Walrad, Nina L.
*Walrod, Mildred Mary
Walter, Marcella
Wantland, Wayne Warde
jJWarner, Stata E.
Watne, Clara
Westergreen. Mildred E.
Westlake, Glenn
fWhitford, Harriet A.
*Whitney, Elsie Alice
Whitney, Mildred H.
tWienke, Ethel
*Wiley, Flossie W~inifred
Wilkinson, Harold R.
JWillrett, Marcella Dorothea
Williams, Nellie C.
*Wilson, Jeannette Anne
*Winders, Annabel
tWirt, Lucile
*Yarger, Mary Grade
tYoung, Elsie Mae
HIGH SCHOOL.
Adee, William H.
L'iedrich, Fred
Dillevig, Lyda K.
Donnelly, Bernard
IIEllis, Frank
JGlidden, Gerald
Hickey, Margaret
Horan, Mary
Johnson, Jessie
Johnson, Lloj^d
Jordal, Edith
Keefe, Cullen
U Graduated November 1924.
t Graduated February 1925.
t Graduated August 1925.
* Graduated July 1925.
Keeler, Helen Pauline
Lawler, Elizabeth
Lundahl, Leon
McEnaney, Catherine
Nelson, Clara
JO'Malley, Agnes B.
Prickett, Charles Eugene
Serby, Violette FernDell
Thorsen, Mervin H.
fTrezona, Mina E.
Veale, Warren L.
II. FACULTY.
1. Salary Schedule for Summer School, 1925.
Annas A. Neil.
Baie, Tillie C
Bristow, Louise ....
Edel, E. F
Gabel, Otto
Gilbert, Julia
Gould, William C
Harrison, Paul
Hubbard, Helen ....
Huntsman, Bertha . .
Jenks, I. J
Littlejohn, Carl ....
Lyon, Clyde L
Mackenzie, Harold
.
.
Mann, Jessie R. . . . . .
Merritt, L. Eveline..
Messenger, Helen . . .
Meyers, Mabel
Mohrmann, Benjamin
Montgomery, C. E. . .
Montgomery, John . .
Muir, William G
First Term.
5516.67 Muse, Anne 266.67
333.34 Nash, Edna L 314.16
-300.00 Neptune, Coline 416.67
358.34 Nicholson, Maude 200.00
400.00 Oakland, Milo T 466.67
357.16 Badgley, Valene 150.00
516.67 Parmelee, Anna 333.34
35S.34 Parson, S. F
,
600.00
300.00 Peterson, Bena 316.67
333.34 Peterson, O. E 516.67
357.16 Phipps, C. Frank 516.67
400.00 Riley, Leonora 316.67
516.67 Ritzman, Floyd 600.00
360.00 Ross, Hilma 316.67
333.34 Shuey, Audrey 375.00
466.67 Simonson, Ida S , 466.67
333.34 Strahan, Hazel 300.00
316.67 Tague, Agnes 316.67
300.00 Whittaker, Milo 433.34
516.67 Miller, Peter 75.00
300.00 McMahon, Eva 1 300.00
400.00 Fox, Matie 240.00
Second Term.
Anderson, Elizabeth $300.00
Carlson, Fred 316.67
Duffey, Molly 300.00
Edel, E. P., (half time) 179.16
Gilbert, Julia, (half time) 178.58
Harrison, Lucille
Harrison, Paul, (half time)
Hobart, C. M
Jenks, I. J., (half time)
. . .
King, Emily
300.00
179.16
357.16
178.58
300.00
Second Term—Concluded.
Littlejohn, Carl 400.00
Lyon, Clyde L., (half time).. 258.33
McKean, Eva 316.67
Mohrmann, Benjamin C 300.00
Montgomery, C. E 516.67
Montgomery, John 300.00
Nicholson, Maude 200.00
Oakland, Milo T., (half time).. 233.33
Page, E. C. 600.00
Peterson, Marie
Peterson, O. E
Phipps, C. Prank
Ritzman, Plovd
Whittaker, M. L
Wright, Allen T., (half time)
Badgley, Valone
Smith, Mary
Miller, Peter
300.00
516.67
516.67
600.00
433.34
192.91
150.00
100.00
75.00
2. Salary Schedule for
R., (half time).
the Year 1925-1926—nine months.
Ritzman, F.
.. $1800.00
Page, E. C 3600.00
Parson, S. F 3600.00
Annas, A. Neil 3100.00
Gould, William C 3100.00
Lyon. Clyde L 3100.00
Montgomery, C. E 3100.00
Peterson, O. E 3100.00
Phipps, C. Frank 3100.00
Merritt, L. Eveline 2800.00
Oakland, Milo T 2800.00
Simonson, Ida S 2800.00
Whitman, Mary R 2800.00
Whittaker, Milo L 2600.00
Neptune, Celine 2500.00
Muir, William G 2400.00
Wright, Allen T 2315.00
Bond, Edith 2143.00
Gilbert, Julia E 2143.00
Jenks, I. J 2143.00
Smith, P. K 2143.00
Messenger, Helen 2057.00
Mann, Jessie R 2000.00
Parmelee, Anna 2000.00
Wiswall, Vera 2000.00
Carlson, Fred 1900.00
McCormick, Mildred 1800.00
Roberts, Jennie 1800.00
Muse, Anne
Gage, Russell
Terwilliger, George
Edel, E. F, (half time)
Harrison, Paul, (half time)
Payne, Howard, (part time)
McMahon, Eva I
Smalley, Agnes
Badgley, Valene
Littlejohn, Carl
Gabel, Otto
Adams, E. Louise
Baie, Tillie C
Bellis, Bertha
Fitch, Mary
Pluntsman, Bertha
,
King, Annie E
Montgomery, John
McKean, Eva
Meyers, Mabel
Parson, Eleanor
Peterson, Bena
Riley, Leonora
Ross, Hilma
Shattuck, Ethel
Tague, Agnes
Bristow, Louise
1600.00
1500.00
1500.00
1050.00
1050.00
563.00
1800.00
1440.00
900.00
2200.00
2000.00
1775.00
1775.00
1775.00
1775.00
1775.00
1775.00
1775.00
1675.00
1675.00
1675.00
1675.00
1675.00
1675.00
1675.00
1675.00
1575.00
REVOLVING FUND.
Shuey, Audrey $2250.00 Strahan, Hazel 1800.00
Stelford, Norma 2200.00 Wheeler, Effie Jane 1800.00
Nash,
.
Edna 1885.00 Swanson, Zigner, (part time)
. 450.00
Hubbard, Helen 1800.00 Lundahl, Arthur, (part time)
.
450.00
3. "We recommend Mr. Russell Gage who has his degree from this State
Teachers College and who has had successful experience, at a salary of
$1500 for thirty-six weeks to take the place of Miss Janet Sloan, in the
English Department.
4. We recommend Miss Mildred McCormick who has her Bachelor's
and Master's Degrees from Northwestern University, at a salary of $1800
for thirty-six weeks to take the place of Miss Alma Norton as Assistant Pro-
fessor of Music.
5. We recommend Mrs, Helen R. Messenger who has her Bachelor's
Degree from the University of Minnesota and her Master's Degree from the
University of Chicago, at a salary of $2057 for thirty-six weeks, in the De-
partment of Education.
6. We recommend Miss Jennie Roberts, who has her degree from Mon-
tana State College, at a salary of $1800 for thirty-six weeks, to take the
place of Miss P. Louise Spiess in the Department of Fine Arts.
7. We recommend Mr. P. K. Smith, who has his Master's Degree from
the University of Chicago, and live years' experience in teaching, at a salary
of $2143 for thirty-six weeks, to take the place of Mr. C. M. Hobart in the
Department of Mathematics.
8. We recommend Mr. George Terwilliger who has his degree from this
Teachers College, at a salary of 1500 for thirty-six weeks as Assistant in
the Department of Biology.
9. We recommend Miss Jane Wheeler who has her Master's Degree
from the University of Wisconsin, at a salary of $1800 for thirty-six weeks
to take the place of Mrs. Mabel E. Hobart in the Department of English.
10. We recommend Arthur Lundahl
Education at a salary of $50 a month.
III. OTHER SCHOOL EMPLOYEES.
as Student Assistant in Physical
1. Salary Schedule for the Year
Brown, J. Stanley $6500.00
Campbell, Alexander , 1KO0.00
Carlson. Charles 1500.00
Clark, James A 2200.00
Davy, Charles 1500.00
Derrick, Chris 1500.00
Ebbeson, Andrew 1600.00
Hardin, Halstead 1500.00
Johnson, Arthur F 1500.00
of 1925-1926—twelve months.
Johnson, Olive S $1700.00
Oberg, Otto 1500.00
Swinbank, William 1800.00
Trautwein, Margaret 1400.00
Weightman, Hugh 1200.00
Willrett, Joseph 1200.00
Extra Janitor 200.00
Extra Fireman 150.00
Student Help 1200.00
-twelve months-2. Salary Schedule for Williston Hall
$1500.00 Chamberlain, Margaret
1200.00 Hild, Helen, per wk. . . ,
720.00 Robinette, Ruth, per wk
2000.00 Viall, Ellen, per wk
75.00 Student Help, per wk. . .
Hale, Ezra
Crays, Elvira E
Babcock, Josephine
Hensel, Julia B
Douglas, Minnie, per mo
Clark, Etta, per wk ,
Byers, Blanche, per wk.
,
Byers, Marjorie, per wk
Pay Roll.
Revolving
per wk.
13.00
10.00
10.00
Dong, Taylor . .
Mathaly, Walter
; Fund.
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
1200.00
1500.00
IV. ORGANIZATION. No report.
V. CURRICULUM. No report.
VI. BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS. No report.
VII. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES.
1. The Revolving Fund shows the following report from April 1 to
June 30, 1925:
RECEIPTS.
Board and Room, Williston Hall. $15,159.15
Registration Fees 4,623.00
Total Receipts $ 19,782.15
Amount Previously Reported 103,070.06
Total Amount remitted to Revolving Fund $122,852.21
EXPENDITURES.
Salaries and Wages $10,116.63
Office and Telephone 229.81
Travel 365.17
Food 4,453.80
Fuel 1,101.9 5
Supplies 1,861.79
Garden Supplies 64.29 •
Repairs 541.96
Total Expenditures for period $18,735.42
Expenditures previously reported 94,277.16
Total Expenditures $113,012.58
Balance on hand in Revolving Fund, June 30 9,839.63
$122,852.21
VIII. STUDENT LIFE. No report.
IX. MISCELLANEOUS. No report.
X. SUMMARY.
1. The approval of the faculty members recommended and of the
salary schedules is requested.
Respectfully submitted,
J. Stanley Brown, President.
8The list of graduates was approved as presented in the report.
The following recommendations for faculty appointments were
approved
:
SALARY SCHEDULE FOR SUMMER SCHOOL, 1925.
First Term.
Annas, A. Neil.
Bale, Tillie C. . .
Bristow, Louise
Edel, E. F
Gabel, Otto . . .
$516.67
333.34
300.00
358.34
400.00
Gilbert, Julia 357.16
Gould, William C 516.67
Harrison, Paul 358.34
Hubbard, Helen 300.00
Huntsman, Bertha 333.34
Jenks, I. J 357.16
Littlejohn, Carl 400.00
Lyon, Clyde L 516.67
Mackenzie, Harold 360.00
Mann, Jessie R 333.34
Merritt, L. E'valine 466.67
Messenger, Helen 333.34
Meyers, Mabel 316.67
Mohrmann, Benjamin 300.00
Montgomery, C. E 516.67
Montgomery, John 300.00
Muir, William G 400.00
Muse, Anne 266.67
Nash, Edna L 314.16
Neptune, Celine 416.67
Nicholson, Maude 200.00
Oakland, Milo T 466.67
Badgley, Valene 150.00
Parmelee, Anna 333.34
Parson, S. F 600.00
Peterson, Bena .
. .> 316.67
Peterson, O. E 516.67
Phipps, C. Frank 516.67
Riley, Leonora 316.67
Ritzman, Floyd 600.00
Ross, Hilma 316.67
Shuey, Audrey 375.00
Simonson, Ida S 466.67
Strahan, Hazel 300.00
Tague, Agnes 316.67
Whittaker, Milo 433.34
Miller, Peter 75.00
McMahon, Eva 1 300.00
Fox, Matie 240.00
Second Term.
Anderson, Elizabeth $300.00
Carlson, Fred 316.67
Duffey, Molly 300.00
Edel, E. F., (half time) 179.16
Gilbert, Julia, (half time) 178.58
Harrison, Lucille 300.00
Harrison, Paul, (half time) .... 179.16
Hobart, C. M 357.16
Jenks, I. J., (half time) 178.58
King, Emily 300.00
Littlejohn, Carl 400.00
Lyon, Clyde L., (half time) 258.33
McKean, Eva 316.67
Mohrmann, Benjamin C 300.00
Montgomery, C. E 516.67
Montgomery, John 300.00
Nicholson, Maude 200.00
Oakland, Milo T., (half time).. 233.33
Page, E. C 600.00
Peterson, Marie 300.00
Peterson, O. E' 516.67
Phipps, C. Frank 516.67
Ritzman, Floyd 600.00
Whittaker, M. L 433.34
Wright, Allen T., (half time).. 192.91
Badgley, Valene 150.00
Smith, Mary 100.00
Miller, Peter 75.00
SALARY SCHEDULE FOR THE YEAR 1925-1926—NINE MONTHS.
Ritzman, F. R., (half time) .. $1800.00
Page, E. C 3600.00
Parson, S. F 3600.00
Annas, A. Neil 3100.00
Gould, William C 3100.00
Lyon, Clyde L 3100.00
Montgomery, C. E 3100.00
Peterson, O. E 3100.00
Phipps, C. Frank 3100.00
Merritt, L. Evaline 2800.00
Oakland, Milo T 2800.00
Simonson, Ida S 2800.00
Whitman, Mary R 2800.00
Whittaker, Milo L 2600.00
Neptune, Celine 2500.00
Muir, William G 2400.00
Wright, Allen T 2315.00
Bond, Edith 2143.00
Gilbert, Julia E 2143.00
Jenks, I. J 2143.00
Smith, P. K 2143.00
Messenger, Helen 2057.00
Mann, Jessie R 2000.00
Parmelee, Anna 2000.00
Wiswall, Vera 2000.00
Carlson, Fred 1900.00
McCormick, Mildred 1800.00
Roberts. Jennie 1800.00
Muse, Anne 1600.00
Gage, Russell , 1500.00
Terwilliger, George 1500.00
Edel, E. F., (half time) 1050.00
Harrison, Paul, (half time) . . 1050.00
Payne, Howard, (part time).. 563.00
McMahon, Eva 1 1800.00
Smalley, Agnes 1440.00
Badgley, Valene 900.00
Littlejohn, Carl 2200.00
Gabel, Otto 2000.00
Adams, E. Louise 1775.00
Baie, Tillie C 1775.00
Bellis, Bertha 1775.00
Fitch, Mary 1775.00
Huntsman, Bertha 1775.00
King, Annie E 1775.00
Montgomery, John 1775.00
McKean, Eva 1675.00
Meyers, Mabel 1675.00
Parson, Eleanor 1675.00
Peterson, Bena 1675.00
Riley, Leonora 1675.00
Ross, Hilma 1675.00
Shattuck, Ethel 1675.00
Tague, Agnes 1675.00
Bristow, Louise 1575.00
REVOLVING FUND.
Shuey, Audrey ../ $2250.00 Strahan, Hazel 1800.00
Stelford, Norma 2200.00 Wheeler, Effle Jane. 1800.00
Nash, Edna 1885.00 Swanson, Zigner, (part time). 450.00
Hubbard, Helen 1800.00 Lundahl, Arthur, (part time). 450.00
The following recommendations with regard to other employees
were approved
:
SALARY SCHEDULE FOR THE YEAR 1925-1926—TWELVE MONTHS.
Brown, J. Stanley $6500.00
Campbell, Alexander 1500.00
Carlson, Charles 1500.00
Clark, James A 2200.00
Davy, Charles 1500.00
Derrick, Chris 1500.00
Ebbeson, Andrew 1600.00
Hardin, Halstead 1500.00
Johnson, Arthur F 1500.00
Johnson, Olive S $1700.00
Oberg, Otto 1500.00
Swinbank, William 1800.00
Trautwein, Margaret 1400.00
Weightman, Hugh 1200.00
Willrett, Joseph 1200.00
Extra Janitor 200.00
Extra Fireman 150.00
Student Help 1200.00
SALARY SCHEDULE FOR WILLISTON HALL—TWELVE MONTHS.
Hale, Ezra
Grays, Elvira E
Babcock, Josephine
Hensel, Julia B
Douglas, Minnie, per mo.
Clark, Etta, per wk
Byers, Blanche, per wk.
.
Byers, Marjorie, per wk.
REVOLVING FUND. !
$1500.00 Chamberlain, Margaret, per wk. $10.00
Hild, Helen, per wk 10.00
Robinette, Ruth, per wk 10.00
Viall, Ellen, per wk 10.00
Student Help, per wk 10.00
Long, Tavlor 1200.00
Mathaly, Walter 1500.00
1200.00
720.00
2000.00
75.00
13.00
10.00
10.00
President Felmley presented his report, which was received, placed
on file, and is made a part of these minutes. The report follows
:
Normal, Illinois.
September 8, 1925.
To the Chairman and Members of the Normal School Board-
Gentlemen: 1 submit the following report for the Illinois State Normal
University:
I. STUDENTS.
A. Attendance for the school year ending June 12, 1925.
College Students— 1924-25. 1923-24.
First summer half-term (6 weeks) 2726 2487
Second Summer half-term (6 weeks) 1091 917
Total summer enrolments 3817 3404
Total omitting names counted twice 3245 2963
Regular school year (36 weeks) 1444 1095
Mid-spring term (6 weeks) 507 369
Total for year none counted twice 4679 3989
University High School 255 260
Elementary pupils 475 537
Total resident students and pupils 5409 4786
Extension students 44
Pupils in Soldiers Orphans Home 480 452
Grand total under instruction 5933 5238
10
10
Attendance Spring Term, March 16 to June 12, 1925.
Men Women
or or
boys, girls.
College department total 267 920
Seniors 21 38
Juniors 22 46
Sophomores 79 268
Freshmen 134 554
Unclassified 11
,
14
Training Department Total 601 * 509
Students in High School 122 120
Pupils in Elementary School 193 186
Pupils in S. O. Home 286 203
Total in all Departments . 868 1429
Mid-Spring half-term, May 5-June 12, 1925.
College students 60 447
First Summer half-term (June 15-July 24, 1925).
College students 427 2409
Training Department 91 07
S. O. Home 121 78
Second Summer half-term, July 27-September 2, 1925.
College students ' ....
Training Department
Total
one year
Total. ago.
1187 950
59 44
68 36
347 329
688 531
25 10
1110 1097
242 240
379 422
489 435
2297 2078
507
2836
15S
199
1006
28
;69
2726
187
217
1091
38
GRADUATES OP 1925.
The Faculty recommends the following students for graduation this
summer:
Postoffice.
Normal
Bunker Hill
.
.Lovington
. . .Princeton
From Senior College with Degrees 76.
Name. County.
Allan, Keith *. McLean . „
Bechtold, Ray H : Macoupin
Betts, Hilda Moultrie
Birkey, Eleanor Anna Bureau
Birkey, Maude Elizabeth Bureau Princeton
Blackburn, Florence McLean Normal
Blair, Frances Mae Tazewell Mackinaw
Bodkey, Bessie Macoupin Palmyra
Botts, Martha Elizabeth - Cook Chicago
Boucher, Mary Corinne Tazewell Mackinaw
Bradley, Ransom Lee Stephenson Davis
Buchanan, Rosalia McLean Normal
Coatney, Elmer Clarence Macoupin Brighton
Danner, Gustava Champaign Homer
Deem, John Clift Crawford Flat Rock
Dewalt, Clyde Willis Christian Moweaqua
Dobbs, Thomas Wiley Shelby Herrick
Dominetta, James M Macoupin Benld
Etherton, Lillian D'ooley McLean LeRoy
Fehr, Marjorie McLean Normal
Fisher, Omer Mack Richland Claremont
Fitzgerrell, Katherine McLean Normal
Fitzpatrick, Martha Frances Greene Roodhouse
Francis, Ralph Eugene Knox Victoria
Frappier, Kathryn Pauline (Ohio) Bryan
Fristoe, Eva Marie ,. .Livingston Pontiac
Geiger, Beulah Erma McLean Bloomington
Glaeser, John Henry Clinton Trenton
Hastings, Gladys Maude McLean Cooksville
Hertel, Alfred Louis St. Clair Belleville
Hileman, Warren Brooks. . ." Iroquois Loda
Hostettler, Tony Clouvous McLean Normal
Hoyt, Pearl May Madison Highland
Huffman, Willard Hector McLean Normal
Johnson, Erma Keagle (Iowa) Titonka
Johnson, Jessie Beatrice Livingston Pontiac
Johnson, Jo Ann McLean .Bloomington
Jordan, Grace Josephine Christian Morrisonville
Kasel, Alfred William St. Clair Lebanon
II
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Name. County. Postoffice.
Koerner. Charles Albert Livingston Chatsworth
Langfeldt, Grover Henry McLean Normal
Lee, Merrill William Tazewell Mackinaw
Long-, Ella Adams Plainville
Lundberg, Louise Henninger McLean Bloomington
McAfee, Florence (Texas) Alpine
McCurdy, Grace Haven Henry Alpha
*McDavitt, Neva Piatt Monticello
Mason, Noah Morgan LaSalle Oglesby
Means, Margaret McLean Bloomington
Millard, Helen Lenore Tazewell East Peoria
Miller, William Allen McLean , Normal
Musick, Harry E Piatt DeLand
*McKim, Chester Lincoln Moultrie Bethany
Nix, Grace Evangeline Sangamon Springfield
Olinger, Pauline Catherine Morgan Franklin
Pils, Meta Henriette McLean Bloomington
Pratt, Nina DeEtte Whiteside Tampico
Price, John Knox Montgomery Waggoner
Pusey, Alice Leonora LaSalle Marseilles
Reddick, Glenn Scott Peoria Glasford
Peed, William Ezra , Christian Mt. Auburn
Robins, Martha , Douglas West Ridge
Roman, Hugo Macoupin Benld
Schenfeldt, Elizabeth McLean Normal
Skaggs, Margaret (Nevada) Elko
Skinner, William McLean Bloomington
Smart, Mary Lucile ' JoDaviess Scales Mound
Stitzel, Edith Viola Carroll Lanark
Struif , Regina Lucile Madison Alton
Sutherland, Mildred McLean Bloomington
Taubeneck, Otto Clark Clark Marshall
Tillotson, Hosea Vermilion Armstrong
Vaninger, Alma Helen .Clinton Trenton
Walker, Martha Pauline Marion Kinmundy
White, Lolita Isabelle McLean Normal
Yerkes, Lola Bond Mulberry Grove
Junior College (for Junior High-School Teachers) 105.
Allen, Clara Sperry St. Clair East St. Louis
Allison, Lelah Susie Wayne Ellery
Anderson, Lillian R i Iroquois Mi Iford
Barr, Bertha Frances LaSalle Lostant
Beard, Cynthia Elizabeth McLean Carlock
Beck, Bernhard Carl Vermilion Henning
Benjamin, Edith Winifred McLean Normal
Bill, Vivadene Kimler McLean Ellsworth
Bodine, Berenice Emily McLean
.
.
.Bloomington
Bolin, Paul Leon McLean Normal
Bower, Ruth Pike Pleasant Hill
Brandenberger, Mildred Vermilion Danville
Brinegar, Hazel Irene McLean Normal
Brooks, Harold Jersey Jerseyville
Brown, Lewis Howard (Indiana) Kurtz
Browning, Ruth McLean Normal
Burt, Bessie Murrel Tazewell Armington
Butzow, Kathryn Alida McLean Normal
Clinebell, George Logan Peoria Glasford
Colean, Frances Ann
, . .
.Sangamon Pawnee
Cook, Carl Eugene Sangamon Springfield
Couch, Oza Dee Pike Nebo
Cunningham, Floyd Crawford Flat Rock
Dobbs, Ruth Hileman Iroquois Loda
Dorris, Dorothy Alice Madison Collinsville
Englund, Emma Pauline Bureau , Maiden
Entzminger, Sammie McLean Normal
Firley, Henry John Macoupin Benld
Fisher, Catharine E Stephenson Freeport
Flynn, Daniel Dawrence Woodford El Paso
Fosnaugh, Ruth Dillian Sangamon Springfield
Fristoe, Wallace Harvey Fayette St. Elmo
Fuller, Harold Kenneth McLean . Bloomington
Gainer, Cloyd Preston Tazewell Armington
Gerlach, Eugenia Anna Ford Sibley
Getz, Maria Eva Bureau Mineral
Graff, Fred .- Tazewell Minier
Green, Elsie Musette LaSalle Marseilles
Guizzetti, Elda Lucille Grundy Gardner
Gurley, James Iroquois Milford
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Name. County. Postofflce.
Hall, Lucille McLean Normal
Hartman, Frances May Stephenson Freeport
Hattenhauer, Theressa La Salle Dana
Hawk, Ayliffe Macon Niantic
Heinle, Harold Samuel Macon Maroa
Hennis, Adah Mae D'eKalb Sandwich
Hibarger, Dorothy McLean Normal
Hoffman, Martha Grundy Dwight
Hoffman, Mary Grundy Dwight
Hopt, Mary Madeline McLean Bloomington
Iliff , Grace LaSalle Ottawa
Ingram, Imogene Marie Henry Geneseo
Jennings, Flora Catherine , .McLean , Normal
Keigwin, Mary Elizabeth Bureau , Walnut
Kober, Ralph Montgomery Butler
Koerner, Violet Mae Livingston Chatsworth
Krans, August Vernon McLean Danvers
Lane, D'orothy Ellen Mason Easton
Mantle, Charlotte Lucile McLean
._
Bloomington
Mead, Alva Wayne Fairfield
Meuser, Fern Elizabeth Champaign Rantoul
Miller, Bruce Leon Fayette St. Elmo
Moore, Ivan Ellen Pike Griggsville
Myers, Hilda Irene Champaign Champaign
Nalbach, James Martin Shelby Moweaqua
Norwood, Cora McLean Normal
O'Donnell, Esther Pauline Montgomery Nokomis
Olmsted, Mary Louise Macoupin Bunker Hill
Oxford, Frances McLean Normal
Palmer, Charlene McLean ]N ormal
Pampel, Claude Earl i Livingston Craymont
Pichler, Julia Sangamon Springfield
Pierron, Lorraine Mary Madison Pierron
Pils, Clare Margaret* McLean Bloomington
Robinson, Edith Mae Logan , Benson
Rock, Edna Ruth Fulton Cuba
Ross, Myra Jane Peoria. Peoria
Russell, Dorothy .Bureau Neponset
Scaggs, Mahala Putnam Putnam
Schmelzel, Edward Fred St. Clair Dupo
Schroeder, James Price McLean Normal
Scott, Daisylind .Morgan Franklin
Scott, Elizabeth Lucinda Morgan Franklin
Seaholm, Ruth Emma Jane , Rock Island Moline
Shearer, Ura, Carol
.,
B'eWitt Weldon
Slater, Wilma Deane .' McLean Cropsey
Small, Everett Ewing McLean Bloomington
Smith, Leta Frances Macon Decatur
Smith, Minnie Wabash Allendale
Spreckelmeyer, Isa Madison Madison
Steinberg, Hazel Ann , Ford .Cropsey
Tabor, Hazel Ellen ' Moultrie Sullivan
Taylor, Eva DeWitt Wapella
Taylor, Lola Marie
. , ,
DeWitt Wapella
Tolman, Ruth Langhart Henry Galva
Toohill, Norine McLean Bloomington
Traughber, Faye Etalka Christian Stonington
Turner, Kenneth Weston Kane Elgin
Webber, Anna McLean Normal
Weller, Frank Robert Logan San Jose
White, Dorothy Louise McLean Normal
Wingarner, Estell H Marion . luka
Wise, Eunice Nell , Macon Macon
Wrench, Howard Earl Piatt DeLand
Wrench, Frank Piatt White Heath
Junior College (for Elementary and Special Teachers) 222.
Abraham, Louise Tazewell Pekin
Adams, Harry McLean Normal
Allen, Thomas Piatt Bement
Appenzeller, Leta Lucile Tazewell Hopedale
Bailey, Mable Irene McLean Normal
Baird, Jane Marie McLean Normal
Baker, Bessie (Missouri) Hannibal
Banks, Marie Livingston Pontiac
Bargreen, Nona Mercedise LaSalle Streator
Barlow, Leila Marie Lee Amboy
Barth, Dorothy Wayne Cisne
Barton, Mary Helen Lee Sublette
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Name. County. Postoffice.
Baxter, Nettie Irene McLean Blooming-ton
Becker, Florence Emily Tazewell Pekin
Bowen, Vera Rose Greene Roodhouse
Brokaw, Elsie May Bureau Neponset
Brown, Vera Melissa Livingston Dwight
Brummett, Wahneta Vermilion Danville
Brunner, Ollie Renee Logan Elkhart
Burt, Jessie Ardis (Montana) Miles City
Butterly, Zita LaSalle Streator
Caldwell, Altha Mae St. Clair East St. Louis
Caldwell, Lorene Narcissa LaSalle Dana
Cannon, Pauline Mary (Kansas) Parkerville
Carmody, Edith Margaret Greene Carrollton
Carmody, Nora Greene Carrollton
Carrithers, Lura M Woodford Eureka
Carroll, Ann F Pike Pittsfleld
Carroll, Ernestine McLean Bloomington
Castle, Esther McLean Normal
Caughlan, Helen Violet Pike Pittsfleld
Christman, Mary E Livingston Dwight
Clark, Priscilla Blanche DeKalb Hinckley
Cleveland, William Richard McLean Bloomington
Clinebell, Eleanor Grace Peoria Glasford
Clinebell, Florence Esther Peoria Glasford
Cloyd, Grace Sangamon Loami
Cobb, Louise Florence Adams Quincy
Colean, Frances Ann Sangamon Pawnee
Coulson, Mary Velma Adams Quincy
Council, Lucille May McLean Bloomington
Crum, Mildred Mary McLean Cropsey
Crusius, Dorothy Orilla McLean Bloomington
Cunningham, Mary LaSalle Streator
Cunningham, Rose Alexander Cairo
Davidson, Eleanor Tazewell Delavan
Davies, Marjorie Markee Bureau Sheffield
Day, Mildred Addie McLean Bloomington
Dean, Lorene Putnam Magnolia
Denman, Norma Jane McLean Bloomington
Dixon, Zeola Verle McLean Bloomington
Downey, Lillia Lavinia Iroquois Milford
Dry, Arlene Hannah .Crawford Hutsonville
Erickson, Gladys Vermilion Danville
Esser, Kathleen Mary Kane Aurora
Evans, Robert Harold Montgomery Nokomis
Evans, Valentine Champaign Ludlow
Fabina, Anna Celestine LaSalle Kangley
Fenton, Mary Beatrice Lee Amboy
Ferns, John Chester Kankakee St. Anne
Field, Mary Irene McLean Normal
Follmer, Stella Elsie Livingston Saunemin
Foran, Anna Marie Christian Kincaid
Fuller, Ruth Irma McLean Bloomington
Funk, Mary Elizabeth Cook Evanston
Gadberry, Theo Gladys Will Wilmington
Gallaspie, Harold Money Iroquois Donovan
George, Milderine Clay Flora
Ginzel, Anna Marie Clinton Trenton
Gleghorn, Dinah Susan Grundy Morris
Goetz, Clara Lawrence Lawrenceville
Gossett, Edith Myrtle Piatt Cerro Gordo
Gray, Bessie Macon Blue Mound
Gray, Charles Lloyd Macon Blue Mound
Gray, Opal AlDena DeWitt Weldon
Greathouse, Glenn Arthur Edwards West Salem
Green, Floyd Jennings McLean Normal
Green, Frances Edgar Chrisman
Griffin, Cathrin DeWitt Clinton
Gruetsemacher, Mildred St. Clair O'Fallon
Haas, Ida Elizabeth Woodford ElPaso
Hall, Helen Katherine McLean Bloomington
Hamilton, Genevieve Mercer Viola
Harder, Gladys Dorothy Douglas Atwood
Hardy, Grace Elizabeth Kankakee Momence
Hecker, Hazel Louise Lee Amboy
Henneberry, Ursula Mary Will Joliet
Hicks, Iris Helen Iroquois Gilman
Hileman, Elitha Rebecca Iroquois Loda
Hill, Audrey Margaret Menard Petersburg
Hill, Lyle McLean Bloomington
Hinds, Flora Elizabeth Marion Salem
Hinkey, Edna Louise Livingston Manville
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Name. County. Postoffice.
Hoarty, Agnes Lorraine LaSalle Streator
Hoenig, Elsie Madison Troy
Holmes, Adelene DeWitt Farmer City
Holmes, Helen Elizabeth Morgan Franklin
Holz, Rena Sangamon Springfield
Hostetler, James Calvin Moultrie Lovington
Hubbard, Mary Matilda Pike Pittsfield
Huffman, Reba McLean Bloomington
Hull, Mildred Avis Mason Mason City
Hulse, Florence Elizabeth Douglas Villa Grove
Jameson, Madge Sangamon Springfield
Janssen, Charlotte Peoria Peoria
Jewell, Leona "Warren Monmouth
Johnson, Hilda Constance Kane Geneva
Johnson, Homer Leslie Pike Pittsfield
Jouett, Lesah Loretta Greene Carrollton
Kellerman, Richard Perry Pinckneyville
King, Thelma Viola Ford Melvin
Kinney, Ronella Teresa Christian Morrisonville
Kinsella, Irene McLean ' Bloomington
Kirby, Mary Agnes Lee Steward'
Knuppel, Fred John Mason Easton
Koos, Nelda McLean Bloomington
Korneman, Frieda Emelia Marshall Toluca
Kugler, Helen Irene St. Clair Lenzburg
Langford, Emma Livingston Pontiac
Lee, Angeline McLean Normal
Lipe, Catherine Perry DuQuoin
Logan, George Raymond Schuyler Rushville
Lowenberg, Harriet Vaneta Livingston Odell
Lundeen, Milton McLean, Bloomington
McClelland, Beatrice McHenry Harvard
McElhiney, Dorothy Gladys McLean Normal
McHugh, Elsie McLean Lexington
Malkus, Joe Henry Piatt Bement
Maloney, Mary Anne McLean Bloomington
Mantle, Irene Alice McLean Bloomington
Mastin, Fannie Ruth DeWitt Wapella
Maury, Beatrice Fern Vermilion Hoopeston
Maxey, Nina Bernice Montgomery Witt
Mayall, Leah Elsie DeWitt Clinton
Meeker, Iola Douglas Atwood
Meikle, Harriet Margaret Bureau Sheffield
Millard, Lavona Tazewell East Peoria
Millikan, Lorena Gilberta Mercer Viola
Mohn, Edith Teresa Peoria Peoria
Morgan, Bernice Jossetta Logan Lincoln
Murray, Hazel Jersey Jerseyville
Neathery, Clyde Sellers Fayette Vandalia
Neidigh, Esther Mae Stephenson Freeport
Nelson, Ruth Lucille LaSalle Seneca
Nettleton, Ernest Brown . . . . - McLean Bloomington
Newtson, Harold Leroy McLean Normal
Nixon, Mildred Alice Iroquois Watseka
Nordstrom, Elsie Caroline Henry Bishop Hill
Norsworthy, Paul Wabash Mt. Carmel
O'Beirne, Agnes Champaign . . Tolona
Oppleman, Reva (Michigan) Detroit
Otto, Edna Mae McLean Normal
Owings, Mary Haigh Scott Winchester
Parker, Florence Margaret Kane Aurora
Parrett, June Elizabeth McLean Normal
Patton, Arthur "Wayne McLean Normal
Paulen, Mary Elizabeth Sangamon Springfield
Peters, Russell Logan Peoria Trivoli
Petersen, Merrette Jane Tazewell East Peoria
Phillips, Bernadine Ruth McLean Chenoa
Porter, Grace . . . .: LaSalle LaSalle
Puderer, Irma Luella St. Clair Belleville
Quinn, Mary Margaret Jersey Jerseyville
Rankin, Irene Margaret Marshall Toluca
Reece, Dorothy Myrtle McLean Normal
Reed, Mary Antoinette Kane Aurora
Reel, Helen Margaret Pike Pittsfield
Richey, Ruby Richland Claremont
Rigg, Corinne Macon Decatur
Ritenour. Ruth LaSalle Streator
Rodman, Lloyd Glenn Grundy Morris
Ross, Lillian VanDeusen Peoria Peoria
Rowley, Maud Dell McLean Normal
Ruda Frances Vermilion D'anville
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Name. County. Postofflce.
Rudasill, Ruth i. DeWitt Clinton
Sageser, Laura B McLean Bloomington
Saylor, Sarah Gallatin Equality
Scheffler, Ruth Tazewell Pekin
Schwartz, Monica Isabelle Champaign ( . .Champaign
Scoggin, Leone Douglas Tuscola
Scott, Cora Levena DeWitt Wapella
Schilling, Edwin Christian St. Clair O'Fallon
Seass, Flora Elizabeth Moultrie ...... Sullivan
Seitsinger, Ethel Leona DeKalb Somonauk
Senour, Wilma Rae McLean Normal
Shaub, Henrietta Barbara Cook Berwyn
Shea. Elizabeth Theresa Tazewell Hopedale
Shidler, Jesse Carroll Lanark
Short, Mary Jeannette Greene Carrollton
Skinner, Helen Margaret McLean . . . .1 Bloomington
Sloter, Hildegarde Angela Iroquois Crescent City
Smith, Eunice 1 Vermilion Hoopeston
Spalding, Anoyna Mary Woodford Roanoke
Squires, Lorna Pearl Ford Roberts
Steidley, Louise McLean Bloomington
Stevens, Catharine Theresa Peoria Elmwood
Streid, Ethel Almeda McLean Normal
Stumpf , Nicholas Logan Lincoln
Sullivan, Marjorie Genevieve Bureau Sheffield
Szabo, Mary Ellen LaSalle Streator
Teter, Nell Fern Menard Greenview
Tillottson, Jessie Inez Vermilion Armstrong
Tredennick, Florence Livingston Strawn
Trimble, Warren Harley Tazewell Hopedale
Trummel, Albert Wesley Moultrie Lovington
VanDyke. Harold Washington : Ashley
Vaubel, Sara Tazewell Washington
Verkler, Lillian Iroquois v Cissna Park
VonGruenigen, Dorothy Ann Madison Granite City
Wabel, Ida Thelma Livingston . Streator
Wallace, Ethel N McLean Normal
Walsh, Marguerite LaSalle Streator
Wells, Mary Alice LaSalle Streator
Wernigk, Augusta Ferroll Vermilion Armstrong
White, William Vincent Moultrie Lovington
Winters, Sarah Perry DuQuoin
Woodruff, Roscoe William Iroquois Onarga
Wright, Gladys McLean Normal
Wright, Grace McLean Normal
Wright, Jessie Marie
,
Edgar Hume
Wurzburger, Allen McLean Bloomington
Yohe. Edna Wayne Mt. Erie
These 76 degrees and 327 diplomas have been granted for the comple-
tion of various curriculums, as follows:
DEGREES—FOUR-YEAR CURRICULUMS.
Four-year curriculums for high-school teachers 64
Four-year Smith-Hughes curriculum in Home Economics 10
Four-year curriculum for Principals 2
DIPLOMAS FOR TWO-TEAR AND THREE-YEAR CURRICULUMS.
For teachers in junior high schools 105
For teachers in upper grades 26
For teachers in lower' grades 70
For kindergarten-primary teachers 24
For teachers of public school music 9
For teachers of manual training
.
17
For teachers of art and design 3
For teachers of physical education 8
For teachers of home economics 20
For teachers of agriculture 7
For teachers of commercial branches 38
Seventy Illinois counties and nine other states are represented in the
graduating class. Twenty-five counties of central Illinois from which most
of our students come, contribute 65 per cent of the total, McLean alone
furnishing 22 per cent. Other counties with large representation are La-
Salle 18, Tazewell 17, Livingston 14, Iroquois 12, Bureau, DeWitt, Peoria,
Sangamon, Vermilion 10 each.
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THE SUMMER SESSION.
In the first summer half-term the attendance was restricted to high-
school graduates and holders of teachers certificates; yet our registration
was 2836. Twenty-six per cent of the students had not taught. Seventy-
six per cent had teaching positions for this school year. Two hundred
eighty expect to be in school next year. There was a large attendance of
mature teachers. Thus in one class enrolling twenty-four men and seven
women.
Average age of men 32: average salary $2080; average experience 10 yrs.
Average age of women 27; average salary $1435; average exper. 6.3 yrs.
In all 246 of the students have taught ten years or more, 384 others have
taught more than five years; only 726 have never taught.
Of the 2836 only 702 were in the normal school for the first time; 306
had spent two years or more in this institution; college graduates numbered
32; normal-school graduates 228.
The per capita cost of instruction only was by terms.
1st summer half-term $12.87, 2nd summer half-term $14.89.
In the mid-spring term we added 507 students at an added salary ex-
pense of $2505.
II. THE FACULTY.
I am obliged to report several serious losses from our faculty due in
several cases to our inadequate salary scale.
1. Mr. Orda A. Plunkett, Ph. D. Assistant Professor of Botany, re-
signs to accept a position in the University of California.
2. Miss Florence M. King, Instructor in Clothing, resigns to accept
a position in the University of Illinois.
3. Miss Grace VanDyke More, Instructor in Public School Music, be-
comes head of public-school music in the North Carolina College for Women
at Greensboro.
4. Miss Anna B. Harper, Training Teacher in the Second Grade, goes
to Springfield, Illinois, as supervisor of primary work.
5. Dr. Florence Ames, Health Adviser, resigns to engage in general
medical practice.
6. Mr. Guy A. Buzzard, Acting Professor of Geography, becomes head of
the department of Geography in the State Teachers College at Emporia,
Kansas.
7. Miss Joan Fleming, Instructor in Biology (part time), accepts a
similar position in Oberlin College, Ohio.
8. Mr. O. V. Mongerson, Acting Professor of Physics, becomes superin-
tendent of schools at Chenoa, Illinois.
9. Miss Margaret Westhoff, Instructor in Music in the Soldiers Or-
phans Home, goes to a similar position in Davenport, Iowa.
10. Miss Elizabeth Waterman, Instructor in Physical Training, re-
signs to conduct a private studio in Chicago.
11. Mr. F. S. Sorrenson, Professor of Public Speaking, and
12. Miss Edith Irene Atkin, Acting Professor of Mathematics, and
13. Miss Bernita Dreitzler, Head of Fell Hall, all request a year's leave
of absence for study in Teachers College, Columbia University, New York.
14. Mr. Paul K. Benjamin, Director of High-School Athletics, and
15. Miss Elena Marchant, Instructor in Spanish, resign to attend the
University of Illinois.
16. Mr. H. A. Bone, Professor of Rural Education, resigns to seek
other employment.
17. Mrs. Mildred McConnell Varela, Instructor in Dramatics, and
17
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18. Miss Zoe Garlough, Instructor in Foods, and
19. Miss Laura Bolles, Instructor in Biology, definitely retire from
teaching.
20. Miss Ruth David, temporary instructor in Mathematics, and
21. Miss Bess Hayden, substitute Training Teacher Fifth G-rade, and
22. Mr. Grover Langfeldt, Instructor in Manual Training at the S. O.
Home, and
23. Miss Bertha Courts, Sixth grade Training Teacher at the S. O.
Home, resign to seek other positions.
24." Mr. Irvin W. Cox, instructor in Physics, resigns to accept a pro-
fessorship at Brandon, Manitoba.
To fill the twenty-four positions thus vacated the following recommen-
dations are made. In each case the new salary for 36 weeks and the salary
of the outgoing teachers are shown r
1. As Assistant Professor of Botany, Mr. Alfred Charles Vogele, A. M.,
a graduate of the University of Illinois, for the past four years instructor
in horticulture in that institution, ($2400-$2610).
2. As Instructor in Clothing, Miss Dorothy Kitchens, B. S., of Para-
gauld, Ark., a graduate of the Normal University and of the Univers-
ity of Chicago, teacher in the high schools of Mt. Vernon, 111., and of Omaha,
Nebraska, ($1800-$1980).
3. As Instructor in Public-school Music, Miss Jessie Carter, B.Mus. of
Chicago, a graduate of Oberlin and of the Columbia School of Music, form-
erly teacher of music in the teachers colleges at Spearfish, S. D., and Athens,
Ohio, ($2400-$1890).
4. As Training Teacher Second Grade, Miss Leila M. Armstrong, B.E.
of Decatur, 111., a graduate of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College,
training teacher in that institution and the University of Arkansas, ($1800-
$1890).
5. As Health Adviser, Dr. Minnie Alice Phillips of Mattoon, 111., a
graduate of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, of the University
of Illinois, and of Rush Medical College. She has taught at Tuscola, 111.,
and at Ames, Iowa, ($2800 for year-$3200).
6. As Head of the Department of Geography, Robert Guy Buzzard,
Ph. D. of Sumner, Illinois, who returns from his year's study at Clark
University, ($3150-$2700).
7. As Instructor in Biology and Nature Study, Miss Mary Barry, A. M.,
of Clinton, Kentucky, a graduate of Peabody Teachers College at Nashville,
Tenn. She has taught in Kentucky high schools and in the state teachers
college at Commerce, Texas, ($1710-$900) (part time).
8. As Professor of Physics, Clarence Leroy Cross, M. S., of Emporia,
Kansas, a graduate of the Kansas State Teachers College and of the Uni-
versity of Iowa. He has taught in the high school of Atchison, Kansas,
and in the University of Iowa, ($2610-$2340).
9. As Instructor in Music at the S. O. Home, Miss Katherine Sneath of
Normal, a student in the Normal University, ($504-$504).
10. As Instructor in Physical Education for Women, Miss Esther Rosen-
berg, B.S., a graduate of the University of Wisconsin, ($1620-$1845).
11. As Acting Assistant Professor of Public Speaking, Ignatius D.
Taubeneck, B.E. of Minier, 111., a graduate of the Normal University Supt.
of Schools at Minier, ($2520-$2700).
12. As Professor of Mathematics, Clifford N. Mills, A.M. of Aberdeen,
South Dakota, a graduate of Franklin College, Indiana, and of the Univers-
ity of Indiana. The last of his fourteen years of teaching is at the State
Normal School, Aberdeen, South Dakota, ($2880-$2430).
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13. As Head of Pell Hall and Instructor in Mathematics, Elinor Flagg,
A.M., of Moro, Illionis, a graduate of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers
College and of the University of Illinois; she has taught mathematics in
the Edwardsville high school, ($1620-$1800).
14. As Director of High-school Athletics and Instructor in Chemistry
and Agriculture, Prank R. Johnson, B.S., Bloomington, 111. a graduate of
the State Agricultural College of Oregon, ($1890-$2070).
15. As Instructor in Spanish (part time) Alijandro Rivadeneira, A. B.
of Santiago, Chile, a graduate of the Institute Pedagojico University of
Chile, ($850-$800).
16. As Assistant Professor of Rural Education, Linder William Hacker,
B.E. of Princeton, 111. a graduate of the Normal University who has studied
rural education in the University of Iowa. He has served as principal of
the consolidated schools of Sheffield and Bureau Township, ($2520-$3285).
17. As Instructor in Reading and Dramatics, Miss Laura Louise
Stephens, B.S. of Milwaukee, a graduate of the University of Chicago who
has taught four summers in this institution, and the Shorewood High School
in Milwaukee, ($1890-$1980).
18. As Instructor in Foods, Gladys Flamson, A.M., of Grand View,
Texas, a graduate of Teachers College, New York,who has taught several
years in Texas high schools ($2070-$1800).
19. As Instructor in Biology, Bertha M. Royce, A.M., a graduate of
Wellesley College, Mass. and of Teachers College, New York, Miss Royce
has taught in the LaSalle Township High School, ($2160-$2025).
20. As instructor in English, Dorothy Hinman, A. M., of Sandwich, Illi-
nois, a graduate of the University of Wisconsin, and Teachers College, New
York. She has taught three years in the high schools of DeKalb County,
($1890-$1800).
21. As Training Teacher of the Fifth Grade, Christine A. Thoene,
A.M., returns after her year's leave of absence for study in Teachers College,
New York, ($1980-$1890).
22. As Teacher of Manual Training at the S. O. Home, Fred Knuppel
of Mason City, a graduate of this department in the Normal University,
($1440-$1620).
23. As Training Teacher of the Sixth and Seventh Grades of the
Soldiers Orphans Home, Veda Huss Bolt, B. E. of Vandalia, a graduate of
the Normal University, who has served as principal at East Peoria and
training teacher in the State Teachers College at Oshkosh, Wisconsin,
($1800-$1800).
24. As Instructor in Physics, Leon Sheldon Smith, A.M. of Ionia,
Mich., a graduate of the University of Michigan who has studied several
months in France. He has taught nine years in high schools, the last five
at Misawaka, Indiana, ($2160-$2160).
The total salary of these 24 new teachers is $48,464.
The total salary of their predecessors was $48,019.
The increase of $445 is due to the fact that we have replaced three substi-
tutes in Physics, Mathematics, and Geography by full professors and have
replaced a part-time teacher by a full-time teacher. If we leave these four
cases out of consideration, the new payroll is $1535 less than the old.
I recommend the employment of the following list of teachers for new
positions made necessary by the growth of the Normal University.
1. As Assistant Professor of Education, Charles Ernest Decker, A.M.
of Kewanee, a graduate of the provincial normal school at Truro, Nova
Scotia, of Aurora College, and of the University of Wisconsin. For the
past five years he has been principal of the Wethersfield township high-
school. Salary for nine months $2700.
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2. As Instructor in History, Dorothy Garrett, A.M., a degree graduate
of the Normal University, and of Teachers College, Columbia University,
N. Y. She has taught in Illinois high schools and the past year in the
State Normal College at Ypsilanti, Mich. $2250.
3. As Instructor in Geography and Economics, Parker M. Holmes, A.M.
of Normal, 111., a degree graduate of Normal University and of the Univers-
ity of Chicago. For the past year he has been Instructor in Economics in
Northwestern University, $2160.
4. As Instructor in Physical Education for men, Donald Thomas
Karnes, B. S. of Pairbury, Illinois, a graduate of the University of Illinois,
$2070.
5. As Instructor of Physical Education for Women, Ellen Mosbaek,
B.S. of Harvard, Illinois, a graduate of the University of Minnesota, $1620.
In response to a petition from the young men of the school, I recom-
mend that Mr. Ralph H. Linkins, Professor of Biology, be appointed Dean
of Men in addition to his present duties and title and that his salary be
increased from $3015 to $3150.
I recommend also the following increases in salaries:
Mrs. Laura H. Pricer, Teacher of Grammar from $1980 to $2160.
Arthur J. Hollowell, Instructor in Chemistry, $1800 to $1890.
Elias- W. Rolley, Instructor in Accounting, $1575 to $1800.
The total of the four increases is $630.
SCHEDULE OF TEACHERS SALARIES FOR TEAR 1925-26 (36 wks.).
Professors.
O. L. Manchester Dean and Professor of Economics$4050.00Edwm A. Turner Director Training- School 4050.00
Ralph W. Pringle Principal University High School 3600.00
Manfred J. Holmes History of Education 3420.00
H. H. Schroeder School Administration 3420.00
William A. L. Beyer Political Science 3420.00
J. Rose Colby Literature 3285.00
Adnah C. Newell Manual Training 3285.00
Howard W. Adams Chemistry 3240.00
Harvey A. Peterson Psychology 315000
Frank W. Westhoff Music 3150.00
Arthur R. Williams Commercial 3150.00
Robert Guy Buzzard Geography 3150.00
Ralph H. Linkins Dean of Men and Professor of
„• „
-\ Zoology 3150.00George M. Palmer English 3105.00
Clyde Hudelson Agriculture 2700.00
Harold F. James The Fine Arts 2700.00
Jessie E. Rambo Home Economics 2700.00
C. Lillian Barton Dean of Women 2700.00
Clifford N. Mills Mathematics 2880 00
Clarence L. Cross Physics 2610.00
Assistant Professors.
George H. Brinegar Education $3000.00
Moses Roy Staker Education 2835.00
Clifford E. Horton Physical Education 2745.00
Charles E. Decker Education 2700.00
Charles E. Harper History 2520.00
Linder William Hacker Rural Education '. 252o!oO
Ignatius D. Taubeneck Public Speaking 2520.00
Leonora Andersen Physical Education for Women.
. 2475.00
Jessie Carter Music 2400.00
Alfred Charles Vogele Botany 2400 00
Alice J. Patterson
, Nature Study 2160.00
Dr. M. A. Phillips Health Adviser 2115.00
Anna Blake Physiology 2025.00
Elinor Flagg, (Part-time) Mathematics and Head of Fell
Hall 810.00
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Instructors.
Lewis H. Bowyer Arithmetic $2385.00
Dorothy M. Garrett History 2250.00
Elmer W. Cavins Orthography 2205.00
Laura H. Pricer Grammar 2160.00
Leon S. Smith Physics 2160.00
Bertha Royce Biology 2160.00
Parker M. Holmes Economics 2160.00
Alva Dragoo Mechanical Drawing 2070.00
Gladys E. Plamson Poods 2070.00
Thomas D. Karnes Athletics 2070.00
Cecelia Cromer Design 2025.00
Clarissa E. Ela Art 1980.00
Nettie B. Cooper Clothing 1980.00
Jennie A. Whitten. French 1980.00
Mabel Crompton Geography 1980.00
Harry F. Admire Typing ...' 1890.00
Katherine E. Carver Latin 1890.00
Arthur J. Hollowell Chemistry 1890.00
Laura Louise Stephens Reading 1890.00
Dorothv Hinman English 1890.00
Mary N. Porter .English 1800.00
Raymond M. Luedde Shorthand 1800.00
Helen S. Harris Kindergarten 1800.00
Wanda Neiswanger Music 1800.00
Eilas W. Rolley Accounting 1800.00
Dorothy Kitchens Clothing 1800.00
Mary V. Barry Biology 1710.00
Florence McKinley Physical Education 1710.00
Frances Rentchler Art 1620.00
Ellen Mosbaek Physical Education 1620.00
Esther Rosenberg Physical Education 1620.00
Alejandro Rivadeneira Spanish (part-time) 650.00
Training Teachers.
Thomas M. Barger H. S. Physics $2340.00
Alma M. Hamilton H. S. English 2070.00
E. Gertrude Stephens H. S. History 1890.00
Frank R. Johnson H. S. Athletics 1890.00
May Knight Steele H. S. English, (part time) 900.00
Thomas J. Lancaster 8th grade 2,205.00
Erma F. Imboden 7th grade 1890.00
Lora M. Dexheimer 6th grade 1890.00
Christine 'A. Thoene 5th grade 1890.00
Jessie M. Dillon 4th grade 1890.00
Dura M. Eyestone 3rd grade 1935.00'
Leila M. Armstrong 2nd grade 1800.00
Annie Wezette Hayden 1st grade 1890.00
Margaret E. Lee Director, Kindergarten 2385.00
Minnie May Schmidt Assistant, Kindergarten 1710.00
Library.
Ange. V. Milner Librarian $1530.00
Gertrude Andrews Assistant Librarian 1530.00
Edna Kelley Library Assistant 990.00
Teachers S. O. Home.
Mav Goodwin Principal $2100.00
Veda Huss Bolt 6th and 7th grades 1800.00
Mabel Pumphrey 5th grade 1710.00
Maude E. Birkey 4th grade 1710.00
Louise Spafford 3rd grade 1530.00
Grace F. Anderson 1st and 2nd grades 1710.00
Grace Tucker Kindergarten 1710.00
Dorothy Sparks Clothing and Art 1440.00
Fred J. Knuppel Manual Training 1440.00
Kathryn Sneath Music (part time) 504.00
III. EMPLOYES.
The duties of Miss Katherine Carstairs, Registrar and Recorder, have
grown entirely too heavy. Student-assistance is not altogether satisfactory.
We must employ an additional clerk, and probably can secure one at $960
for the year. Two additional janitors and attendants, one of each sex,
will be needed when the new gymnasium is opened. They will probably
require $1200 each for the year.
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SCHEDULE OP EMPLOYES FOR THE YEAR.
(From appropriation)
David Felmley President $6500.00
Katherine Carstairs Registrar 1920.00
Jennie Johnson Cashier 1800.00
Ruth E. Murphey Audit Clerk 1800.00
Flora P. Dodge Secretary to the President 1560.00
Edna Sluder Stenographer 1200.00
Faye Howe Stenographer 960.00
Recorder 960.00
Helen Seeley Garden Supervisor 65.00
Lectures and Addresses 586.00
(From Revolving Fund)
Edward S. Brown Yard man $1200.00
Carter Harris Janitor 1200.00
J. Daniel Havens Fireman 1320.00
Charles Hill Fireman 1320.00
George Hill Fireman 1296.00
Roy Hill Fireman 1320.00
John D. Lawrence Janitor 1200.00
Herman Mead Engineer 1920.00
J. A. Moore Watchman 1200.00
Genevieve Pohle Cataloger 1500.00
Carl Rein Gardener 1800.00
William A. Rice Head Janitor 1800.00
George W. Rowley Janitor 1200.00
Emmett Thompson Janitor 1200.00
Elzy Upperman Janitor 1200.00
Emma Upperman Janitor 1200.00
Janitor 1200.00
Janitor 1200.00
Transient Labor 1500.00
Student Labor 6000.00
SUMMARY OF SALARIES.
21 Professors $ 66,915.00
14 Assistant Professors 33,225.00
32 Instructors 61,015.00
15 Training Teachers 28,575.00
3 Librarians 4,050.00
8 Office Force ' 16,700.00
Miscellaneous 651.00
18 Employes, Revolving Fund 24,276.00
Student Labor 6,000.00
Transient Labor 1,500.00
Total from Appropriation 211,131.00
Total from Revolving Fund 31,776.00
10 S. O. Home Teachers (15,654.00)
IV. THE ORGANIZATION.
All through the last year, winter and summer we have had some classes
exceeding 50 students, many exceeding forty, half of them exceeding thirty,
the maximum prescribed in our accredited relations with the University
of Illinois. The addition of five and one-half teachers to our staff will re-
lieve this situation somewhat, unless increased attendance produces crowd-
ed classes.
We have many requests for the restoration of our correspondence
courses, suspended three years ago. Many of our teachers are taking such
courses with the University of Chicago, the University of Wisconsin, the
Kalamazoo Normal College, and other institutions, paying fees of from ten
to twenty dollars for each subject
. Such courses with us might be self-
sustaining if similar fees were charged.
V. THE CURRICULUM.
To meet the demand from small high schools we are offering a new
curriculum in physical training for men, combining this subject with ele
mentary courses in agriculture or manual training.
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VI. BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.
The construction of our Gymnasium has been delayed by lack of mater-
ial and by uncertainty with regard to the Woman's Gymnasium, which now
happily is provided for by an additional appropriation of $20,000. The in-
terior plan has been modified slightly so as to provide two class rooms
19'x29'. The building will not be ready before October 11.
The Town of Normal is arranging to pave School Street on the east
side of the campus, University Street on the west. The Town Board expects
an appropriation from the 55th General Assembly to pay for the State's
share of the expense. We expect to use much of the earth removed in ex-
cavation for grading about our buildings.
Extensive repairs, including exterior painting of our Main Building,
are planned for this summer.
An additional boiler was requested of the fifty-second General Assembly.
The appropriation requested was reduced to $13,000 and proved inade-
quate. The 54th General Assembly made an additional appropriation, but
neglected to reappropriate the $13,000. If anything happens to either of
our present boilers in cold weather, a partial shutdown is inevitable.
The appropriation for the south wing of our dormitory was vetoed by
the Governor. Last fall the dormitory housed less than one-twelfth of our
college girls; this summer less than one-twenty-ninth. Many parents will
not send their daughters unless dormitory accommodations may be had.
The proposed wing would pay six per cent on the investment above all ex-
pense of operation and maintenance.
VII. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES.
At the end of this report will be found the usual detailed reports of the
Farm, of Fell Hall, and 'of the Book-store; for the last quarter and for the
year ending June 30, 1925.
The condition of our Loan Fund is
Loans outstanding $ 5,050.00
Cash on hand . . . .- 1.40
We have charged off $145 as uncollectable.
Report of Revolving Fund, Biennium ending June 30, 1925.
Received and transmitted to Treasurer $220,014.30
Expended—Fell Hall, all expenses $51,653.07
University Farm, all expenses 27,050.93
University Bookstore, all expenses 46,743.89
Other Salaries and Wages 72,309.70
Miscellaneous Expenses 13,730.05 211,487.64
Balance on hand June 30, 1925 $8,526.66
The last two items of expenditure are for general institution purposes.
Their total $86,039.75, is disproportionately large for this institution. It
means that we are collecting more money from our students in fees of
various kinds.
A year ago it was estimated that $49,193 would be paid from the Re-
volving Fund for salaries and wages during the year just closed. The actual
expenditure was $49,178.70 as follows:
For extra teachers summer terms $ 6,201.25
For extra teachers mid-spring term 2,505.00
For extra teachers regular year 4,438.75
For regular employes 28,563.38
For student labor 5,716.73
For transient labor 1,448.59
For garden inspector 65.00
For librarians during vacation 240.00
On June 30, 1924 we had in Revolving Fund $25,600.73
On June 30, 1925 we had in Revolving Fund 8,526.66
Deficiency $17,074.07
To meet this deficiency and to provide for new teachers
we have an increase in our appropriation $34,500.00
This leaves available for new teachers $17,425.93
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The salary schedule reported herewith carries an increase of $17,000
over last year's schedule.
The Smith-Hughes payment from the State Vocational Board has shrunk
from $7000 to $1800. Additional revenue must be found to compensate for
this shrinkage.
It is recommended that a committee be appointed to investigate the
advisability of increasing student fees.
Respectfully submitted,
David Felmley, President.
ILLINOIS STATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY.
April 1 to June 30, 1925.
Quarterly Report of Farm.
receipts.
1925, April 1, Balance = $ 3,295.18
Sales of Milk -. 2,688.87
Sales of Cattle , 29.00
Sales of Hogs 397.57
Coal hauling- 79.32 $ 6,489.94
EXPENDITURES.
Labor $ 1,400.21
Feeds 3,283.81
Veterinary $31.00, Misc. $57.60 :.. 88.60
Oil, gas for truck $81.44, Repairs on truck $37.35 118.79
Rep. to Machinery and Equipment 96.70
Repairs to buildings 35.23
Office exp. $13.15, ice, etc. $29.25 42.40
Washing dairy suits 19.50
Horseshoeing 8.00
Electric light and power 19.02
Water rent 44.20
Machinery and Equipment . 39.45
Seeds 40.79 5,236.70
. Credit balance $ 1,253.24
Annual Report of Farm.
•Tu]v 1, 1924 to June 30. 1925.
receipts.
1924, July 1, Balance $ 3,740.21
Sales of Milk 10,217.70
Sales of cattle 265.01
Sales of Hogs 2,295.87
Sales of Wheat 525.11
Sales of Poultry and Eggs 14.71
Coal $76.10, barbed wire $7.12, bags $5.00,
junk 50c 88.72
Coal haul. $552.33, rent teams $11.20 563.53 $17,710.86
expenditures.
Labor $ 5,640.53
Feeds
;
7,996.80
Veterinary $90.00. Misc. $168.79'. 258.79
Truck repairs $37.35, oil and gas $175.21
Fuel $178.86 391.42
Repairs to machinery and Equipment $324.97,
Repairs to buildings $404.23 729.20
Water $203.95, Ice $107.00, D'airy exp. $106.32.. 417.27
Electric $185.77, Office exp. $43.90 229.67
Wash, dairy suits $67.50, seeds $70.42.. 137.92
Horse shoeing $85.95, sm. tools $26.75 112.70
Frt. and Exp. $75.14, Mach. and Equip. $77.30.. 152.44
Separator and labor installing 390.88 16,457.62
Balance to credit of farm $ 1,253.24
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Inventory and Profits.
Farm.
July 1, 1925 1924
Farm Machinery $ 550.05 $ 599.05
Wagons and vehicles 529.43 735.20
Dairy Equipment 827.35 351.61
Feeding equipment 224.35 249.20
Poultry equipment 74.33 63.00
Small tools 94.46 74.80
Harness 87.40 98.00
Veterinary supplies 38.95 25.90
Fuel and oil 103.51 8.11
Feed stuffs 5,330.17 848.95
Miscellaneous 404.87 396.20
45 Cattle ". 5,938.00 5,938.00
6 Horses 527.00 586.50
48 Hogs 760.00 859.00
50 Chickens 12.50 24.00
Cash in Revolving Fund 1,253.24 3,740.21
Crops in Field 1,875.75 1,959.00
Accounts receivable 1,404.87 1,702.44
$20,036.23 $17,896.17
Accounts payable 756.95 581.54
Net worth $19,279.28 $17,314.63
Profit for year $ 1,964.65
Quarterly Report of Fell Hall.
April 1 to June 30, 1925.
RECEIPTS.
1925, April 1, Balance $30,509.67
Students Room Rent 2,592.50
Board 8,283.00
Guest Fees 173.50
Laundry Fees 76.57
Miscellaneous sales account . .
.
83.22
EXPENDITURES.
Salaries and Wages $2,168.29
Food Supplies 3,276.16
Heat 3,000.00
Water 500.00
Electricity 1*346.00
Gas 199.48
Ice .55
Repairs to Building 32.93
Repairs to Equipment 444.16
Telephone Rent and Tolls 40.75
General Office supplies 6.49
New Furniture and Equipment 47.80
Freight and Drayage 21.19
Miscellaneous household supplies 227.85
Refund of board 10.00
Balance on hand
Annual Report of Fell Hall.
July 1, 1924 to June 30, 1925.
RECEIPTS.
Balance last report $21,428.13
Total room rent 8,631.50
Total Board 30,261.10
Guest Fees 510.80
Banquets 14.90
Laundry Fees 258.42
Miscellaneous Sales account 272.55
EXPENDITURES.
Total Salaries and Wages $ 8,728.71
Food supplies 13,552.37
Heat 3,000.00
Water 500.00
Electricity 1,346.00
Gas 855.31
Ice .55
Repairs to Buildings 58.14
Repairs to Equipment 1,196.02
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expenditures—Concluded.
Telephone rent and tolls 147.10
General Office supplies 54.86
New furniture and equipment 587.66
Freight and Drayage 80.73
Miscellaneous Household supplies 756.99
Refund of board 116.15 30,980.59
Balance on hand $30,396.81
Fell, Hall.
Inventory and Profits.
Cash to our credit June 30, 1925 $30,396.81
Laundry supplies and food stuffs 1,610.01 $32,006.82
Inventory June 30, 1924 22,919.17
Net gain $ 9,087.65
The total cost of Fell Hall, including equipment, is about $125,000.
Hence it appears that the Hall paid a net profit of 1V±%.
Quarterly Report op Book Exchange.
April 1 to June 30, 1925.
RECEIPTS.
April 1, Balance $ 295.60
Sales of Text Books and Supplies 9,458.14
Books transferred to Library 10.20
$9,763.94
EXPENDITURES.
Service $ 479.31
Text Books 5,441.64
Supplies 1,488.62
Express, freight and drayage 104.19
$7,513.76
Credit balance
~~
$2,250.18
Annual Report op Book Exchange.
Year ending June 30, 1925.
RECEIPTS.
1924, July 1, Balance $ 2,228.89
Sales of Text Books and Supplies 30,215.36
Books transferred to Library 108.75
$32,553.00
EXPENDITURES.
Service $ 1,711.71
Text Books 24,412.11
Supplies 3,894.99
Freight and Express 284.01
$30,302.82
Credit Balance $2,250.18
Inventory and Profits.
July 14, 1925.
Cash in Bank and Vault $3,090.68
Books on Shelves 16,620.45
Books in store room 1,361.72
Instruments 1,093.15
Stationery 2,711.97
Bills receivable 301.48 25,179.45
Less bills unpaid $604.75 24,574.70
Inventory July 12, 1924 21,304.85
Net gain $3,269.85
This net gain consists of Books, etc., in stock.
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The list of graduates as presented therein was approved by the Board.
The following recommendations for faculty appointments were
approved by the Board
:
SCHEDULE OP TEACHERS SALARIES FOR YEAR 1925-26 (36 WEEKS).
Professors.
O. L Manchester Dean and Professor of Eco-
nomics $4,050.00
Edwin A. Turner Director Training- School 4,050.00
Ralph W. Pringle Prin. University High School. . 3,600.00
Manfred J. Holmes History of Education 3,420.00
H. H. Schroeder School Administration 3,420.00
William A. L. Beyer Political Science 3,420.00
.T. Rosp Colby Literature 3,285.00
Adnah C. Newell Manual Training 3,285.00
Howard W. Adams Chemistry 3,240.00
Harvey A Peterson Psychology 3,150.00
Frank W. ' Westhoff Music 3,150.00
Arthur R. Williams Commercial 3,150.00
Robert Guy Buzzard Geography 3,150.00
Ralph H. Linkins Dean of Men and Professor of
Zoology 3,150.00
George M. Palmer English 3,105.00
Clyde Hudelson Agriculture 2,700.00
Harold F. James The Fine Arts 2,700.00
Jessie E. Rambo Home Economics 2,700.00
O. Lillian Barton Dean of Women 2,700.00
Clifford N. Mills Mathematics 2,880.00
Clarence L. Cross Physics 2,610.00
Assistant Professors.
George H. Brinegar Education $3,000.00
Moses Roy Staker Education 2,835.00
Clifford E. Horton Physical Education 2,745.00
Charles E. Decker Education 2,700.00
Charles E. Harper History 2,520.00
Binder "William Hacker Rural Education 2,520.00
Ignatius D. Taubeneck Public Speaking 2,520.00
Leonora Andersen Physical Education for Women 2,475.00
Jessie Carter Music 2,400.00
Alfred Charles Vogele Botany 2,400.00
Alice J. Patterson Nature Study 2,160.00
Dr M. A. Phillips Health Adviser 2,115.00
Anna Blake Physiology 2,025.00
Elinor Flagg, Part time Mathematics and Head of Fell
Hall 810.00
Instructors.
Lewis H. Bowyer Arithmetic $2,385.00
Dorothy M. Garrett History 2,250.00
Elmer W. Cavins Orthography 2,205.00
Laura H. Pricer Grammar 2,160.00
Leon S. Smith Physics 2,160.00
Bertha Royce Biology 2,160.00
Parker M. Holmes Economics 2,160.00
Alva Dragoo Mechanical Drawing 2,070.00
Gladys E. Flamson Foods 2,070.00
Thomas D. Karnes Athletics 2,070.00
Cecelia Cromer Design 2,025.00
Clarisa E. Ela Art 1,980.00
Nettie B. Cooper Clothing 1,980.00
Jennie A. Whitten French 1,980.00
Mabel Crompton Geography 1,980.00
Harry F. Admire .Typing 1,890.00
Katherine E. Carver Latin 1,890.00
Arthur J. Hollowell Chemistry 1,890.00
Laura Louise Stephens Reading 1,890.00
Dorothy Hinman English 1,890.00
Mary N. Porter English 1,800.00
Raymond M. Luedde Shorthand 1,800.00
Helen S. Harris Kindergarten 1,800.00
Wanda Neiswanger Music 1,800.00
Elias W. Rolley Accounting 1,800.00
Dorothy Kitchens Clothing 1,800.00
Mary V. Barry Biology 1,710.00
Florence McKinley Physical Education 1,710.00
Frances Rentchler Art 1,620.00
Ellen Mosbaek Physical Education 1,620.00
Esther Rosenberg Physical Education 1,620.00
Alejandro Rivadeneira Spanish, (Part time) 650.00
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Training Teachers.
Thomas M. Barger H. S. Physics 2,340.00
Alma M.' Hamilton H. S. English 2,070.00
E. Gertrude Stephens H. S. History 1,890.00
Frank R. Johnson H. S. Athletics 1,890.00
May Knight Steele H. S. English (Part time).... 900.00
Thomas J. Lancaster 8th grade 2,205.00
Erma P. Imboden 7th grade 1,890.00
Lora M. Dexheimer 6th grade 1,890.00
Christine A. Thoene 5th grade 1,890.00
Jessie M. Dillon 4th grade 1,890.00
Lura M. Eyestone 3rd grade 1,935.00
Leila M. Armstrong 2nd grade 1,800.00
Annie Wezette Hayden 1st grade 1,890.00
Margaret E. Lee Director, Kindergarten 2,385.00
Minnie May Schmidt Assistant, Kidergarten 1,710.00
Library.
Ange V. Milner Librarian $1,530.00
Gertrude Andrews Assistant Librarian 1,530.00
Edna Kelley Library Assistant 990.00
Teachers S. O. Home.
May Goodwin Principal $2,100.00
Veda Huss Bolt 6th and 7th grades 1,800.00
Mabel Pumphrey 5th grade 1,710.00
Maude E. Birkey 4th grade 1,710.00
Louise Spafford 3rd grade 1,530.00
Grace P. Anderson 1st and 2nd grades 1,710.00.
Grace Tucker Kindergarten 1,710.00
Dorothy Sparks Clothing and Art 1,440.00
Fred J. Knuppel Manual Training 1,440.00
Kathryn Sneath Music (Part time) s . . . . 504.00
The following recommendations with regard to other employ-
ees were approved
:
SCHEDULE OF EMPLOYEES FOR THE YEAR.
(From Appropriation)
David Felmley President $6,500.00
Katherine Carstairs Registrar 1,920.00
Jennie Johnson Cashier 1,800.00
Ruth E. Murphey Audit Clerk v. . . 1,800.00
Flora P. Dodge Secretary to the President .... 1,560.00
Edna Sluder Stenographer 1,200.00
Faye Howe Stenographer
. 960.00
Recorder 960.00
Helen Seeley Garden Supervisor 65.00
Lectures and Addresses 586.00
(From Revolving Fund)
Edward S. Brown Yard man $1,200.00
Carter Harris Janitor 1,200.00
J. Daniel Havens Fireman L320.00
Charles Hill Fireman 1,320.00
George Hill Fireman 1,296.00
Roy Hill Fireman 1,320.00
John D. Lawrence Janitor 1,200.00
Herman Mead Engineer 1,920.00
J. A. Moore Watchman 1,200.00
Genevieve Pohle Cataloger 1,500.00
Carl Rein Gardener 1,800.00
William A. Rice Head Janitor 1,800.00
George W. Rowley Janitor 1,200.00
Emmett Thompson Janitor 1,200.00
Elzy Upperman Janitor 1,200.00
Emma Upperman Janitor L200.00
Janitor 1,200.00
Janitor 1,200.00
Transient Labor 1,500.00
Student Labor 6,000.00
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President Lord presented his report, which was received, placed
on file, and is made a part of these minutes. The report follows
:
Charleston, Illinois.
September 8, 1925.
To the Chairman and Members of the Normal School Board-
Gentlemen: I submit the following report for the Eastern Illinois State
Teachers College:
Men Women Total
and and one year
boys, girls. Total. ago.
I. STUDENTS.
1. Attendance—Spring Term, 1924-1925
a. College
Senior class 5 7 12 9
Junior class 11 11 22 15
Sophomore class 36 81 117 95
Freshman class 77 189 266 176
Entering on teachers certificates..14 5 5
Total 130 292 422 300
b. High School 97 123 220 210
Total in residence above
eighth grade 227 415 642 510
c. Non-residents
Extension
Correspondence
d. Elementary Grades 113 152 265 258
Grand total of all students
and pupils 340 567 907 768
Attendance—First Half Summer Term, 1925 206 834 1040 996
Second Half Summer Term,
1925 90 194 284 213
.
Men Women Total
and and . one year
boys, girls. Total. age.
2. Enrollment for the year 1924-1925.
a. College (regular year of 36 weks)
Senior class 5 10 15 12
Junior class 12 12 24 19
Sophomore class 40 96 136 114
Freshman class 99 215 314 212
Entering on teachers certificates.. 2 6 8 6
Total 158 339 497 363
Six Weeks' Terms
First half summer term, 1924.. 156 840 996 925
Second half summer term, 1924. 71 142 213 146
Mid-spring term, 1925 37 136 173 192
Total in six weeks' terms . . 264 1,118 1,382 1,263
b. High School 115 137 252 251
c. Non-residents ... ... ...
d. Elementary Grades 127 154 281 276
Counted twice 320 244
Grand total all students and
pupils 2,092 1,909
Per capita cost of students for the year July 1, 1924, to June 30, 1925
(counting atendance above the eighth grade as suggested in plan for board
reports).
Equiv. for
36 weeks
Attendance—First half summer term, 1924 996 166
Attendance—Second half summer term, 1924 213 36
Attendance—Fall term, 1924-1925 700 233
Attendance—Winter term, 1924-1925 676 225
Attendance—Spring term, 1924-1925 642 214
Attendance—Mid-spring term, 1925 173 29
Total 903
29 29
Total expenditures from appropriations made by the 53rd General
Assembly, including appropriation for "Repairs and Equipment" .. $181,485.63
Expenditures from the Normal School Revolving- Fund, not including
the dormitory (Pemberton Hall) and the Textbook Library and
School Store 14,979.48
Total expenses July 1, 1924, to June 30, 1925 $196,465.11
Per capita cost 1924-1925 217.57
3. I wish to submit the following list of students for graduation pro-
vided they complete the required work by the close of the 1925 summer
term:
Degree—Bachelor of Education.
1. Abel, Alice Bernadine (Latin-French)
2. Clabaugh, Nellie Zehner (English-Biology)
3. Combs, Claude Olin (History-English)
4. Dunn, Carroll Livingston (Mathematics—History)
5. Emery, Harold Glen Stuart (English-History)
6. Fender, Joseph Cephas (History-Social Science)
7. Pulleyblank, Valentine A (Biology-History)
8. Tearney, Inez Mazie (History-French)
9. Tiffin, Jo Frances (English-French)
10. Warner, Elmer Errett (Biology-Social Science)
Junior College Diploma.
1. Adamson, Hazel Dell 52. Marks, lea
2. Alvey, Irtys Alfred (Manual Arts) 53. Matthews, Vivian Louise
3. Bagott, Pauline Jessie 54. Mayes, Mildred Irene
4. Baker, Mabel Irene 55. McCall, Robert Boston (Manual
5. Barnes, Jennie Vera Arts)
6. Bell, Geneva 56. McTaggart, Gertrude Elizabeth
7. Benoit, William Rexford (Manual 57. Miller, Mabel Evelyn Whitacre
Arts) 58. Milnes, Louise Elizabeth
8. Bigler, Lucille Margaret 59. Mitchell, Harry Allison (Manual
9. Bison, Barbara Arts)
10. Boswell, Hulah Stokes 60. Modes, Rachel LaMyra
11. Bradbury, Marjorie Alice (Home 61. Moore, Hilda Juanita
Economics) 62. Morgan, Dorothy Mae
12. Bradford, Myrna Grace 63. Muchmore, Joe Dennis (Manual
13. Brainard, H. Ogden (Manual Arts) Arts)
14. Brown, Eric E. (Manual Arts) 64. Neeley, Mable
15. Case, Muriel Tobitha 65. Osborn, Hugh (Manual Arts)
16. Casey, Sylvia Margaret 66. Patchett, Eva Margarette
17. Cochran, Emmett Starr (Agricul- 67. Popham, John Sherman Ross
ture) (Manual Arts)
18. Cofer, Leonora Adelaide 68. Powell, Stella Marie
19. Coles, Florence Bernice 69. Price, Julia
20. Craig, Lois Jessie 70. Reedy, Elizabeth Ann.
21. Dodillet, Lorine 71. Reynolds, Ruth Maxine
22. Edwards, Sylvia Bertrice 72. Rhodes, Glen Harold (Manual
23. Fasig, Lelia Bernice Arts)
24. Fawley, Ruth Eldora 73. Rogers, Alberta Inez
25. Feagan, Ruth Rebecca 74. Ryan, Thelma Virginia (Music)
26. Finney, Lois Rena 75. Saltzman, Edna Alene
27. Floyd, Mary. 76. Scherer, Margaret Clara
28. Freeman, Mary Ann (Home Eco- 77. Schroer ,Mary Alvera
nomics) 78. Shoemaker, Frances Louise
29. Funkhouser, Orval Wendell (Man- 79. Shoemaker, Kathrine Margaret
ual Arts) (Home Economics)
30. Gallatin, Warren Dwight (Manual 80. Shoemaker, Robert Wells
Arts) 81. Shull, Nellie Marie
31. Geffs, Mary Maurine McDaniel 82. Sloan, Neva Dott
32. Green, Everett Lawrence 83. Stillions, Roy Clarence (Manual
33. Grove, John Harold (Manual Arts) Arts)
34. Gwin, Clyde Erson (Manual Arts) 84. Sullivan Herbert Maurice
35. Hackett, Dorothy Irene (Art) 85. Sweet, Mary Dorothy
36. Hall, Ruel Elden 86. Turner, William McKinley (Man-
37. Harden, Nellie Mabel ual Arts)
38. Harrison, Marvin (Manual Arts) 87. Turney, Ethel Merle
39. Hesler, Arthur Glenn (Manual 88. Wakefield, Selma Edna
Arts) 89. Wallace, Marjorie
40. Hill, Helen 90. Walton, Eldred Lothaire (Agricul-
41. Hulbert, Vance (Manual Arts) ture)
42. Hurst, Sarah Lenore 91. Waters, Lois Fern
43. Johnson, Iris Mae (Arts) 92. Whalen, Edna Frances
44. Kelly, Emma Chenault 93. Whitacre, Dorothy Esther
45. Kepner, Paul Howard 94. White, Ralph Vernon (Manual
46. Kerns, Ada Lois Arts)
47. Krutsinger, Lowell VanBuren 95. Whitson, Ruth Mary (Home Eco-
48. Lake, Margaret Palmer nomics)
49. Lathrop, Catherine Elizabeth 96. Wilkins, Phyllis Elizabeth
50. Leonhard, Marjorie Corinne 9 7. Zehner, Mary Agnes
51. Lynch, Gertrude Dorothy (Music)
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II. FACULTY.
SALARY SCHEDULE—FIRST HALF SUMMER TERM, 1925.
Six Weeks—June 6 to noon July 17.
18 days in June (including 1 Monday, June 8) and 12y2 days in July.
Payable from Appropriations for Summer Session Salaries.
Members of
Regular Faculty
E. H. Taylor Mathematics $
Friederich Koch .... Music
Ellen A. Ford Algebra
Annie L. Weller Geography
Albert B. Crowe Physical Sciences
Isabel McKinney . . .English
Edith E. Ragan English
Charles P. Lantz Physical Education
Howard DeF. Widger. .English
Fiske Allen Director of Train. School.
Helen Fern Daringer. .English
D. F. Ashley Manual Arts
Charles S. Spooner. . .Biological Science
Grace E. Messer Fine and Applied Art....
Leah I. Stevens Geography
Wayne P. Hughes. . .Manual Arts
Florence Sutton Arithmetic
Nancy Gay Case Home Economics
Ernest L, Stover. . . . .Botany
Mary L. Heller History
Orvil F. Myers Psychology and Education
Florence G. McAfee. Physical Education
Ralph Haefner Psychology and Education
Florence M. Warner. . .English
Alice A. Ewing Mathematics
Dorothy H. Moore. . .Fine and Applied Art. . . .
Gilberta Coffman . . .Train. Teacher, 6th Grade.
Florence E. Gardiner. .Train. Teacher, 3rd Grade.
Grace Geddes Train. Teacher, 2nd Grade
Anna H. Morse Train. Teacher, 1st Grade.
Mary J. Booth Librarian
Marion Baird Assistant Librarian
Mary T. O'Connor. . .Assistant Librarian
Additional Summer Term Teachers
R. J. Seymour Physiology and Hygiene..
Charles Mcintosh . .Rural Education
Earl R. K. Daniels. .English
I. O. Foster History
Oliver C. Hostetler. . Psychology and Education
Alonzo F. Goldsmith. Mathematics
Mildred A. Pomeroy. Reading
Adeline Lawrence . .Train. Teacher, Rural Sch.
Agnes F. Hatch Train. Teacher, Rural Schl..
K. H. W. Klages. .. .Agriculture
Mabel Haugen Train. Teacher, 7th Grade.
Katherine E. Kennedy Train. Teacher 5th Grade.
Leila M. Armstrong .Train. Teacher, 1st Grade.
Max G. Carman Mathematics
Lucile Dryden Mathematics
Irene Huss Penmanship
Inez M. Tearney. ... . .History
Henry Johnson Series of Lectures
June July
portion portion Total
327.86 $ 218.57 $ 546.43
222.86 148.57 371.43
327.86 218.57 546.43
257.14 171.43 428.57
262.28 174.86 437.14
267.43 178. 2S 445.71
205.72 137.14 342.86
234.52 156.34 390.86
267.43 178.28 445.71
300.86 200.57 501.43
199.03 132.68 331.71
300.00 200.00 500.00
243.77 162.52 406.29
186.68 124.46 311.14
171.43 114.28 285.71
162.86 108.57 271.43
137.14 91.43 228.57
154.28 102.86 257.14
243.77 162.52 406.29
171.43 114.28 285.71
243.77 162.52 406.29
137.14 91.43 228.57
257.14 171.43 428.57
154.28 102.86 257.14
154.28 102.86 257.14
154.28 102.86 257.14
205.72 137.14 342.86
205.72 137.14 342.86
205.72 137.14 342.86
205.72 137.14 342.86
177.43 118.28 295.71
111.86 74.57 186.43
111.86 74.57 186.43
rea s.
240.00 160.00 400.00
240.00 160.00 400.00
225.00 150.00 375.00
195.00 130.00 325.00
180.00 120.00 300.00
180.00 120.00 300.00
180.00 120.00 300.00
180.00 120.00 300.00
180.00 120.00 300.00
171.00 114.00 285.00
171.00 114.00 285.00
171.00 114.00 285.00
171.00 114.00 285.00
135.00 90.00 225.00
135.00 90.00 225.00
171.00 114.00 285.00
120.00 80.00 200.00
500.00 500.00
Totals $10,014.27 $7,176.15 $17,190.42
June Portion Payable from the Normal School Revolving Fund and July
Portion for the Appropriation for Summer Session Salaries.
June J. Ashley Manual Arts $ 90.00 $ 60.00 $ 150.00
Lina Webb Geography 150.00 100.00 250.00
Helen M. Barker Art 90.00 60.00 150.00
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SALARY SCHEDULE—SECOND HALF SUMMER TERM, 1925
Six Weeks—July 20 to August 28.
Payable from Appropriation for Summer Session Salaries.
S. E. Thomas History $ 482.86
L F. Ashley Manual Arts 500.00
Charles S. Spooner Biological Science 406.29
H. Harry Giles English 300.00
Earl R. K. Daniels English 375.00
Homer C. Sampson Biological Science 375.00
Oliver C. Hostetler I Psychology and Education.... 300.00
Ruby M. Harris Geography 300.00
Carrie Sheldon Art 275.00
Max G. Carman Mathematics 225. 0Q
Friederich Koch Music 75.00
Marion Baird % Librarian 186.43
Total $3,800.58
Teachers Salary Schedule for 36 Weeks' Service—School Year 1925-1926.
Payable From Appropriation for Salaries and Wages.
Ellen A. Ford, Professor (Dean) Latin $ 4,000.00
E. H. Taylor, Professor Mathematics 4,000.00
Fiske Allen, Professor Director of Training School. 3,510.00
S. E. Thomas, Professor History and Government . . . 3,500.00
L. F. Ashley, Professor Manual Arts 3,500.00
Raymond L. Modesitt, Asst. Professor
. Mathematics 3,330.00
Annie L. Weller, Professor Geography 3,120.00
Albert B. Crowe, Professor Physical Sciences 3,120.00
Isabel McKinney, Professor English 3,120.00
Howard DeF. Widger, Asst. Professor. .English 3,120.00
Ralph Haefner, Asst. Professor Education 3,000.00
Charles S Spooner, Professor Biological Science 2,900.00
Ernest L. Stover, Professor Biological Science 2,900.00
Charles P. Lantz, Asst. Professor .... Physical Education 2,736.00
Friederich Koch, Professor Music 2,700.00
Orra E. Neal, Instructor English 2,400.00
Ruth E. Major Instructor Music 2,322.00
*Ora L. Railsback, Instructor Physical Sciences 2,300.00
Anabel Johnson, Instructor . French 2,200.00
Lena B. Ellington, Instructor History 2,200.00
Grace E. Messer, Instructor Fine and Applied Art 2,200.00
Zea Zinn, Instructor English 2,100.00
*Paul W. Stansbury, Instructor Psychology and Education.. 2,200.00
H. Harry Giles, Instructor English 2,100.00
Ruth Carman, Instructor Latin 2,000.00
Lewis Albert Moore, Instructor Agriculture 2,000.00
Wayne P. Hughes, Instructor Manual Arts 1,900.00
Nancy Gay Case. Instructor Home Economics 1,800.00
*Patsy L. Stover Instructor Biological Science ". . . 1,800.00
*Gracia Torinus, Instructor English 1,800.00
Florence McAfee, Instructor Physical Education 1,700.00
Edith E. Ragan, Training Teacher .... Ninth Grade 2,400.00
Gilberta Coffman, Training Teacher. .
.
Sixth Grade 2,400.00
Florence E. Gardiner, Training Teacher. Third Grade 2,400.00
Grace Geddes, Training Teacher Second Grade 2,400.00
Anna H. Morse, Training Teacher First Grade 2,400.00
Mary Harden, Training Teacher History 2,200.00
Leah I. Stevens, Training Teacher Seventh Grade 2,000.00
Mary E. York, Training Teacher Fifth Grade 1,900.00
Edith Levake, Training Teacher Eighth Grade 1,800.00
Ethel F. Janes Training Teacher Fourth Grade 1,750.00
Mary J. Booth, Librarian 2,160.00
Marian Baird, Assistant Librarian 1,350.00
Mary T. O'Connor, Assistant Librarian 1,350.00
Total $108,088.00
Payable from the Normal School Revolving Fund.
W. W. Ankenbrand, Ass't. Professor ... Psychology and Education.. $ 2,500.00
Carlyle Morris, Instructor History 1,800.00
Eleanor E. Boyd, Instructor Mathematics 1,800.00
Florence M. Warner, Instructor English 1,800.00
Lucile Dryden, Instructor Mathematics 1,600.00
Dorothy H. Moore, Instructor Fine and Applied Art 1.500.U0
*Ruby M. Harris, Instructor Geography 1,400.00
Total $12,400.00
* Additional teachers.
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Regular Salary Schedule for 12 Months' Service—School Year 1925-1926.
Payable from Appropriation for Salaries and Wages.
L. C. Lord President $ 6,500.00
Grace Ewalt Secretary and Business Mgr. 3,250.00
Blanche C. Thomas Registrar 2,100.00
Katherine J. Schroer Stenographer 1,500.00
Clara Edith Willson Stenographer 1,200.00
Edson Clodfelter Engineer 2,280.00
Levi Stirewalt Fireman 1,200.00
Walter H. Nehrling Superintendent of Grounds.. 1,980.00
Granvil Shafer Head Janitor 1,740.00
Frank Adams Janitor 1,200.00
H. C. Kerr Janitor 1,200.00
J. Elmer Neal Janitor 1,200.00
Newton Walker Janitor 1,200.00
B. F. Waters Watchman 1,200.00
Erskine Butler Laborer 1,200.00
William H. McFadden Laborer 1,200.00
Ben Meyer Laborer 1,200.00
Harry L. White Laborer 1,200.00
Total $32,550.00
Payable From the Normal School Revolving Fund Dormitory Salary Schedule
—
11 Months 1925-1926.
Monthly Salary
Sept.-May June-July
Beck, Alta L., Domestic $ 35.00 $ 38.50
Berry, Beppie, Domestic 50.00 55.00
Day, Nannie, Domestic 35.00 38.50
Gilbert, Flossie D., Domestic 35.00 38.50
McMillen, Lucy, Domestic 35.00 38.50
McMillen, Mildred, Domestic 35.00 38.50
Molyneaux, Martha, Head of Hall 181.82 181.82
Williams, Lena, Cook 70.00 75.00
Student help estimated at an average of 75.00 125.00
Besteland, Carol L., Nurse 100.00 100.00 (12 months)
Livingston, John, Fireman 104.00 104.00 (12 months)
McKee, Charles, Laborer 100.00 100.00 (12 months)
Textbook Library and School Store—Student help 1925-1926 estimated at $700.00
Summary—Payable from Salaries and Wages.
12 Months' Salary Schedule $ 32,550.00
Teachers' Salary Schedule 108,088.00
Student help, lectures, etc 2,462.00
Total $143,100.00
VII. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES.
DORMITORY—PEMBERTON HALL.
Report for Quarter Ending June 30, 1925.
Expenditures during quarter:
Cash banlance at close of quarter March 31, 1925 $3,726.85
Cash received during quarter:
Room rent $1,470.00
Board 4,262.00
Guest fees 125.45
Miscellaneous 132.85 5,990.30
$9,717.15
Expenditures during quarter:
Salaries and wages $1,709.81
Office expenses 62.66
Food supplies 5,484.46
Heat 937.50
Coal for kitchen range 70.00
Water 56.00
Electric current 247.01
Gas 4.35
Laundry 453.85
Misc. Household supplies and expenses 283.22
Refund of board and room 101.00
Repairs to buildings and equipment 139.44 $9,549.30
Cash balance at close of quarter June 30, 1925 ' $ 167.85
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TEXTBOOK LIBRARY AND SCHOOL STORE.
Report for Quarter Ending June 30, 1925.
Cash balance at close of quarter March 31, 1925
Cash received during quarter:
Book rent $1,202.00
Sale of textbooks 167.45
Sale of miscellaneous school supplies 367.40
Expenditures during quarter:
Textbooks $2,329.23
School supplies for sale 822.40
Student help 230.10
Miscellaneous 13.00
Cash balance at close of quarter June 30 1925
$2,034.13
1,736.85
$3,770.98
3,394.73
$ 376.25
X. SUMMARY.
Action of the Board is requested to cover the following:
1. Candidates for graduation.
2. Salary schedule for the first half summer term, 1925.
3. Salary schedule for the second half summer term, 1925.
4. Salary schedules for the school year 1925-1926. -
Respectfully submitted,
L . C. Lord, President.
The list of graduates as presented therein was approved by the Board.
The following recommendations for faculty appointments were
approved by the Board:
SALARY SCHEDULE—FIRST HALF SUMMER TERM—1925.
(From Appropriation for Summer Session)
Members of Regular Faculty.
E. H. Taylor Mathematics $ 546.43
Friedrich Koch Music 371.43
Ellen A. Ford Algebra 546.43
Annie L. Weller Geography 428.57
Albert B. Crowe Physical Science 437.14
Isabel McKinney English 445.71
Edith E. Ragan English 342.86
Charles P. Lantz Physical Education 390.86
Howard DeF. Widger English 445.71
Fiske Allen Director Training School .... 501.43
Helen Fern Daringer English 331.71
L. F. Ashley Manual Arts 500.00
Charles S. Spooner Biological Science 406.29
Grace E. Messer Fine and Applied Art 311.14
Leah I. Stevens Geography 285.71
Wayne P. Hughes Manual Arts 271.43
Florence Sutton Arithmetic 228.57
Nancy Gay Case Home Economics 257.14
Ernest L. Stover Botany 406.29
Mary L. Heller History 285.71
Orvil F. Myers Psychology and Education. . 406.29
Florence G. McAfee Physical Education 228.57
Ralph Haefner Psychology and Education . . 428.57
Florence M. Warner English 257.14
Alice A. Ewing Mathematics 257.14
Dorothy H. Moore Fine and Applied Art 257.14
Gilberta Coffman Training Teacher, 6th Grade 342.86
Florence E. Gardiner Training Teacher, 3rd Grade 342.86
Grace Geddes Training Teacher, 2nd Grade 342.86
Anna H. Morse Training Teacher, 1st Grade 342.86
Mary J. Booth Librarian 295.71
Marion Baird Assistant Librarian 186.43
Mary T. O'Connor Assistant Librarian 186.43
34
$ 400.00
400.00
375.00
325.00
300.00
300. UO
300.00
l 300.00
1 300.00
285.00
i 285.00
i 285.00
; 285.00
225.00
225.00
285.00
200.00
500.00
.
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Addtional Summer Term Teachers. .
R. J. Seymour Physiology and Hygiene .
Charles Mcintosh Rural Education
Earl R. K. Daniels English
I. O. Foster History
Oliver C. Hostetler. Psychology and Education
Alonzo P. Goldsmith Mathematics
Mildred A. Pomeroy Reading
Adeline Lawrence Training Teacher, 4th Grade
Agnes P Hatch Train. Teacher. Rural School
K. H. W. Klages Agriculture
Mabel Haugen Training Teacher, 7th Grade
Katherine E. Kennedy Training Teacher, 5th Grade
Leila M. Armstrong Training Teacher, 1st Grade
Max G. Carman Mathematics
Lucile Dryden Mathematics
Irene Huss Penmanship
Inez M. Tearney . History
Henry Johnson Series of lectures
Total $17,190.42
June portion payable from Revolving Fund and July portion from ap-
propriation for summer session salaries.
June July Total
June J. Ashley Manual Arts. . $ 90.00 $ 60.00 $150.00
Lina Webb Geography . . . 150.00 100.00 250.00
Helen M. Barker Art 90.00 60.00 150.00
SALARY SCHEDULE—SECOND HALF SUMMER TERM, 1925.
(From Appropriation for Summer Session)
S. E. Thomas
. History $ 482.86
L. F. Ashley Manual Arts 500.00
Charles S. Spooner Biological Science 406.29
H. Harry Giles English 300.00
Earl R. K. Daniels English 375.00
Homer C. Sampson Biological Science 375.00
Oliver C. Hostetler Psychology and Education. . . 300.00
Ruby M. Harris Geography 300.00
Carrie Sheldon Art 275.00
Max G. Carman Mathematics 225.00
Friederich Koch Music ' 75.00
Marion Baird Librarian 186.43
Total $ 3,800.58
TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULE—36 WEEKS—1925-1926.
(From Appropriation for Salaries and Wages).
Ellen A Ford, Professor (Dean) Latin $ 4,000.00
E. H. Taylor, Professor Mathematics 4,000.00
Fiske Allen, Professor -Director Trg. Sch 3,510.00
S. E. Thomas, Professor History and Government 3,500.00
L. F. Ashley, Professor Manual Arts 3,500.00
Raymond L. Modesitt, Asst. Professor. Mathematics 3,330.00
Annie L. Weller, Professor Geography 3,120.00
Albert B. Crowe, Professor Physical Sciences 3,120.00
Isabel McKinney, Professor English 3,120.00
Howard DeF. Widger, Asst. Professor. English 3,120.00
Ralph Haefner, Asst. Professor Education 3,000.00
Charles S. Spooner, Professor Biological Science 2,900.00
Ernest L. Stover, Professor Biological Science 2,900.00
Charles P. Lantz Asst. Professor Physical Education 2,736.00
Friederich Koch Professor Music 2,700.00
Orra E. Neal, Instructor English 2,400.00
Ruth E. Major, Instructor Music 2,322.00
*Ora L. Railsback, Instructor Physical Sciences 2,300.00
Anabel Johnson, Instructor French 2,200.00
Lena B. Ellington, Instructor History 2,200.00
Grace E. Messer, Instructor Fine and Applied Art 2,200.00
Zea Zinn, Instructor 'English 2,100.00
*Paul W. Stansbury, Instructor Psychology and Education... 2,200.00
H. Harry Giles, Instructor English 2,100.00
Ruth Carman, Instructor Latin 2,000.00
Lewis Albert Moore, Instuctor Agriculture 2,000.00
Wayne P. Hughes, Instructor Manual Arts 1,900.00
Nancy Gay Case, Instructor Home Economics 1,800.00
*Patsy L. Stover, Instructor Biological Science 1,800.00
*Gracia Torinus, Instructor English 1,800.00
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TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULE—38 WEEKS—1925-1926.—Concluded.
Florence McAfee, Instructor Physical Education
Edith E. Ragan, Training- Teacher . . . .'Ninth Grade
Gilberta Coffman, Training Teacher. . . Sixth Grade
Florence E. Gardiner, Training Teacher .'Third Grade
Grace Geddes, Training Teacher ;Second Grade ....
Anna H. Morse, Training Teacher ... .First Grade
Mary Harden, Training Teacher History
Leah I. Stevens, Training Teacher .... Seventh Grade ...
Mary E. York, Training Teacher Fifth Grade
Edith Levake, Training Teacher Eighth Grade ....
Ethel F Janes, Training Teacher Fourth Grade . ...
Mary J. Booth, Librarian
Marion Baird, Assistant Librarian. . . f.
Mary T. O'Connor, Asst. Librarian
,700.00
,400.00
,400.00
,400.00
,400.00
,400.00
,200.00
,000.00
,900.00
,800.00
,750.00
,160.00
,350.00
,350.00
Total $108,088.00
(From Revolving Fund)
W. W. Ankenbrand, Asst. Professor .. Psychology and Ed $ 2,500.00
Carlyle Morris, Instructor History 1,800.00
Eleanor E. Boyd, Instructor Mathematics 1,800.00
Florence M. Warner, Instructor English 1,800.00
Lucile Dryden Instructor Mathematics 1,600.00
Dorothy H. Moore Instructor Fine and Applied Art 1,500.00
*Ruby M. Harris, Instructor Geography 1,400.00
Total
Additional teachers.
$12,400.00
The following recommendations with regard to other employ-
ees were approved
:
REGULAR SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 12 MONTHS
—
SCHOOL YEAR, 1925-1926.
(From Appropriation for Salaries and Wages)
L. C. Lord President $ 6,500.00
Grace Ewalt Secretary and Business Mgr.
.
3,250.00
Blanche C. Thomas Registrar 2,100.00
Katherine J. Schroer Stenographer 1,500.00
Clara Edith Willson Stenographer 1,200.00
Edson Clodfelter Engineer 2,280.00
Levi Stirewalt Fireman 1,200.00
Walter H. Nehrling Supt. of Grounds 1,980.00
Granvil Shafer Head Janitor 1,740.00
Frank Adams Janitor 1,200.00
H. C. Kerr Janitor 1,200.00
J. Elmer Neal Janitor 1,200.00
Newton Walker Janitor 1,200.00
B. F. Waters Watchman 1,200.00
Erskine Butler Laborer 1,200.00
William H. McFadden Laborer 1,200.00
Ben Meyer Laborer 1,200.00
Harry L. White Laborer 1,200.00
Total $32,550.00
DORMITORY SALARY SCHEDULE—11 MONTHS 1925-1926.
(From Revolving Fund)
Monthly Salary
Sept.-May June-July
Beck, Alta L., Domestic $ 35.00 $ 38.50
Berry, Beppie, Domestic 50.00 55.00
Day, Nannie, Domestic 35.00 38.50
Gilbert, Flossie D., Domestic 35.00 38.50
McMillen, Lucy,Domestic 35.00 38.50
McMillen, Mildred, Domestic 35.00 38.50
Molyneaux, Martha, Head of Hall 181.82 181.82
Williams, Lena, Cook 70.00 75.00
Student help estimated at an average of .... 75.00 125.00
Besteland, Carol L., Nurse 100.00 100.00 (12 months)
Livingston, John, Fireman 104.00 104.00 (12 months)
McKee, Charles, Laborer 100.00 100.00 (12 months)
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President Shryock presented his report, which was received, placed
on file, and is made a part of these minutes. The report follows
:
Carbondale, Illinois,
September 8, 1925.
To the Chairman and Members of the Normal School Board-
Gentlemen: I submit the following report for the Southern Illinois
State Normal University:
ENROLLMENT.
Spring Term 1925.
Spring Mind-Spring Total
Senior class 32 6 38
Junior class 36 28 64
Sophomore class 249 67 316
Freshman class 422 222 644
Unclassified 48 109 157
High School 438 55 493
Grand Total 1712
For the first half of the Summer Quarter we registered 1636. Of those
1636, more than 240 were of senior college rank, and more than 1100 were
graduates of recognized four year high schools.
For the second half of the Summer Quarter we have enrolled 945, dis-
tributed by classes as follows: Senior, 53; Junior, 100; Sophomore, 257;
Freshman, 304; Unclassified, 76; High School, 155.
JUNIOR COLLEGE GRADUATES—1925.
Name Town County
Anderson, Grace "Walker Champaign Champaign
Anderson, Loren G Pinckneyville Perry
Anderson, Mildred Lucile Alto Pass Union
Arensman, Alice Marguerite Metropolis Massac
Armentrout, Frank A Dongola Union
Babcock, Leo P Flora Clay
Baine, Ruby A Pulaski Pulaski
Barter, Mildred Marie East St. Louis St. Clair
Bauman, Harold Farina Fayette
Beasley, Joseph Norman Cambria Williamson
Bible, Lena St. James
, Fayette
Blacklock, Agnes Poplar Bluff, Mo
Birkner, Clarence E Oraville Jackson
Blum, Cornelia Lebanon St. Clair
Bond, Nellie Delillian Woodlawn Jefferson
Boyd, Bonnie Marion Williamson
Boyd, Eugenia C Wickliffe, Ky
Boyd, Gladys Williams Broughton Hamilton
Boyd, Grace E Carbondale Jackson
Brandon, Maude Hood Carbondale Jackson
Brayboy, Eddie Agatha St. Louis, Mo
Breithaupt, Esther Fort Gage Randolph
Brink, Delta M Nashville Washington
Brown, Martha Carbondale Jackson
Browning, Mary Harrisburg Saline
Bryant, Zella Irvington Washington
Burlison, Eleanor Carbondale Jackson
Calhoon, William Joseph Carbondale Jackson
Campbell, William Jackson Grenada, Miss
Carey, Myrtle Mason Herrin Williamson
Carrington, Orville F Carbondale Jackson
Carson, Nellie Ullin Pulaski
Casper, Bert Cobden '.
. . . Union
Chamness, Sylvia C Carterville Williamson
Chase, Eva Emilie Belle Rive Jefferson
Clark, Flora Elizabeth Christopher Franklin
Clark, Leta Perks Pulaski
Clemens, John O Bluford Jefferson
Cline, Bertha Burnett Marion Williamson
Collins, John W Browns WabashConnaway, Clarence D Dix JeffersonConnoway, Vesta Pearl Dix Jefferson
Coulter, Lucile Oakdale Washington
Craven, E. Eric West Frankfort Franklin
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Name Town County
Crews, Elsie Murphysboro Jackson
Croessmann, Pauline E. E DuQuoin Perry
Cruse, Rebecca Alice Carterville Williamson
Danner, Margaret Suzanne Murphysboro Jackson
Daszko, Josephine P East St. Louis St. Clair
Davis, J. Cary Carbondale Jackson
Dean, Willet S. B Tamaroa Perry
Deen, Jesse J Broughton Hamilton
Dietrich, Lydia Juliana Murphysboro Jackson
Dollins, Edna Benton Franklin
Doolittle, Mariam Rosamonde Tamaroa Perry
Dowell, Mary A Marion Williamson
Duncan, Russell G Marion Williamson
Dunn, Rada Metropolis
. Massac
Dunn, Sada Metropolis Massac
Duty, Helen Ardis Equality Gallatin
Eads, Mabel Carbondale Jackson
Elston, George B Carbondale Jackson
Etherton, Raymond Murphysboro Jackson
Farmer, Harold O Tamaroa Perry
Featherly, Effa L Iuka Marion
Featherly, William Guy Iuka Marion
Fierke, Miscal Leon Carbondale Jackson
Files, Nina Mill Shoals White
Fmley, Jewell L Assumption Christian
Fitch, Alice. R Ludington, Mich
Fitch, Gladys M Ludington, Mich
Gaines, Gertrude Salem Marion
Gardner, Lelia Murphysboro Jackson
Garner, Cecile L Thebes Alexander
Garrett, Margaret Kathleen Carbondale Jackson
Gartner, Victoria Carterville Williamson
Gersbacher, Willard M Carbondale Jackson
**Gibbons, Mary Metropolis Massac
Gillette, Chester O Brookport Massac
Glenn, Walton A Murphysboro Jackson
Goings, Victor R Carbondale Jackson
Goodall, Esther Marion Williamson
Grantham, Carrie B Metropolis Massac
Griffin, Nellie Irma Stewardson Shelby
Hall, E. Emerson Carbondale Jackson
Hall, Nora Marie Carterville Williamson
Hall, Pearl L Carbondale Jackson
Hamilton, William A Norris City WhiteMammack, Cordelia Pinckney ville PerryHammack, John H Pinckney ville PerryHankms, Izora May Vienna Johnson
Hart, Nelle Esther Collinsville Madison. .
Hartley Robert I Centralia Washington
Hartwell, Thelma N Marion Williamson
Hayden, John Carbondale JacksonHempler, Irene Louise Metropolis Massac
Henderson, Eula E Louisville ClayBenson, Evaline Starr Norris City WhiteHancock, James Bluford Dorrisville Saline
**Gill, Celia Belle Fairfield WayneH?n«on, L. P Fairfield Wayne
Hickey, Joe E Carbondale JacksonHorstman, Lorena Edna Murphysboro JacksonHuck, Lorraine Nashville WashingtonHuck, Lucmda Nashville Washington
To
V
i
n
' A^arr1^ Belle Rive JeffersonJack, Mary E Kinmundy
, Marion
Jenkins, Ruth H Murphysboro Jackson
Jones, Alice A Edwardsville Madison
Jones, Carrie Vernon Marion
Jones, Lucinda R Metropolis ,. .Massac
Keen, Harry T Keenes Wayne
Kerley, Dwight Lochinvar Marion Williamson
Kimmel, Neva Kathryn De Soto Jackson
Kmchloe, Mary Henrietta Ottawa LaS'alle
King, Effie Nora Cambria Williamson
Kirk, Clara M Marion Williamson
Knop, Bertha Elizabeth Campbell Hill Jackson
Krumsiek, Mary Nashville Washington
Caswell, Kathryn J Alma Marion
Leird, Lucille G Murphysboro Jackson
Lence, Martha Lurena Anna Union
Lloyd, Effie Shobonier Fayettei^ogan, Flossie Pinckneyville PerryLudlow, Donna B Benton Franklin
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Name Town County
Luse, Herman C Flora •• • -Cfay
Lyons, Ernie V Tilden _..... Randolph
Marvin Harriett St. Louis, Mo
Matthews, Kenneth Olive Branch Alexander-
Mayer, Sarah Louise Belleville St. Clair
McDaniel, Pearl Cobden x^vSninh
Mrl>ill Florence Coulterville Kandolpn
McDonald, Grace Marion ^SK™McQuire, Emily L Makanda JoSfSS
McLaughlin, Wm. C Carbondale Jackson
McMaster, Margaret Sparta a ifff«i£2
Milford, Laura lone Cairo Alex*
Miller, Cecil Arthur Jfaf°^ wKS2
Miller, Walter A Enfield ...... White
Mocabee, Kate Morehouse, Mo \y'\A'
Morgan, Edith Kmmundy Marion
More-an Vinnie F Carbondale Jackson
Morse FinleyB Gifford Champaign
Moyer's, Joyce Mound City .Pulaski
Nave, Velma Oleva Equality %.^SS
Norman, Lloyd D ?,arlyLe ; t lv«™
Ozburn, Jennie D Murphysboro Jackson
Penn, Bertie Roe Cairo Alexander
Pierce, Marcia Marie Metropolis .Massac
Price, Elouise C Udwardsville Madison
Purdue, Earl Cartter . ^PSEJ
Pyatt, Ethyl L Pmckneyvile Perry
Pyatt Hazel Pmckneyville Perry
Pvatt,' Kenneth L Pinckneyville -Pe_rry
Ragsdale, Ted R Galatia . Saline
Redd, Oliver Franklin De Soto Jackson
Reiss, Syvilla Anne Marion Williamson
Reno, Mary Alice Carbondale Jackson
Rice, Alexander Z Worden Madison
Richards, Lilly Wayne City ^2
Riley, Maude E Granite City Madison
Robertson, Ruth Carterville Williamson
Robertson, Stella Johnson Carbondale J ackson
Robinson, Mildred Lebanon St Clair
Robv, Rebecca Bowker Metropolis Massac
Sabine, John R Murphysboro Jackson
Sanders, Edith Lillian Cobden Union
Sauerhage, Ina May Murphysboro Jackson
Shannon, Louis P Worden . Madison
Shannon, Marie A : Mechanicsburg Sangamon
Shaw, Roy W Fairfield Wayne
Shomaker, Mildred E Murphysboro Jackson
Short, Bessie L Granite City Madison
Sitter, Beatrice M Chicago -Cook
Smith, Ben Fairfield Wayne
Smith, Gertrude Marion Williamson
Smith, Leone B Alma Marion
Stamper, Charlotte Newell Alton Madison
Stephenson, Mildred Carbondale Jackson
Stone, Olma Gay Ava Jackson
Taborn, J. Livingston Carrier Mills - Salln<r
Tapprich, Harry Ullin Pulaski
Tavlor, C. Spencer Golconda .Pope
Templeton, Mae Jean Pinckneyville Perry
Thomas, Zelda Eileen Carbondale Jackson
Thompson, Anna Cecelia Collinsville . .Madison
Tibby Ina M Oakdale Washington .
Trees' Burtis C Anna . ™Union
Trousdale, Frances B Metropolis Massac
Vandeveer, Chas. Earl Iuka Marion
Vandeveer, Faye Beard Iuka Marion
Veach, Olive Xie^na - Johnson
Vessell, Alice Webb DuQuom . .Perry
Voorhees, Lelah Catherine Murphysboro Jackson
Wagner, Rolland C Murphysboro Ja£^s°n
Wakeford, Gladys Norris City White
Walker, Velma M Buncombe Johnson
Walter Helene Carbondale Jackson
Ward, 'Cora Belle Kell Jefferson
Warren, Blanche Benton Franklin
Warren, Mary Jane Benton FranklinWTebb, Albert Walton Ewing Franklin
Welch, L. Alice Carbondale Jackson
Whittenberg, Thomas Carbondale Jackson
West, Margaret Odin Marion
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Name Town County
Wheeless, Gustava Ashley Washington
E??6 ' TCileSt^ East St Louis St. ClairWhite, John Kay Marissa St ClairWhite, Pearl Carbondale
'.'.'..Jackson
EU?.y» Ler°y Carrier Mills SalineWilliams, Omer Landes CrawfordWilson, Mary Elizabeth Ashley WashingtonWinkler, Clyde V Dahl/ren
. HamiltoSWood Lottie Pearl Sparfa '. [ [ ; [ [ [ 7 [ ;^dolphWright, Opal Carbondale JacksonYates
'
Irvin Belle Rive ^.i.JeSS
SENIOR COLLEGE GRADUATES—1925.
Ayre H. Glenn Dix MarionBaysinger Millard W., Jr Grand Tower :'.:'.'.'.'.: JacksonBoynton, Gail A Iuka MarlonBnckey, Emma L Zenia Clav"Brown Van Carbondale ..".'.7. JacksonBrubaker, Dora E Carbondale " JacksonBunting, Edith Mears Energy WilliamsonBurlison, Vesta Hirons Carbondale
. ..... 7 * ' " Jacklonl^cJS^A^^: 777 777 : :^obrTddoale . ;;;;;;. :
:
JSfe Erle'da™: 7 7 777777 : SS r° '*•'•'•'•'•'•'•'•'•\%Tejoforth G. Elbert '. 77,77 ggS^ff. 7777 7.77 7.7.7.7.'.!?n onS;- ST L°U1Se Carbondale JacksonGi iffith, Eric H Tamaroa PerrvHayes, Blanche LaRue Hillsboro 7 Moii'tVomervHenson, Willard R Norris City wJStAHowe, Samuel Wilbur Mt. Vernon . *. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. " JeffersonPulliam, Roscoe Staunton MacoupiSPuntney, Harry E Grayville WMt2Sanders, Ella Pickles Jonesboro ' 'unionSeneff, Florence Alene Mt. Erie " Wayne
Kdth
ar
Car?°0
ard B Metropolis
'.Massactomitn,
V,3^
1 y Carbondale JacksonStem, Hilda Anna Belleville St ClairSturm, Kathryn M
. Pittsburg '.7.7. WilliamsonTaylor, Marion M Noble ""_ ™_ °5
Walker, Howard S Sparta
lEinrl> John P Murphysbor'oWood, Abigail
Richland
Randolph
Jackson
G. D. Wham
Cairo Alexander
FACULTY LIST.
First Summer Session 1925—June 17-July 24.
June July
portion portion
Education (part time) $91.67 $183 33W A. Purr.... Supt. Practice School !l83.33 36667George W. Smith History 18??? ?RRR7Simeon E. Boomer Physics 7 17500 35o'ooR. E. Muckleroy Agriculture " 17500 35000W M. Bailey Biology {6667 333??George M. Browne Chemistry 7
'. 77 7 ISsisl 316 6?L C Petersen Manual Training 158.33 316 67W ^O. JBrown Education 158.33 316 67
8.33 316.67
P. G. Warren Mathematics' 77 .777 .7 .7 .77 77" 15 o *Emma L Bowyer English . m ; 67 283- 3 3
±. Lj. .Bryant Commercial 141 67 283 33
ESf^aSS1 physio.ogy :::::::::::::iiJL-J? ItSiSS
Mary Entsminger
... Critic ..... \ WW. ] W. WWWW V ' iolll 81667
Mfr7a°m
e
Hereon
Geography
\ loVoO lllHivnria r Librarian 100 00 200 00Henry Schroeder Mathematics 10000Julia Chastaine Violin '. lOo'.OO
200.00
200.00
§!le,?
^
atJnes • • • -piano :: : ; : : : : : : : : : : : 7777: : 7100.00 200.00
-00.00 200.00
91.67 183.33
91.67 183.33
Ruby Robertson '7 7 7 7 77" PlancT* ' 75 -°° 15 °- °
Mary Martin EnglishMary Henderson Sanders.
. . .English
Alice "*Belle Foster English ' 91*67
^ma Francis Commercial ' * ' 75*00
i o
. . . . . .
.
7 6 6 : 6 7 133.33
R a <£nt* Mathematics (part time) 91.67 183.33rv.
^. bco t Chemistry (part time) 66.67 133 33
39
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FACULTY LIST.—Concluded.
June
portion
66.67
58.33
Lucy K. Woody Household Arts (part time)
Elizabeth Hickson English (part time)
Mary M. Steagall Biology (part time) 83.33
Helen A. Baldwin Latin (part time) 50.00
*Frances Barbour English (part time) 50.00
*Clarence Bonnell Geography 146.67
*M. N. Todd Mathematics 146.67
*Arno Bratten History 146.67
*C. H. Doris Education 146.67
*Roy Jordan Education ....133.33
*N. W. Draper History 116.67
*Alice Kelsey Mathematics 116.67
*Pearl M. Tiley Critic 120.00
*Kate Vick Education 116.67
*Alice Mead Critic 115.00
*Ida Hundley Art 91.67
*Nell Munal Commercial
*Agnes Lentz Commercial
*Susie Ogden Commercial
*Howard Walker History and
*Louise Durham Commercial
*Juliette Hanford English . . .
*Kate Sturm Biology
**Samuel Howe Biology . . .
*Clarence Wright Coaching .
.
Education,
and Education
,
83.33
66.67
60.00
66.67
50.00
33.33
30.00
30.00
25.00
July
portion
133.33
116.67
166.67
100.00
100.00
293.33
293.33
293.33
293.33
266.67
233.33
233.33
240.00
233.33
230.00
183.33
166.67
133.33
120.00
133.33
100.00
56.67
60.00
60.00
50.00
* Members of Summer Session faculty only.
FACULTY LIST.
Second Summer Session 1925—July 25-August 28.
George D. Wham Education
Frank H. Colyer Geography
Wm. T. Felts Mathematics
Mary M. Steagall Biology
E. G. Lentz History
J. M. Pierce Education
W. G. Cisne Education and History. . . ,
Grace L. Burket Art
Mae C. Trovillion ., English
C. C. Logan Biology
Elizabeth Hickson English ,
Edward V. Miles Commercial
Helen A. Baldwin Latin and History
Lucy K. Woody Household Arts
R. A. Scott Chemistry
Dilla Hall Mathematics
Sarah M. Hardin Biology
Emma Bowyer English ( (part time)
J. H. Jaquish Music (part time) ,
F. G. Warren Mathematics (part time)
Tracy L. Bryant , Commercial (part time)
.
Henry Schroeder Physics (part time)
Mary Martin History (part time)
*Mary Crawford English
*Catherine Parks ... Mathematics
*Lulu Roach Art
*Nell Munal Commercial
*Agnes Lentz Commercial
*Bonnie Batson Librarian
*Howard Walker Education
* Juliette Hanford English
*Clarence Bonnell Biology
Alice Belle Foster English (part time)
5550.00
500.00
550.00
450.00
475.00
450.00
400.00
375.00
375.00
350.00
350.00
350.00
325.00
325.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
350.00
240.00
225.00
200.00
200.00
300.00"
300.00
275.00
250.00
200.00,
200.00
250.00
125.00
440.00
150.00
* Members of Summer Session faculty only.
FACULTY LIST.
1925-26.
College.
H. W. Shryock, Ph. B.,
President Head of Eng. Dept One year
G. D. Wham, B. Ed Education 36 weeks
G. W. Smith, A. M History 36 weeks
W. T. Felts, B. Ed Mathematics 36 weeks
S. E. Boomer, A. M Physics 36 weeks
6,500.00
4,200.0(
3,900.0(
3,640.00f|
3,640.0(
41
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FACULTY LIST.—Concluded.
College.
R. E. Muckleroy, M. S Agriculture . . .36 weeks
"W. M. Bailey, M. S . . Biology 36 weeks
F. H. Colyer, A. B., M. S Geography 36 weeks
G. M. Browne Chemistry 36 weeks
L. C. Peterson, B. S Manual Arts 36 weeks
J. M. Pierce, A. M French, Education 36 weeks
Mary M. Steagall, Ph. B.,
B. Ed., M. S Biology 36 weeks
E. G. Lentz History 36 weeks
T. L. Bryant Registrar and Business
Agent 36 weeks
Wm. McAndrew, A. B., LL. B. . .Physical Education 36 weeks
Emma L. Bowyer, A. M, English 36 weeks
John H. Jaquish, B. S Head of Music Department. 36 weeks
Elizabeth Hickson, A. M English 36 weeks
Delia Caldwell, M. D Medical Inspect., Phys. Ed. .36 weeks
Mae C. Trovillion, A. M English 36 weeks
Edward V. Miles Commercial 36 weeks
Helen A. Baldwin, A. M Latin 36 weeks
Grace E. Jones Domestic Science 3 6 weeks
Gladys P. Williams Art 36 weeks
Grace L. Burket Art (part time High
School) 36 weeks
Lucy K. Woody, B. S Domestic Science 36 weeks
R. A. Scott, M. S Chemistry 36 weeks
Frances D-L. Etheridge,
B. S., A. B Phys. Ed 36 weeks
Marjorie Shank, B. S., M. S. . . Geography 36 weeks
Alice Kelsey, A. M Mathematics 36 weeks
Julia D. Chastaine Music 36 weeks
Helen Smith Matthes Music 36 weeks
Ruby Robertson Music 36 weeks
Margaret Clark, A. B Librarian 36 weeks
W. A. Furr, A. M,
Practice Department.
. . Superintendent . .
.
36 weeks
Senior High.
F. G. Warren, Principal, A. B.
. Critic, Math. Dept 36 weeks
j
Elizabeth Cox, A. M Critic, Head Eng. Dept 36 weeks
Mary Henderson Sanders, A. B.
. Mathematics 36 weeksEmma Francis Commercial 36 weeks
j Henry Schroeder Manual Training 36 weeks
Fuller Combs, A. M Critic, Head Latin Dept. . . .36 weeks
C. C. Logan, B. S Physics and Agriculture. .. 36 weeks
Sarah M. Hardin, B. S Biology 36 weeks
Critic, Head History Dept. . 36 weeks
Allyn Training School.
Junior High.
Dilla Hall, B. Ed Principal 36 weeks
Mary Martin, A. M Critic 36 weeks
Frances Barbour, A. M Critic 36 weeks
John Wright Critic 36 weeks
Elementary.
Mary Entsminger Critic, Grades 5-6 36 weeks
Lulu Clark Critic, Grades 3-4 36 weeks
J
Florence King Critic, Grades 1-2 36 weeks
Special Critic, Nature
Hilda Stein, B. Ed Study and Geography 36 weeks
Brush Training School.W G. Cisne Principal 36 weeksMae L Fox Critic, Grade 6 36 weeks
Grace Wilhelm Critic, Grade 6 36 weeks
Verna Gent Critic, Grade 5 36 weeks
Madge Troutt Critic, Grade 5 36 weeks
Mildred Goings Critic, Grade 4 36 weeks
Mary Conatser Critic, Grade 4 36 weeks
Virginia Meyers Critic, Grade 3 36 weeks
I
Maude Mayhew Critic, Grade 2 36 weeks
|
Una Goodwin Critic, Grade 1 36 weeks
Rural Training School.
W. O. Brown, A. B Superintendent 36 weeks
Alice Belle Foster, B. Ed Critic 36 weeks
Ted Ragsdale Critic 36 weeks
Lydia Ragsdale Critic 36 weeks
3,640.00
3,500.00
3,400.00
3,400.00
3,200.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
2,800.00
2,750.00
2,750.00
2,750.00
2,700.00
2,500.00
2,400.00
2,400.00
2,400.00
2,340.00
2,210.00
2,210.00
2,100.00
2,100.00
2,100.00
2,000.00
2,025.00
2,000.00
1,700.00
1,600.00
900.00
1,700.00
3,900.00
3,200.00
2,300.00
1,900.00
1,300.00
1,900.00
2,200.00
2,500.00
2,000.00
1,800.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
1,900.00
1,800.00
1,900.00
2,025.00
2,025.00
1,800.00
3,000.00
: 700.00
: 700.00
: 700.00
: 700.00
: 700.00
700.00
: 700.00
: 700.00
: 700.00
3,200.00
*1,800.00
*1,200.00
*1,200.00
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Employees.
Hazel E Ervin Secretary to President One year 2 > 2 °0-°0
Fred Fierke Engineer One year H™ 22
William Goddard Head Janitor One year 1^00.00
Lee Sherretz Watchman One year j'JOO.OO
Frank Bowers Fireman One year ^00.00
Sam Stokes Fireman One year ^OO.OO
Frank Mayhew Janitor One year j^OO.OO
L. R. Coffey Janitor One year 1-200.00
W. H. Whittenberg Janitor One year ^OO.OO
W. W. Trobaugh Farm Laborer One year
-« S28
_
2S
Janitor One year 1 » 2 00-00
N "c" File Laborer (part time) One year ???•£?
Student and Transient 2,878.0U
Total $165,283.00
(Salaries starred charged against revolving fund).
NEW FACULTY MEMBERS:
Assistant, Mathematics Department. Miss Alice Kelsey received her
preparatory training in the Washington Center High School, Whitley County,
Indiana. She attended the University of Indiana for four years and re-
ceived the A. B. degree in 1922. Prom 1923 to 1925 Miss Kelsey attended
the University of Illinois doing graduate work in mathematics and serving
as assistant in the department. She received the A. M. degree at the 1925
commencement. She is highly recommended by the Department of Mathe-
matics.
Head of Physical Training for Girls: Miss Prances D-L Ethendge re-
ceived her preparatory training in the Carl Schurz High School, Chicago,
Illinois, and in the Central High School, Grand Rapids, Michigan. She at-
tended the Louisville Normal School, Louisville, Ky. for one year; the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin for one summer session; and did the remainder of
her undergraduate work at the University of Illinois. She received the
B. S. degree in Physical Education and the A. B. degree in English at the
1925 commencement. She is highly recommended by the Department of
Physical Education and also by Dean Chadsey.
Critic Teacher, Junior High School: Miss Frances Barbour received
her preparatory training in the East St. Louis, 111. High School, did her
undergraduate work in Shurtleff College, Alton, 111., and Washington Uni-
versity, St. Louis, Mo., and received the A. M. degree at Washington Uni-
versity' She is a Phi Beta Kappa.
Critic Teacher, Nature Study and Geography Work: Miss Hilda Stein
received the B. Ed. degree in this institution, June 17, 1925. Miss Stein
was an elementary teacher in the public schools at Belleville for a number
of years. After finishing our Junior College she taught for two years in
Waterloo, Illinois High School. This past year she has taught half-time
in the Carbondale Community High School. For the present quarter she
is doing graduate work at the University of Chicago.
Critic Teacher, Rural School Department: Miss Lydia Dietrich is a
graduate of the Murphysboro Township High School, and a graduate of our
Junior College Normal Department. Miss Dietrich served as a cadet for
the better part of one year in our rural school system, and last year as a
part time teacher for the entire year. She has accumulated a number of
senior college credits.
.
Critic Teacher, Rural School Department-: Mr. Ted R. Ragsdale is a
graduate of the Benton Township High School, and a graduate of our Junior
College Normal Department. Mr. Ragsdale served the better part of one
year as a cadet in our rural school system, and put in part time last year
as a critic teacher. He has a number of senior college credits.
The budget that I submitted to you last October carried an item of
$6300 00,—our payment in the salaries of nine grade teachers in the Brush
School who act as critic teachers. All of these young women are graduates
of this institution with the exception of one who, in addition to a practic-
ally complete course in our Junior College Normal Department, has had!
one year in the University of Chicago. All of them have had some seniorj
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college work, and all are strongly recommended by Mr. Willis Cisne, Prin-
cipal of the Brush Practice School.
Librarian: Miss Margaret Clark is a graduate of Miami University,
had nine weeks special training in library work at the University of Illi-
nois, and one year's experience as an assistant librarian in the loan depart-
ment of the University of Illinois.
It will be noticed that there is one position not filled, that of Head of
History Department in the high school. I hope to be able to report this at
the next meeting of the Board.
Respectfully submitted,
H. W. Sheyock, President.
The list of graduates as presented therein was approved by the Board.
The following recommendations for faculty appointments were
approved by the Board
:
FACULTY LIST—FIRST SUMMER SESSION, 1925.
June July
L _ , _ portion portion
G. D. Wham Education (part time $ 91.67 $183 33
W. A. Furr Supt. Practice School 183.33 366 67
George W. Smith History 183.33 366.67Simeon E. Boomer Physics 175.00 350 00
R. E. Muckleroy Agriculture 175.00 350.00
W. M. Bailey Biology 166.67 333.33
George M. Browne Chemistry 158.33 316.67
L. C. Peterson Manual Training 158.33 316 67W. O. Brown Education 158.33 316 67
F. G. Warren Mathematics 158.33 316 67Emma L. Bowyer English 141.67 283.33
T. L. Bryant Commercial 141.67 283 33
J. H. Jaquish Music 133.33 266.67
Gladys P. Williams Art 125.00 250 00
Delia Caldwell Physiology 116.67 233.33
Lulu R. Clark Critic 116.67 233.33
Fuller, Combs Latin 108.33 216 67Mary Entsminger Critic 108 33 216 67
Marjorie Shank Geography 100.00 20o'oo
Miriam Herron Librarian 100.00 200 00
Henry Schroeder Mathematics 100.00 200.00
Julia Chastaine Violin ; 100.00 200.00
Helen Matthes Piano 100 00 200 00Mary Martin English 100.00 20o!ooMary Henderson Sanders
. . . English < 91.67 183 33
Alice Belle Foster English 9L67 18333Emma Francis Commercial 75.00 150 00Ruby Robertson Piano 6667 13333W. T. Felts Mathematics (part time) ...'.'.'.'. 9L67 183.33
R. A. Scott Chemistry (part time) 66.67 133 33Lucy K. Woody Plousehold Arts (part time) .... 66.67 133 33
Elizabeth Hickson English (part time) 58.33 116 67Mary M. Steagall Biology (part time) 83.33 166 67
Helen A. Baldwin Latin (part time) 50.00 100 00Frances Barbour English (part time) 50.00 100.00
*Clarence Bonnell Geography 146.67 293 33
*M. M. Todd Mathematics 146.67 293 33
*Arno Bratten History 146.67 293.33K. H. Dorris Education 146.67 293.33
Roy Jordan Education 133.33 266.67N. W. Draper History 116.67 233 33
Alice Kelsey Mathematics 116.67 233 33
*Pearl M. Tiley Critic 120.00 240.00Kate Vick Education 116 67 233 33
Alice Mead Critic 115.00 23o!oo
!Jda Hundley Art 91.67 183.33
*Nell Munal Commercial 83.33 166.67Agnes Lentz Commercial 66.67 133 33Susie Ogden Commercial 60.00 12000Howard Walker History and Education 66.67 133 33Louise Durham Commercial and Education .... 50.00 100 00
Juliette Hanford English 33 33 66 67Kate Sturm Biology 30.00 60.00Samuel Howe Biology 30.00 60.00Clarence Wright Coaching 25.00 50.00
Members of Summer Session faculty only.
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FACULTY LIST—SECOND SUMMER SESSION, 1925.
George D. Wham Education $550.00
Frank H. Colyer Geography
Wm. T. Felts Mathematics
Mary M. Steagall Biology
E. G. Lentz History
J M Pierce Education
W. G. Cisne Education and History
Grace' L. Burket .'.'. Art
Mae C. Trovillion English
C. C. Logan Biology
Elizabeth Hickson English
Edward V. Miles Commercial^
Helen A. _
Lucy K. Woody Household Arts
R. A. Scott Chemistry
Dilla Hall Mathematics
Sarah M. Hardin Biology
Emma Bowyer English (part time)
J. H. Jaquish Music (part time)
500.00
550.00
450.00
475.00
450.00
400.00
375.00
375.00
350.00
350.00
350.00
Baldwin '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. Latin and History 325.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
350.00
F G. Warren ....................... Mathematics (part time) 240.00
Tracy L. Bryant Commercial (part time)
Henry Schroeder Physics (part time) . . .
Mary Martin History (part time)
*Mary Crawford
^Catherine Parks Mathematics
225.00
200.00
200.00
English :: ' 300.00
300.00
Art 275.00
250.00
200.00
200.00
250.00
125.00
H. W. Shryock, President.
G. D. Wham
G. W. Smith
W. T. Felts
S. E. Boomer . . . .•
*Lulu Roach
*Nell Munal Commercial
*Agnes Lentz Commercial
*Bonnie Batson Librarian .
*Howard Walker Education .
*Juliette Hanford English . . .
*Clarence Bonnell Biology 440.00
Alice Belle Foster Engjish (part time) 150.00
* Members of Summer Session faculty only.
The following recommendations with regard to other employ-
ees were approved
:
FACULTY LIST—1925-1926.
College.
Head of English Dept One year
Education 36 weeks
, History 36 weeks
Mathematics 36 weeks
Physics 36 weeks
R. E. Muckleroy Agriculture 36 weeks
W. M. Bailey Biology 36 weeks
F. H. Colyer Geography 36 weeks
G. M. Browne '. . Chemistry 3 6 weeks
L. C. Petersen Manual Arts 36 weeks
J. M. Pierce French, Education 36 weeks
Mary M. Steagall Biology 36 weeks
E. G. Lentz History 36 weeks
T. L. Bryant Registrar and Bus. Agt. . . 36 weeks
Wm. McAndrew Physical Education 36 weeks
Emma L. Bowyer English 36 weeks
John H. Jaquish Head of Music Dept 36 weeks
Elizabeth Hickson English 36 weeks
Delia Caldwell Physical Education 36 weeks
Mae C. Trovillion English 36 weeks
Edward V. Miles .' Commercial 36 weeks
Helen A. Baldwin Latin 36 weeks
Grace E. Jones Domestic Science 36 weeks
Gladys P. Williams Art 36 weeks
Grace L. Burket Art (part time High Sch'l) .36 weeks
Lucy K. Woody Domestic Science 36 weeks
R. A. Scott Chemistry 36 weeks
Frances D-L Etheridge Physical Education 36 weeks
Marjorie Shank Geography 36 weeks
Alice Kelsey Mathematics 36 weeks
Julia D. Chastaine Music 36 weeks
Helen Smith Matthes Music 36 weeks
Ruby Robertson Music 36 weeks
Margaret Clark Librarian 36 weeks
6,500.00
4,200.00
3,900.00
3,640.00
3,640.0C
3,640.00
3,500.00
3,400.00
3,400.00
3,200.0G
3,000.0C
3,000.0C
2,800.0(
2,750.0(
2,750.0(
2,750.00
2.700.0C
2,500. 0(
2,400.0(
2,400.0(
2,400.0([
2,340.0C
2,210.0(
2,210.0(
2,100.0(
2,100.0(
2,100.0<j
2,000.0(
2,025.0(1
2,000.0ij
1,700.0!
1,600.0<
900. 0<
1,700.01
W. A. Furr
Practice Department.
. . Superintendent . .
.
36 weeks 3,900.01
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Senior High.
F. G. Warren, Principal Critic Math. Dept 36 weeks
Elizabeth Cox Critic, Head Eng. Dept 36 weeks
Mary Henderson Sanders. . . .Mathematics 36 weeks
|3mma Francis Commercial 36 weeks
Henry Schroeder Manual Training 36 weeks
Puller Combs Critic, Head Latin Dept. ... 36 weeks
C. Logan Physics and Agriculture ... 36 weeks
Sarah M. Hardin Biology 36 weeks
Critic, Head History Dept. 36 weeks
Allyn Training School.
pilla Hall
Mary Martin . .
Frances Barbour
John Wright . . .
Junior High
Principal 36 weeks
Critic 36 weeks
Critic 36 weeks
Critic 36 weeks
3,200.00
2,300.00
1,900.00
1,300.00
1,900.00
2,200.00
2,500.00
2,000.00
1,800.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
1,900.00
1,800.00
Elementary.
Mary Entsminger Critic, Grades 5-6 36 weeks
Lulu Clark Critic, Grades 3-4 36 weeks
'Florence King Critic, Grades 1-2 36 weeks
(Hilda Stein > Special Critic, Nature
Study and Geography ... 36 weeks
Brush Training School.
W. G. Cisne Principal 36 weeks
Mae L. Fox Critic, Grade 6 36 weeks
jGrace Wilhelm Critic, Grade 6 36 weeks
Verna Gent Critic, Grade 5 36 weeks
Madge Troutt Critic, Grade 5 36 weeks
Mildred Goings Critic, Grade 4 36 weeks
Mary Conatser Critic, Grade 4 36 weeks
Virginia Meyers Critic, Grade 3 36 weeks
Mau/de Mayhew Critic, Grade 2 36 weeks
Tine Goodwin Critic, Grade 1 36 weeks
W. O. Brown . . .
Alice Bell Foster
Ted Ragsdale . .
.
Lydia Ragsdale .
Rural Training School.
. .
Superintendent 36 weeks
Critic 36 weeks
.
.Critic 36 weeks
. .
Critic 36 weeks
Employees.
Hazel E. Ervin Secretary to President One year
Fred Fierke . . . : Engineer One year
William Goddard Head Janitor One year
Lee Sherretz Watchman One year
Frank Bowers Fireman One year
Sam Stokes Fireman One year
Frank Mayhew Janitor One year
L. R. Coffey Janitor One year
W. H. Whittenberg Janitor One year
W. W. Trobaugh Farm Laborer One year
• Janitor One year
N. C. File Laborer (part time) One year
Student and transient
1,900.00
2,025.00
2,025.00
1,800.00
Total
(Salaries starred charged against revolving fund).
3,000.00
700.00
700.00
700.00
700.00
700.00
700.00
700.00
700.00
700.00
3,200.00
1,800.00
1,200.00
1,200.00
2,200.00
1,800.00
1,400.00
1,400.00
1,400.00
1,400.00
1,200.00
1,200.00
1,200.00
900.00
1,200.00
300.00
2,878.00
$165,283.00
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President Morgan presented his report, which was received, placed
on file, and is made a part of these minutes. The report follows
:
Macomb, Illinois.
September 8, 1925.
To the Chairman and Members of the Normal School Board •
Gentlemen: I submit the following report for the Western Illinois State
Teachers College:
1. STUDENTS.
1. (a) Attendance for Spring Term, 1925.
Men Women
and
boys,
a. College
Seniors 17
Juniors 2 3
Sophomores 55
Freshmen 105
Total
High School
200
73
and
girls.
13
27
145
356
541
123
Total.
30
50
200
461
741
196
Total
one year
ago.
24
27
144
384
579
243
Total in residence above eighth
grade 273
Elementary grades 106
Grand total of all students and
pupils 379
664
126
790
937
232
1169
822
219
1041
(b) Attendance for year ending June 30, 1925.
Men "Women
and and
boys. girls. Total.
a. College
Seniors 56 81 137
Juniors 70 178 s 248
Sophomores 115 421 536
Freshmen 209 971 1180
Total 450 1651 2101
b. High School 114 232 346
Total in residence above eighth
grade 564 1883 2447
c. Non-residents Extension 153 782 935
d. Elementary Grades 106 126 232
Grand total of all students and
pupils 823 2791 3614
e. Students counted twice 198 442 640
Individuals enrolled 625 2349 2974
Total
one year
ago.
104
123
359
1004
1590
440
2030
792
219
3041
642
2399
During the year the school has had graduates as follows with similar
numbers for last year:
Four Tear (B. Ed. degree)
Two Year ( Diploma )
Two and a half year (Special)
High School
Total
1925 1924
27 34
144 94
24 24
50 78
245 230
2. (a) During the Mid-Spring Term, 128 students enrolled. This is
a few less than last year. The longer terms of school leave fewer teachers
with an opportunity to enter this term.
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Total
one year
)tal. ago.
10 12
70 57
176 132
288 232
565 568
(b) Attendance for the First Summer Term, 1925. This includes
those enrolled for the Mid-Spring Term, 1925.
Men Women
and and
boys. girls.
a. College
Postgraduates 3 7
Seniors 30 40
Juniors 49 127
Sophomores 41 247
Freshmen 65 500
Total 188 921
b. High School
Twelfth Grade 16 32
Eleventh Grade 4 28
Tenth Grade 3 6
Ninth Grade 3 5
Total 2 6 71
Unclassified
Total above the eighth grade.
.
. 214 992
d. Elementary Grades 106 126
Grand total 320 1118 1438 1351
1109 1001
48 12
32 13
9 23
8 22
97 70
61
1206 1132
232 219
3. (a) June graduating list:
Four-year College Course.
Barclay, Ralph E.
Dillon, Mary Louise
Gardner, E. Machin
^Holt, Lily M.
'Holt, Ross
Medus, Doyle
Simmon, Daisy
Swartzbaugh, Fannie Maun
Swartzbaugh, Frankie M.
Two-year Normal School Course.
Anderson, Ellen Dorothy
Barnett, Bertha
Beckett, Lorene
Birchard, Juanita Mary
Blood, Mildred
Brady, Bertha R.
Bruce, Dorothy
Chambers, Thelma
Chapman, J. Harrel
Comer, Gladys
Couve, Eleanor
Cronin, Florentine
Curry, Ethel
Dawson, Edward F.
Ditto, Geraldine
Donason, Juanita
Donley, Bess M.
Edie, Laura
Ehrhart, Mae M.
Elder, Ruth
Farlow, Mary E.
Foley, Florence Lee
Francis, Mildred
Hack, Lewis
Hayes, Charlotte Allie
Heath, Marian Brown
Jewison, Muriel H.
Joeckel, Lydia E.
Kaeser, Louise
Lindsay, Leona H.
Marx, Mary Alice
Maxwell, D. Richard
Nations, Fred
Newburn, Harry K.
Oakman, Mary Lorene
O'Brien, Catherine Elizabeth
O'Leary, Helen K.
Peck, Otto J.
Pendarvis, Clarice A.
Priepot, J. H.
*Pugh, Charmian Maxwell
Pugh, Ralph
Redfield, Lona
Schafer, Mercedes H.
Schlotzhauer, Helen
Scott, Mary Vivian
Servine, Dorothy
Sharp, Reta Alene
Sherman, Ruth Katherine
Smith, A. Lucille
Standard, Mary M.
St. John, Alice Gary
* Sullivan, Maribel
Sutton, Irvin I.
Swanson, Ellen W.
Tarbill, Helen
Tibesar, Marie Geraldine
Thomson, Harley
Tyson, Thelma
Varner, Jennie
Welbourne, Frances
Wells, Lola M.
White, Susie P.
Wilson, Reba L.
Wipert, Gladys M.
Wyles, Alice E.
Young, Keetha Frankie
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Special Courses.
Birchard. Juanita Mary Home Economics
Comer, Gladys Drawing: and Design
Donley, Bess M Physical Education
Edie, Laura i Music
Elder, Ruth History and English
Jewison, Muriel H . Home Economics
Joeckel, Lydia K Home Economics
Maxwell, D. Richard Manual Training
Medus, Doyle Manual Training
Peck, Otto J i. . Manual Training
Pugh, Charmian Maxwell Drawing and Design
Pugh, Ralph Manual Training
Academy Course.
Baumgardner, J. Wayne
Black Marian
Blackburn, Zelpha
Caldwell, Elsie
Clark, Aleyne
Currens, Martha Peregrine
Curtis, Damon C.
Eakle, Wayne
Grigsby, William A., Jr.
Hardy, Orpha Lucile
Havens, Lucille
Helmerichs, Greta Annette
Hicks, E'ulalia N.
Hills, William
Hobbs, Edna Helen
Howard, Ivan
Hurka, Vada
Earner, Francis W.
Lindsay, Mildred
Marx, Joseph L.
McCord, Mary L.
McElvain, Mary
McGinnis, Thomas
Mosher, Florence A.
Patrick, Doris C.
Purdum, Eva
Purdum, Helen D.
Riggins, Julia
Robeson, Orville C.
Simmons, Elma B.
Stevens, J. Keith
Sullivan, Loraine
Swartzbaugh, Amon
Thomson, Melvin Ray
Watson, Kathryn C.
Wayland, Isabel
Wear, Veryl Etta
: Yard, Clifford
(b) July graduating list:
Four-year College Course.
Botts, Jeanette
Currens, Ronald B.
*Dittmer, Oscar L.
Everitt, Carol L.
Fiedler, Johanna R.
Foster, Erma V.
'Gallagher, Helen
Hunt, Grace
Panares, Agustin
Reynolds, Thomas Albert
Weimer, Anna E.
Wetzel, Arbon R.
* Honor Student.
Two-Year College Course.
Alexander, Margaret K.
Bassett, Herbert, Jr.
Bauer, Betty M.
Beard, Mary E.
Benner, Mabel
Bossong, Meta Louise
Boyd, Lila Louise
Burbridge, Helen Margaret
Clark, Martha
Corr, Elizabeth
Crouch, Dorothy
*Daily, Eula Marie
Daily, Mabel E.
Fisher. Maude Marie
Ford, Hazel Irene
Gorman, H. Ellen
Greeley, Harriett McDonald
Grimes, Mildred R.
Haines, "Vera Fay
Harder, Helen Jane
Hinman, Hazel
*Holt, Pauline
Hoover, J. Russell
Hunt, Walter
Inman, Bertha
Johnson, Florence Josephine
Keilman, Dorothy Belle
Kesterson, Annetta
Kirkpatrick. Blanche F.
Kinman, Jessie Jo.
Kline, Souci
Kumpf, Anna C.
Landis, Galen L.
Leonard, Adelia
McCalley, Juanita
Meyer, Frieda
Moon, Garnet
Moore, Rose Mary
Randall, Mabel
Rees, Etta Elizabeth
Robbins, Fern
Russell, Virginia E.
Selfridge, Myra E.
* Simmons, Martha Edna
Stutsman. Ruby C.
Sympson, Marian
Thomson, Marlin
Torrens, Harry
Venters, Olive E.
White, Grace M.
Wilson, Martha
Zook, Helen
4-9
Special Courses.
Bassett, Herbert, Jr Chemistry and Physics
Bossong, Meta Louise History
Currens, Ronald B Chemistry and Physics
Fisher, Maude Marie Commercial Education
Ford, Hazel Irene . . . .1 Music
Hoover, J. Russell Manual Training-
Hunt, Walter Manual Training-
Johnson, Florence Josephine Physical Education
Kline, Souci Drawing and Design
Leonard, Adelia Music
McCalley. Juanita Music
Marrs, Mildred A Drawing and Design
Millsom, J. Robert Commercial Education
Rees, Etta Elizabeth Drawing and Design
Robbins, Fern Library Economy
Tibesar, Marie Geraldine History and English
Tyson, Thelma Physical Education
Academy Course.
Baldner, Marie Miller, Jessie
Calvin, Mary Elizabeth Pendell, Wilma
Dennis, Bertha Venters, Olive E.
Guthrie, Grace Whalin, "Willard Patrick
Kincheloe, Chas. V.
* Honor Student.
(c) August graduating list.
Four-Tear College Course.
Anderson, Harry D. McCall, Frank S.
Bolen, Clarence A. McCormick, Carl C.
Carey. Anna L. Millsom, J. Robert
Churchill, Ruth Mullen, Harold
Elder, William V. Nolkemper, Henrietta E.
Hainline, Louise Ray, Ethel
Humphrey, George Clifford Rigg. Russell
Laidlaw, Ruth Esther *Roberts, Mildred
Laughlin, J. McClellan Robertson, Fred F.
Leftridge, Susie J. Smith, Mata
Long, Mary Strickland, William
Lewis, Mabel R.
Two-Tear College Course.
Alsup, J. E. McEniry, Mary A.
Apt, Christian S. McGee, Sarah
Browning, Clio Moore, Alice E.
Buchen, Eula Ruth Orwig, Clara
Cleaves, Willard E. Owens, Helen Isabel
Comer, Paul R. Randolph, Evelyn
Daugherty, Myra G. Swanson, Irraa L.
France, Clifford O. Tepe, Marcella R.
Francis, Josephine Uhland, Amelia
Larinan, Jessie Walters, Julia
Lawyer. Helen Zimmerman, Bernice
Special Courses.
Comer, Paul R. Chemistry and Physics
Foster, Erma English
Owens, Helen Isabel English
Strickland, William Physical Education
Academy Course.
Birdsall. Grace Uhland, Amelia
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* Honor Student.
II. FACULTY.
1. Resignations:
On April 29, 1925, Miss Jessie Buckner who had been at the head of
the Art Department since 1907 died suddenly. Her work has been taken
care of since that time by a temporary arrangement.
Professor S. B. Hursh who has been head of the English Department
since the School was opened Sept. 23, 1902 has resigned because of his ad-
vanced age.
Miss Maude Lombard who has been head of the Department of Physical
Education for Women for the last year has resigned to take a similar posi-
tion in San Jose, California.
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Mrs. Mildred Roberts who has been teaching in the second grade in
the training school has resigned to be at home.
Miss Pearle LeCompte and Miss Gladys Vawter of the Department of
English have asked for leaves of absence to attend school.
Mr. Frank Collins, Jr., who has been teaching piano while Mr. Karl
Crilly has been studying on leave, is leaving due to Mr. Crilly's return.
2. New Appointments:
The following new appointments are recommended:
Mr. C. S. Holcomb and Miss June Whiting to the English Department,
Misses Isabelle Hoover and Irma Foster to the English Department and
training school, Mr. D. A. Podoll to the Department of Education, Misses
Dora Sharp and Edythe Saylor to the Department of Physical Education
for women and Miss Lucille Van de Steeg as a teacher in the training school.
Mr. Holcomb holds a Bachelor's degree from the Massachusetts College
of Agriculture. He is likewise a graduate of the School of expression in
which he did advanced work. He also studied voice with such noted men
as Harvey L. Whiting of Boston, John L. Hodson of Boston, and M. Theo
Frain of New York City. He has taught in the S. S. Curry School of Ex-
pression and in the Newton Theological Seminary, and has done private
and studio work in Boston.
Miss June Whiting holds her Bachelor's Degree from the University
of Montana and her master's degree from the University of Chicago. She
has done considerable additional work toward her Doctor's degree. She
has taught five years in high schools in Montana and has been head of the
Department of English at Graceland College at La Mona, Iowa, for four
years.
Miss Isabelle Hoover holds her Bachelor's degree and likewise her
Master's degree from the University of Illinois. She has been principal of
the Bushnell High School for a number of years.
Miss Irma Foster secured her Normal diploma a few years ago and
took her Bachelor's degree at the end of the last school year at the Western
Illinois State Teachers College. She has been teaching in the public
schools of Illinois.
Mr. Podoll holds his Bachelor's degree from the University of Minne-
sota and his Master's degree from the University of Chicago. He has been
a high school principal in the schools of Minnesota and South Dakota for
a number of years and also had supervision in the Northern State Normal
School at Aberdeen, South Dakota, two years.
Miss Sharp holds her Bachelor's degree from Lawrence College after
which she spent three years in the Sargent School of Physical Education.
Later she completed a years work in the Harvard Graduate School and re-
ceived her Master's Degree this summer. She has been director of Physical
Education at the high school at Menominee, Michigan, and for the past four
years has been head of the Department of Physical Education at Baker
University, at Baldwin, Kansas.
Miss Saylor holds her Bachelor's Degree from the University of Iowa.
She has done graduate work for three summers in the University of Wis-
consin. Her experience covers two years in Y. W. C. A. work at the Unn
versity of Minnesota and South Dakota, and for three years she was head
of the Physical Education Department for Women at Washburn College,
Topeka, Kansas.
Miss Vande Steeg has been a student at Drake University, Columbia
University and Colorado State Agricultural College. She received her
Bachelor's Degree from the University of Chicago recently. She has taught
in the public schools of Iowa, Colorado, and Michigan. She was teacher
of the second grade in one of the Evanston Illinois schools for two years
and a supervisor in the elementary schools of the University of Chicago for
a part of last school year.
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All of these teachers have had excellent training, valuable experience
and come highly recommended. They will take their place very properly
among the other members of the faculty.
Other minor positions are being filled by advanced students.
3. (a) Faculty and salary schedule for First Summer Term:
51
Name
Salary-
first two
weeks
R. R. Simpkins. ........ Professor $
F. H. Currens Professor
H. D. Waggoner Professor
Caroline Grote Professor and. Dean. .
E. E. VanCleve Professor
G. W. Gayler Professor
R. M. Ginnings Professor
Herbert Bassett Professor
W. L, Schuppert Professor
Irving- Garwood Professor
S. B. Hursh Professor
Wayne Wetzel Professor
W. A. Cleveland Professor
D. C. Beighey Professor
H. G. Hawkes Professor
E. F. Roberts Asst. Professor
H. C. Seal Asst. Professor
W. H. Eller Asst. Professor
Theresa Wild Asst. Professor
Marorie Fish Asst. Professor
Blenda Olson Asst. Professor
J. C. Burns Asst. Professor
Alberta Strome Asst. Professor
Eva Colby Asst. Professor
Mabel Corbin Asst. Professor
Pearle LeCompte Asst. Professor
Sophia Reed Asst. Professor
Gerald Pugh Instructor
Alyce O. Cain Instructor
Frank Collins, Jr Instructor
Gretchen Kronce Instructor
Mary Bennett Instructor
Katherine Thompson
. .
Training Teacher . . .
Beulah Mitchell Training Teacher . . .
Lois Browne Training Teacher . . .
Myrtle Duncan Training Teacher . . .
Bessie Cooper Training Teacher ...
Ethel Ray Training Teacher ...
Margaret Schannenk ...Training Teacher ...
Mildred Roberts Training Teacher .
. .
Fanny R. Jackson Librarian
Librarian
Librarian
Professor
Asst. Professor
..Asst. Professor
Fern Robbins Asst
Eva Draegert Asst
W. A. Cable Asst
O. O. Young
R. B. Browne.
. . .
Ruth Shriver Instructor
Ruth Jones Instructor
Claude Hesh
.
.
Instructor
Wilbur Greer Instructor
Hattie Voss Instructor
Orson Croxton InstructorC A. McCoy Instructor
Bernadine Custer Instructor
Isabelle. Grant Instructor
Reba Wilson Instructor
Roy Sallee Instructor
Virginia Greer Instructor
Cornelia Wood Instructor
Ross Holt Instructor
Student Assistants
Commencement Address
205.56
205.56
195.83
166.67
188.90
170.00
186.11
186.11
186.11
175.00
186.11
155.56
155.56
152.78
134.72
134.72
134.72
134.72
126.39
118.61
126.39
123.61
126.39
129.17
126.39
123.61
120.00
83.33
80.00
73.33
75.00
94.45
120.00
92.50
116.67
116.67
120.00
92.50
92.50
92.50
120.00
40.00
20.00
120.00
120.00
133.33
100.00
75.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
75.00
87.50
91.67
50.00
50.00
87.50
75.00
240.75 :
Salary
last four
weeks
411.11
411.11
391.66
333.33
377.77
340.00
372.22
372.22
372.22
350.00
372.22
311.12
311.12
305.55
269.44
269.44
269.44
269.44
252.78
237.22
252.78
247.22
252.78
258.33
252.78
247.22
240.00
166.67
160.00
146.67
150.00
188.88
' 240.00
185.00
233.33
233.33
240.00
185.00
185.00
185.00
240.00
80.00
40.00
240.00
240.00
266.67
200.00
150.00
160.00
160.00
160.00
150.00
175.00
183.33
100.00
100.00
175.00
150.00
150.00
120.00
346.10
75.00
Total
616.67
616.67
587.49
500.00
566.67
510.00
558.33
558.33
558.33
525.00
558.33
466.68
466.68
458.33
404.16
404.16
404.16
404.16
379.17
355.83
379.17
370.83
379.17
387.50
379.17
370.83
360.00
250.00
240.00
220.00
225.00
283.33
360.00
277.50
350.00
350.00
360.00
277.50
277.50
277.50
360.00
120.00
60.00
360.00
360.00
400.00
300.00
225.00
240.00
240.00
240.00
225.00
262.50
275.00
150.00
150.00
262.50
225.00
150.00
120.00
586.85
75.00
$7,150.50 $14,510.50 $21,661.00
$156.75 in this amount was paid from the Revolving Fund.
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(b) Faculty and Salary Schedule for Second Summer Term:
Total
Salary
for six
weeks
and Dean $ 625.00
587.50
375.00
510.00
558.33
558.33
466.68
225.00
225.00
450.00
370.83
325.00
240.00
187.50
240.00
250.00
500.00
558,33
Name
F. H. Currens Professor
H. D. Wag-goner Professor
R. C. Smith Asst. Professor
G. "W. Gayler Professor
R. M. Ginnings Professor
"W. L Schuppert Professor
Wayne Wetzel Professor
H. G. Hawkes Professor ( y2 time)
Orson Croxton Instructor
W. W. Colvert Asst. Professor . . .
Pearle LeCompte Asst. Professor . . .
Alberta Strome Asst. Professor . . .
Alyce O. Cain Instructor
Isabelle Grant Instructor
Hattie Voss Instructor
Student help
Assistants for overflow classes
*Herbert Bassett Professor
$7,252.50
*To be paid from Revolving Fund.
(c) Faculty and Salary Schedule for Regular year beginning Sep-
tember 9, 1925:
Name > Position Salary
R. R. Simpkins Professor $ 3,700.00
F. H. Currens Professor and Dean 3,700.00
H. D. Waggoner Professor 3,525.00
Caroline Grote Professor and Dean 3,000.00
E. E. VanCleve Professor 3,350.00
G. W. Gayler Professor 3,150.00
R. M. Ginnings Professor 3,350.00
Herbert Bassett Professor 3,350.00
W. L. Schuppert Professor 3,350.00
Irving Garwood Professor 3,350.00
Wayne Wetzel Professor 2,880.00
W. A. Cleveland Professor 2,800.00
D. C. Beighey Professor 2,750.00
H. G. Hawkes Asst. Professor 2,425.00
E. F. Roberts Asst. Professor 2,425.00
H. C. Seal Asst. Professor 2,425.00
W. H. Eller .Asst. Professor 2,425.00
D. A. Podoll Asst. Professor 2,250.00
C. S. Holcomb Asst. Professor 2,400.00
Theresa Wild Asst. Professor * 2,275.00
Dora Sharp Asst. Professor 2,100.00
Blenda Olson Asst. Professor 2,275.00
J. C. Burns ..Asst. Professor 2,225.00
Eva Colby Asst. Professor 2,325.00
Mabel Corbin Asst. Professor 2,275.00
June Whiting Asst. Professor 2,025.00
Alberta Strome Asst. Professor 1,935.00
Sophia Reed Asst. Professor 2,160.00
Gerald Pugh Instructor 1,665.00
Alyce O. Cain Instructor 1,500.00
Karl Crilly Instructor 1,890.00
Edythe Saylor Instructor (Phys. Ed.) 1,750.00
William Strickland Instructor, Part time, not to exceed.. 1,350.00
Gretchen Kroncke Instructor 1,440.00
Virginia Greer Instructor 1,350.0Q
Mary Bennett Instructor 1,800.00
Katherine Thompson Training Teacher 2,160.00 |
Beulah Mitchell Training Teacher 2,160.00
Lois Browne Training Teacher 2,100.00
Myrtle Duncan Training Teacher 2,100.00
Bessie Cooper Training Teacher 2,160.00
Ethel Ray Training Teacher 1,665.00
Margaret Schannenk Training Teacher 1,665.00
Lucille Vande Steeg Training Teacher 1,890.00
Fanny Jackson Librarian 2,160.00
Fern Robbins Asst. Librarian (Student) 1,200.00
Eva Draegert Asst. Librarian (Student) 720.00
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Name Position Salary
Frances Comer Asst. Librarian (Student) 360.00
Mildred Meade Training Teacher (Student) 1,125.00
Muriel Jewison Instructor (Student) 630.00
*Isabelle Hoover . . . Instructor 1,800.00
*Erma Foster Instructor 1,440.00
*Ruth Shriver Instructor 1,800.00
Claude Hesh ..Instructor 1,500.00
*Wilbur Greer Instructor 1,500.00
•Hattie Voss Instructor 1,500.00
Total $120,085.00
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* To be paid from Revolving- Fund.
III. OTHER EMPLOYEES.
1. Mr. Fred Smith who had been head engineer for four or five years
was taken sick and quit work about the middle of April, 1925. He died on
April 21. Mr. Roscoe Wear was appointed to fill his place.
2. Mr. Charles Whitsell who had been a janitor for several years was
in poor health most of the winter. He died April 29, 1925. Mr. M. K.
Straight was appointed to fill the vacancy caused.
3. Employees and salary schedule for year beginning July 1, 1925.
Salary for
Name and position. 12 months.
W. P. Morgan, President $ 6,500.00
O. L. Champion, Registrar 3,300.00
Donna Draper, Stenographer 1,440.00
Roscoe Wear, Head Engineer 1,800.00
William Scott, Asst. Engineer 1.400.00
George Bugg, Fireman 1,320.00
Ellis Locke, Fireman 1,320.00
W. E. DsCamp, Head Janitor 1,740.00
Creighton Bateson, Janitor 1,320.00
Chester Kirkbride, Janitor 1,320.00
Chas. Shifley, Janitor 1,320.00
M. K. Straight, Janitor 1,320.00
Ira Post. Ground Man , 1,320.00
Guy Lemmer, Night Watchman 1,320.00
Labor 750.00
Lectures 500.00
Student Help 750.00
Total $28,740.00
Salaries and Wages:
Total from appropriations for 36 weeks $110,545.00
Total from appropriations for 12 months 28,740.00
Total to be paid from appropriations $139,285.00
Amount to be paid from Revolving Fund 9,540.00
Grand Total $148,825.00
IV. THE ORGANIZATION.
1. Most of the departments have been considerably crowded. Relief
has been provided for next year in so far as the finances permit.
2. The extension work is constantly increasing in its demands. It
will be continued as formerly.
V. CURRICULUM. Nothing to report.
VI. BUILDING AND GROUNDS.
1. The contract for campus lighting was finally let and the work is
now well under way.
2. The heating plant has progressed slowly but it is thought it will
be complete by October 1.
3. It has been found necessary to arrange to connect our power and
light plant with the city plant. This makes considerable added expense
but the plant will be in first class condition in every way when the connec-
tion has been made.
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4. Some adjustments of roads, drives and walks may be necessary to
meet the needs of the new heating plant.
5. The site for the proposed new gymnasium building makes the work
difficult and expensive. A careful survey of conditions and a conference
with the architect are necessary.
6. Some general repairs are being planned this summer.
7. The student alumni are anxious to build an entrance to the grounds
on Sherman Avenue. The Architect has prepared sketches and the students
have expressed a choice for one which I wish to present for your approval.
VII. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES.
1. Below is the report on Monroe Hall, the Girls dormitory for the
quarter ending June 30, 1925.
Total receipts from April 1 to June 80, 1925 $ 8,136.46
Balance on hand, April 1, 1925 15,077.92
$23,214.38
DISBURSEMENTS.
Groceries, meats, fruit and vegetables $1,737.61
Bread, rolls, pies and bakery goods 273.56
Ice cream
,
39.90
Gas, electricity and ice 348.38
Milk, butter and cream 663.50
Salaries and wages. , 1,382.40
Telephone rental 17.25
Repairs and equipment 58.69
Office supplies 15.69
Laundry and household supplies . 161.43 4,698.41
Balance on hand July 1, 1925 $18,515.97
SUMMARY AND EXPLANATION.
Cash balance at beginning of Quarter $15,077.92
Inv'y. of goods at beginning of Quarter 1,204.59
$16,282.51
Bills outstanding 1.026.92
Unencumbered balance $15,255.59
Cash balance at close of Quarter 18,515.97
Invy'. of goods at close of Quarter 910.49
$19,426.46
Bills outstanding 1,279.22
Unencumbered balance $18,147.24
Gain for Quarter $18147.24—15255. 59= $2891. 65.
2. Hereto is attached the report for the Cafeteria for the three months
ending June 30, 1925.
Total receipts from April 1 to June 30, 1925 $3,115.26
Cash balance April 1, 1925 236.94
$3,352.20
DISBURSEMENTS.
Groceries, meats, fruits and vegetables $867.55
Milk, butter and cream 250.23
Bread and rolls 87.04
Ice cream 90.34
Ice 16.00
Service 535.33
Repairs and household supplies 12.91 1,859.40^
Balance on hand, June 30, 1925 $1,492,804
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SUMMARY AND EXPLANATION.
Cash balance at beginning of Quarter $ 236.94
Inv'y. of goods at beginning of Quarter 1,123.93
$1,360.87
Bills outstanding 378.46
Unencumbered balance , $982.41
Cash balance at end of Quarter 1,492.80
Inv'y. of goods at end of Quarter . 886.49
$2 379.29
Bills outstanding l',644.32
Unencumbered balance $734.97
Loss for Quarter $982,41—734.97=$247.44.
VIII. STUDENT LIFE.
1. Each year as the college grows and more men are enrolled, the
social life of the school becomes more interesting and well balanced. Part-
ies, dances, debates, sports and other school functions are participated in
by greater numbers and with increased zeal.
IX. MISCELLANEOUS.
1. Efforts were made to increase the practice teaching opportunities
but the funds were so uncertain that the matter was delayed and finally
abandoned because it was too late to make satisfactory arrangements.
X. SUMMARY.
1. The three graduating lists should be approved.
2. Resignations should be accepted and leaves of absence granted.
3. New appointments for faculty and employees should be approved.
4. The faculty lists and salary schedules should be approved.
5. The employee list with salaries should be approved.
6. The expenditure of additional money to complete the adjustment
of the heat and power plant, same to be charged to the revolving fund,
should be approved.
7. An entrance plan for the grounds should be approved.
Respectfully submitted,
W. P. Morgan, President.
The list of graduates as presented therein was approved by the Board.
The following recommendations for faculty appointments were
approved by the Board:
Faculty and Salary Schedule for First Summer Term.
It. R. Simpkins Professor $ 616.67
F. H. Currens Professor
. 616.67
H. D. Waggoner Professor 587.49
Caroline Grote Professor and Dean 500.00
E. E. Van Cleve '. Professor 566.67
G. W. Gayler Professor 510.00
R. M. Ginnings Professor 558.33
Herbert Bassett Professor 558.33
W. L. Schuppert Professor 558.33
Irving- Garwood Professor 525.00
S. B. Hursh Professor 558.33
Wayne Wetzel Professor 466.68
W. A. Cleveland Professor 466.68
D. C. Beig-hey Professor 458.33
H. G. Hawkes Professor 404.16
E. F. Roberts Assistant Professor '
.
404.16
H. C. Seal Assistant Professor 404.16
W. H. Eller Assistant Professor 404.16
Theresa Wild Assistant Professor 379.17
Marjorie Fish Assistant Professor 355.83
Blenda Olson Assistant Professor 379.17
J. C. Burns Assistant Professor 370.83
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Faculty and Salary Schedule for First Summer Term.—Concluded.
Alberta Strome Assistant Professor 379.17
Eva Colby Assistant Professor 387.50
Mabel Corbin Assistant Professor 379.17
Pearle LeCompte Assistant Professor 370.83
Sophia Reed Assistant Professor 360.00
Gerald Pugh Instructor 250.00
Alyce O. Cain Instructor 240.00
Frank Collins, Jr 'Instructor 220.00
Gretchen Kroncke Instructor 225.00
Mary Bennett Instructor 283.33
Katherine Thompson Tr. Teacher 360.00
Beulah Mitchell Tr. Teacher 277.50
Lois Browne Tr. Teacher 350.00
Myrtle Duncan Tr. Teacher 350.00
Bessie Cooper Tr. Teacher 360.00
Ethel Ray Tr. Teacher 277.50
Margaret Schannenk Tr. Teacher 277.50
Mildred Roberts Tr. Teacher 277.50
Fanny R. Jackson Librarian 360.00
Fern Robbins Asst. Librarian 120.00
Eva Draegert Asst. Librarian 60.00
W. A. Cable Assistant Professor 360.00
O. O. Young Assistant Professor 360.00
R. B. Browne Assistant Professor . . . . • 400.00
Ruth Shriver Instructor 300.00
Ruth Jones Instructor 225.00
Claude Hesh Instructor 240.00
Wilbur Greer Instructor 240.00
Hattie Voss Instructor 240.00
Orson Croxton Instructor 225.50
C. A. McCoy Instructor 262.50
Bernadine Custer Instructor 275.00
Isabelle Grant . Instructor 150.00
Reba Wilson Instructor 150.00
Roy Sallee Instructor 262.50
Virginia Greer Instructor 225.00
Cornelia Wood Instructor 150.00
Ross Holt Instructor 120.00
Student Assistants , 586.85
Commencement address 75.00
$21,661.00
* $156.75 in this amount was paid from the Revolving Fund.
Faculty and Sala.ry Schedule for Second Summer Term.
Total salary for
Name. six weeks
F. H. Currens Professor and Dean $ 625.00
H. D. Waggoner Professor 587.50
R. C. Smith -. Asst. Professor 375.00
G. W. Gayler Professor 510.00
R. M. Ginnings Professor 558.33
W. L. Schuppert Professor 558.33
Wayne Wetzel Professor 466.68
H. G. Hawkes Professor (half time) 225.00
Orson Croxton Instructor 225.00
W. W. Colvert Assistant Professor 450.00
Pearle LeCompte Asst. Professor 370.83
Alberta Strome Asst. Professor 325.00
Alyce O. Cain Instructor 240.00
Isabelle Grant Instructor 187.50
Hattie Voss Instructor 240.00
Student help 250.00
Assistant for overflow classes 500.00
*Herbert Bassett Professor 558.33
$ 7,252.50
Faculty and Salary Schedule for Regular Year, Beginning September 9, 1925.
Name. Position. Salary-
R. R. Simpkins Professor $ 3,700.00
F. H. Currens Professor and Dean 3,700.00
H. D. Waggoner Professor 3,525.00
Caroline Grote Professor and Dean 3,000.00
B. E. Van Cleve Professor 3,350.00
G. W. Gayler Professor 3,150,00
R. M. Ginnings Professor 3,350.00
Herbert Bassett Professor 3,350.00
W. L. Schuppert • Professor 3,350.00
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Name Position
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Irving Garwood Professor
j
"Wayne Wetzel Professor
W. A. Cleveland Professor
D. C. Beighey Professor
•! H. G. Hawkes Asst. Professor
E. F. Roberts Asst. Professor
H. C. Seal Asst. Professor
W. H. Eller Asst.
D. A. Podoll Asst.
C. S. Holcomb Asst.
,
Theresa Wild Asst.
,
Dora Sharp Asst. Professor
Blenda Olson Asst. Professor
i
J. C. Burns Asst. Professor
|
Eva Colby Asst. Professor
I Mabel Corbin Asst. Professor
June Whiting Asst. Professor
I
Alberta Strome Asst. Professor
| Sophia Reed Asst. Professor
Gerald Pugh Instructor
Alyce O. Cain Instructor
Karl Crilly
-. Instructor
Edythe Saylor Instructor (Phys. Ed.)
William Strickland Instructor, Part time
Gretchen Kroncke Instructor
Virginia Greer Instructor
Mary Bennett Instructor
;Katherine Thompson Training Teacher
Beulah Mitchell Training Teacher
Lois Browne Training Teacher
.
. .
Myrtle Duncan Training Teacher .
Bessie Cooper Training Teacher
Ethel Ray Training Teacher ....
Margeret Schannenk Training Teacher .
Lucille Vande Steeg Training Teacher
Fanny Jackson Librarian
Fern Robbins Asst. Librarian (Student)
Eva Draegert Asst. Librarian (Student)
. .
Frances Comer Asst. Librarian (Student)
Mildred Meade Training Teacher (Student)
Muriel Jewison Instructor (Student)
Isabelle Hoover Instructor .
.
Erma Foster Instructor ....
Ruth Shriver Instructor
Claude Hesh Instructor
Wilbur Greer Instructor .
. .
Hattie Voss Instructor
Salary.
3,350.00
2,880.00
2,800.00
2,750.00
2,425.00
2,425.00
2,425.00
2,425.00
2,250.00
2,400.00
2,275.00
2,100.00
2,275.00
2,225.00
2,325.00
2,275.00
2,025.00
1,935.00
2,160.00
1,665.00
1,500.00
1,890.00
1,750.00
1,350.00
1,440.00
1,350.00
1,800.00
2,160.00
1,665.00
2,100.00
2,100.00
2,160.00
1,665.00
1,665.00
1,890.00
2,160.00
1,200.00
720.00
360.00
1,125.00
630.00
1,800.00
1,440.00
1,800.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
1.500.00
To be paid from Revolving Fund.
Total $120,085.00
The following recommendations with regard to other employ-
es were approved
:
ame. Position.
J. P. Morgan President
.
L. Champion Registrar
onna Draper Stenographer
.
. .
oscoe Wear Head Engineer .
rilham Scott Asst. Engineer
.
eorge Bugg Fireman
His Locke Fireman
[. E. DeCamp Head Janitor
. . .
reighton Bateson Janitor
hester Kirkbride Janitor
has. Shifley Janitor
.. K. Straight Janitor
a Pos t Ground Man
uy Lemmer Night Watchman
abor
ectures ".*. ,
:udent Help '.!!".!!!!!
12 months.
..$6,500.00
. . 3,300.00
.. 1,440.00
.. 1,800.00
.. 1,400.00
.. 1,320.00
.. 1,320.00
. . 1,740.00
. . 1,320.00
. . 1,320.00
320.00
320.00
320. U0
320.00
750.00
500.00
750.00
$28,740.00
Upon his presentation of the resignation of Professor S. B. Hursh, and
statement respecting his long, faithful and effective service, Mr. Still a
»rmer student of Mr. Hursh, offered the following resolution:
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"For his long, devoted and effective service as teacher and builder of
the Western Illinois State Teachers College the members of this Board
make unanimous record of their appreciation of this service. They hope
that he may live many years to enjoy the freedom from official duties
which he has so richly earned."
The Secretary was instructed to send this resolution to Professor Hursh.
In the recommendations of the Presidents for faculty appointments,
some salaries have been slightly increased. The question was raised whether
this increase ran counter to the "no increase in salary" statements used
when the budget was being prepared. It was the unanimous opinion of the
Board that these statements made when the budget was under consideration
referred,
First, to the fact that no appropriation for any fixed percentage increase
in salaries would be approved in the budget;
Second, that these statements did not provent the increase of salaries
in certain individual cases as recommended by the Presidents.
The members of the Board were informed that a conference had been
held by the Presidents of the Normal Schools and the State Board of Health,
called by the Chairman of this Board; that as a result of that conference
a committee, consisting of Drs. Rawlings, Evans and Parron and Presidents
Shryock and Brown, had been appointed to prepare for the Normal Schools
a plan for health education. As there was only one copy of this report, it
was referred to the committee on course of study with the understanding
that they should report on the plan at the next meeting of the Board.
The following calendar of meetings of the Board was adopted, the
understanding being that the day here designated is the day for the Board
meeting. Members wishing to visit the Normal School may take the day
before or the day following.
Normal October 12
Carbondale November 9
Macomb February 15, 1926
Charleston April 12
DeKa.lb May 31
Mrs. Wykes invited the Board to take dinner at Benton at the time the
Board meets at Carbondale. The question of railroad connections was
raised. The Board left the determination of these details in the hands oi
President Shryock and Mrs. Wykes.
President Morgan presented to the Board several sketches of the pro-
posed gateway to the camjms. This gateway is to be the gift of the alumni
of the institution. The Board was asked to express its preference, if it
had any, respecting the plans offered. The matter was referred to President
Morgan and Mr. Walker with power to act.
The Board adjourned.
A. M. Shelton, Chairman
F. G. Blair, Secretary.
Approved November 9, 1925.
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STATE OF ILLINOIS
DEPARTMENT OF REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION
THE NORMAL SCHOOL BOARD
EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS
A M. Shelton, Director of Registration and Education, Springfield,
Chairman
Francis G. Blair, Superintendent of Public Instruction, Springfield,
Secretary
APPOINTED MEMBERS
Term Expires
:
1925
John C. Allen, Monmouth
Roland Bridges, Carbon-dale'
Chas. L. Capen, Bloomington
1927
Sterling P- Curtis, Oakland
Edgar B. Still, DeKalb
Mrs. Martin K. Northam, Evanston
1929
Ernest E. Cole, Chicago
Elmer T. Walker, Macomb
Mrs. Grace S. Wykes, Benton
PRESIDENTS OF NORMAL SCHOOLS
David Felmley, A. B., LL. D., L. H. D.,
Illinois State Normal University, Normal
Henry W. Shryock, Ph. B.,
Southern Illinois State Normal University, Carbondale
J. Stanley Brown, A. B-, LL. D.,
Northern Illinois State Teachers College, DeKalb
Livingston C. Lord, A. M., LL. D.,
Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, Macomb
Walter P. Morgan, A. B., A. M.,
Western Illinois State Teachers College, Macomb
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STANDING COMMITTEES
Finance
Mr. Walker
Mr. Curtis
Mr. Allen
Mr. Capen
Mrs. Northam
The Chairman
The Secretary
Buildings and Grounds
Mr. Still
Mr. Cole
Mr- Curtis
Mr. Bridges
Mrs. Wykes
The Chairman
The Secretary
Supplies and Equipment
Mr. Allen
Mr. Capen
Mr. Cole
Mr. Bridges
Mrs. Northam
The Chairman
The Secretary
Faculty and Curricula
Mr. Cole
Mr. Allen
Mr. Walker
Mr. Still
Mrs. Wykes
The Chairman
The Secretary
Dormitory
Mrs. Wykes
Mr. Capen
Mrs. Northam
The Chairman
The Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE
NORMAL SCHOOL BOARD
October 12, 1925.
According to the calendar as approved, a meeting of the Board
was to be held at Normal at 9 :00 o'clock A. M. on October 12, 1925.
At 9 :00 o'clock it appeared that a quorum was not present- After
waiting some time it was decided to have an informal session, trans-
acting no business which required the presence of a quorum.
Members present : Messrs, Bridges, Capen, Blair and Mrs.
Wykes.
Members absent: Messrs. Coles, Curtis, Shelton, Still, Walker,
and Mrs. Northam.
All the Presidents of the Teachers Colleges were present.
On motion Mr. Capen was made chairman of the informal meet-
ing.
It was decided that the presidents should make their reports, but
that no action would be taken upon such recommendations as required
a quorum.
President Lord presented his report, which was received, placed
on file, and is made a part of these minutes. The report follows :
Charleston, Illinois.
October 12, 1925.
To the Chairman and Members of the Normal School Board
:
Gentlemen. I submit the following report for the Eastern Illinois State
Teachers College:
I. STUDENTS.
While the attendance report for the fall term is not due until the first
meeting of the board after January 1, 1926, the following is submitted.
The enrollment to date for the Fall Term, 1925-1926, is 814, an increase
of 17 per cent over last year's enrollment at this time. The increase in
students of college rank is 20 per cent.
II. THE FACULTY.
With one possible exception, the eleven new members of the faculty
are promising, some exceptionally so.
III. OTHER SCHOOL EMPLOYES. No report.
IV. THE ORGANIZATION.
The increase in the number of students in certain departments lowers
the quality of our work.
V. THE CURRICULUM. No report.
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VI. BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.
The new building should be started at the earliest possible date.
VII. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES.
DORMITORY—PEMBERTON HALL.
Report for Quarter ending- September 30, 1925.
Cash balance at close of quarter June 30, 1925 $ 167.85
Cash received during- quarter
Room rent $2,090.00
Board 6,160.00
Guest fees 79.45
Miscellaneous 23.75
$8,353.20
5,521.05
Expenditures during quarter:
Salaries and wages : $1,178.85
Office expenses 18.15
Food supplies 709.17
Heat 798.00
Water 14.00
Electric current 47.98
Gas 1-90
Laundry 144.51
Misc. household supplies and expenses 50.00
Refund of board and room 10.00
Repairs to buildings and equipment 5.20
$2,977.76
Cash balance at close of quarter September 30, 1925 $5,543.29
TEXTBOOK LIBRARY AND SCHOOL STORE.
Report for Quarter ending September 30, 1925.
Cash balance at close of Quarter June 30, 1925 $ 376.25
Cash received during quarter: nA „'nn
Book rent $1,046.00
Sale of textbooks 77.15
Sale of miscellaneous school supplies 391.55 $1,514.7C
Expenditures during quarter:
Student help $ 232.40
$1,890
$ 232.4C
Cash balance at close of quarter September 30, 1925 $1,658.5E
VIII. STUDENT LIFE.
STUDENTS LOAN FUND.
Report for the year ending June 30, 1925.
Cash in fund at close of year June 30, 1924 $ 239.0!
Receipts for year ending June 30, 1925:
Notes paid—Principal $2,887.25
Interest 156.69
$3,043.9'
$3,282.9!)
Loans for year ending June 30, 1925 2,180.0*1
Cash in fund June 30, 1925 H'HH'I
Notes receivable outstanding June 30, 1925 2,605.U>j
U. S. Liberty Bond 500.0'
j
Total amount of fund June 30, 1925 $4,207.9:
We have another small loan fund for young women—The Adelia Carother:
Fund—the amount of which is $220.18. At present $100.00 of this fund is out
standing as a loan.
rx. MISCELLANEOUS. No report.
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X. SUMMARY.
The interests of the school demand that our new building be completed
as early as possible, and the Board is asked to take such steps as in their
judgment will bring this about.
Respectfully submitted,
L. C. Lord, President.
President Morgan presented his report, which was received, placed
on file, and is made a part of these minutes. The report follows
:
Macomb, Illinois.
October 12, 1925.
To the Chairman and Members of the Normal School Board;
Gentlemen: I submit the following report for the Western Illinois State
Teachers College:
I. STUDENTS.
1. The attendance for the school year 1924-25 was reported at the last
Board meeting but the per capita cost was not reported. It is herewith
submitted.
«
Attendance.
First Summer Term 1924 1132 equivalent to 189 for 36 weeks
Second Summer Term 1924 339 equivalent to 57 for 36 weeks
Fall Quarter, 1924 763 equivalent to 254 for 36 weeks
Winter Quarter, 1924-25 809 equivalent to 270 for 36 weeks
Spring- Quarter, 1925 848 equivalent to 283 for 36 weeks
Mid Spring- Term, 1925 128 equivalent to 21 for 36 weeks
Extension 1924-25 935 equivalent to 78 for 36 weeks
Thus the attendance at the college for 1924-25 was 1152 for 36 weeks.
.
Expenditures of the college for the year 1924-25 not including perma-
nent improvements $202,275.00.
Hence per capita cost for 36 weeks of training is $202,275.00 divided
by 1152, or $175.58. Last year the per capita cost was $203.54.
2. The enrollment -for this Fall Quarter is 892, an increase of 16.9%
over last year. This enrollment includes 696 students of bonifide college
grade which is an increase of 20.4% over the Fall Quarter of last year.
Our hard road system is getting opened up. This makes the College
i
easier of access to the students of Western Illinois.
II. THE FACULTY.
The new members of the faculty are taking up their work quite satis-
factorily. The number added, however, has hardly kept up with the student
growth of the college.
III. OTHER SCHOOL EMPLOYES. Nothing to report.
IV. THE ORGANIZATION.
There are more requests for extension classes than the college has
the force to organize. The extension enrollment is very heavy.
V. THE CURRICULUM. Nothing to report.
VI. BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.
1. During the winter a third boiler, an engine and generator, and a
number of changes to place the dormitory on our new heating and power
plant should be provided. The plant will be quite complete then. I am
told it is most excellent.
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The old heating plant should be transformed into school rooms.
The appropriations for the new gymnasium should be made available
as soon as possible but in the meantime complete plans and specifications
should be provided and approved so that no delay will be experienced when
the money for erection is at hand.
VII. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES.
The report of the school Cafeteria for the Quarter ending September
30, 1925.
Total receipts from July 1 to September 30, 1925 $3,644.61
Cash balance July 1, 1925 1,492.80
$5,137.41
Disbursements.
Groceries, meats, fruits and vegetables $2,130.39
Milk, butter and cream 546.07
Bread and rolls 210.78
Ice cream 378.13
Ice 148.25
Service 1,291.82
Repairs and household supplies 16,03 4,721.47
Balance on hand October 1, 1925 $415.94
Summary and Explanation.
Cash balance at beginning of Quarter $1,492.80
Inventory of goods at beginning of Quarter 886.49
$ 2 3 79 29
Bills outstanding l'644!32
Unencumbered balance $ 734.97
Cash balance at end of Quarter 415.94
Inventory of goods at end of Quarter 860.70
$1,276.64
Bills outstanding 397.41
Unencumbered balance $879.23
Gain for the Quarter $879.23 — $734.97 = $144.26.
The report of Monroe Hall for the Quarter ending September 30, 1925.
Total receipts from July 1 to September 30, 1925 $ 3,645.50
Transferred from General R. F. for laundry work 50.00
Balance on hand July 1, 1925 18,515.97
$22,211.47
Disbursements.
Groceries, meats, fruits and vegetables $1,190.71
Bread, rolls, pies and bakery goods 184.62
Ice cream 73.15
Gas, electricity and ice 444.95
Milk, butter and cream 317.88
Salaries and wages 983.00
Telephone rental 29.25
Repairs and equipment 351.75
Office Supplies 18.96
Refund of Board 15.00
Laundry and household supplies 105.24
* Transferred to General R. F. for water and heat for the
year ending July 1, 1925 2,500.00 6,214.51
Balance on hand October 1, 1925 $15,996.96
* This report shows a loss for the Quarter, but this is due to the fact
that $2,500.00 was paid for water and heat for the year ending July 1, 1925,
from this one quarter's report.
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Summary and Explanation.
Cash balance at beginning- of quarter $18,515.97
Inventory of goods at beginning of Quarter 910.49
$19,426.46
Bills outstanding , 1,279.22
Unencumbered balance $18,147.24
Cash balance at close of Quarter 15,996.96
Inventory of goods at close of Quarter 1,105.61
$17,102.57
Bills outstanding 858.45
Unencumbered balance $16,244.12
Loss for Quarter $18,147.24 $16,244.12 = $1,903.12.
Till. STUDENT LIFE. Nothing to report.
IX. MISCELLANEOUS.
The unexpected increase in enrollment makes necessary the employment
f some advanced students to assist in reading manuscripts, teaching, and
ssisting in the laboratory, library, etc. This will amount approximately
o $1500.00 for the regular school year.
SUMMARY.
1. You are asked to take such steps as seem advisable to get the new
uilding under way.
2. Due to the fact that $170,000.00 was appropriated for buildings and
and or for buildings alone you are asked to decide the conditions under
ijrtiich land may be purchased.
3. Your approval of the expenditure of $1500.00 for student help out
*f Salaries and Wages is requested.
Respectfully submitted,
W. P. Morgan, President.
Mrs. Wykes moved that the committee on Buildings and Grounds be
irected to push the building of the new buildings authorized by the last
ession of the General Assembly as rapidly as possible. It was suggested
hat this motion be withheld until all the presidents had made their reports.
President Brown presented his report, which was received, placed
n file, and is made a part of these minutes. The report follows
:
DeKalb, Illinois.
October 12, 1925.
T
o the Chairman and Members of the Normal School Board;
Gentlemen: 1 submit the following report for the Northern Illinois
tate Teachers College:
STUDENTS.
A. Attendance.
1. Attendance for the Fall Quarter, 1925.
Men Women Total
and and 1 year
boys. girls. Total. ago.
a. College
Seniors 5 1 6 9
Juniors 8 11 19 13
Sophomores 37 215 252 215
Freshmen 67 313 380 . 354
Special 1 3 4 4
b. High School 16 14 30 48
Total in residence above 8th
grade 134 557 691 643
c. Elementary Grades 254 262 516 502
Grand Total of all students
and pupils 388 819 1207 1145
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2. Per capita cost of students in college for the year beginning July 1
1924 and closing June 30, 1925.
Equivalenl
for 36
weeks
a. Attendance first summer term 1925 (6 weeks).. 1214 202
b. Attendance second summer term 1924 (6 weeks) 639 106
c. Attendance fall term 1924 (12 weeks) 1145 381
d. Attendance winter term 1924 (12 weeks) 1115 371
e. Attendance spring- term 1925 (12 weeks) 1072 357
Total 1417
Total cost of operating- school for year not including money spent on per
manent improvements, $193,342.00.
Per capita cost for 36 weeks = $193,342.00 -~ 1417 = $136.44.
B. This fall records the largest enrollment in any fall quarter during
the history of this institution, and shows an increase of 11% in the student:
of college grade. The outlook for graduating during this calendar year 27(
people or more is encouraging.
II. FACULTY. No report.
III. OTHER SCHOOL EMPLOYEES. No report.
IV. ORGANIZATION. No report.
V. CURRICULUM. No report.
VI. BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.
A. We are asking that the committee on buildings and grounds an,<
the Business Manager of this Board be authorized to replace the drivewa;
east and north of the Main Building, and pay for such replacements fron
our appropriation made for Repairs and Equipment, and that the sam
Committee be authorized to raze the grandstand on the Athletic PieL
which is now in such condition as to make it dangerous for visitors to us 1
it, and to use the material salvaged from it to construct bleachers.
VII. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES.
A. The Revolving Fund shows the following report from July 1 t
September 30.
RECEIPTS.
Board and Room, Williston Hall $10,813.30
Registration Fees 6.53S.00
Total Receipts $ 17,351.30
Amount Previously Reported 122,852.21
Total Amount Remitted to Revolving Fund $140,203.5
EXPENDITURES.
Salaries and Wages $4,698.32
Office and Telephone 192.67
Travel 44.18
Garden Supplies 221.69
Water ' 648.53
Food 3,885.60
Supplies 907.17
Fuel 24.42
Repairs 921.35
Total Expenditures for Period $ 11,543.93
Expenditures previously Reported 113,012.59
Total Expenditures $124,556.52
Balance on Hand in Revolving Fund, Sept. 30 15,646.99
$140,203.~5
VIII. STUDENT LIFE. No report.
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IX. MISCELLANEOUS. No report.
X. SUMMARY.
A. The action of the Board is requested on item Number VI.
Respectfully submitted,
J. Stanley Brown, President.
President Shryock presented his report, which was received, placed
n file, and is made a part of these minutes. The report follows
:
Carbondale, Illinois.
October 12, 1925.
'o the Chairman and Members of the Normal School Board:
Gentlemen: I submit the following report for the Southern Illinois
(tate Normal University:
NROLLMENT:
The time since the meeting at Chicago has been so short that I have
ery little to report. We have opened the Fall Term of school since the
lieeting, but I believe the final tabulated report of enrollment is booked
pr the close of each quarter rather than the beginning. One feature of our
Inrollment, however, may be of interest to the members of the Board.
At the annual meeting of the North Central Association held last
(larch, our report showed a high school enrollment of approximately 500,
perhaps the largest of any teachers college in the Association. The matter
as referred to a subcommittee and we were notified that if we wished to
tain our standing we should have to reduce our high school attendance.
eginning with this year we restricted the first year high school class to
1. The members of this class are registered as a part of our Junior High
School and permanently belong in the Allyn Building. The enrollment in
he second and third year classes was also restricted, but not to the same
egree. Altogether we sent to other high schools directly or indirectly
hore than 100 students. Furthermore, we had through the student body
f the institution advertised for nearly six months the fact that we intended
p restrict the attendance in the high school; we had hoped to keep it down
to 55 in each of the classes below the fourth year. We did not expect to
estrict the fourth year attendance.
The high school registration at present is as follows:
First year 41
Second year 83
Third year 77
Fourth year 112
Total 313
Last year at a time corresponding to this present date we had 470 high
chool students, 157 more than we have today.
It is interesting to note that the increase in the college attendance has
aore than offset this loss in the high school. Last year we had in college
lasses 627; we have today 802 in the college group. Our college enrollment
tas increased more than 25%. Our freshman class numbers 476.
Total enrollment above eighth grade, Fall Term 1924, 1101.
Total enrollment above eighth grade, Fall Term 1925, 1114.
FACULTY:
On my return from the meeting at Chicago I found that Mrs. Mary
lenderson Sanders, teacher of English and Algebra in the high school, had
ent in her resignation. I am not certain that we shall need to fill the
r
acancy. At any rate, I have no one to recommend at the present time.
Respectfully submitted,
H. W. Shryock, President
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President Felmley presented his report, which was received, placed
on file, and is made a part of these minutes. The report follows
:
Normal, Illinois.
October 12, 1925.
To the Chairman and Members of the Normal School Board:
Gentlemen: 1 submit the following report for the Illinois State Normal
University:
The per capita cost for the school year 1924-25 was not reported at the
last Board meeting.
Attendance—College Department only.
First Summer half-term, 1924 2726 equivalent to 454 for 36 weeks
Second Summer half-term, 1924 1090 equivalent to 182 for 36 week;
Fall Quarter, 1924 1293 equivalent to 431 for 36 week;
Winter Quarter, 1924-25 1264 equivalent to 421 for 36 weeks
Spring- Quarter, 1925 1187 equivalent to 396 for 36 week
Mid-spring- term, 1925 507 equivalent to 84 for 36 week;
Thus the attendance of College students was equivalent to 1968 for 3
weeks.
If we include the high school students, the number was 2206.
Expenditures of the University for the year not including Farm, Bookstore
Fell Hall or Permanent Improvements were:
From the Appropriation $278,297.00
From the Revolving Fund 54,584.00
$332,881.00
Hence the per capita cost if all be charged against the College student
only is $332,881.00 divided by 1968, or $169.15.
If the high school students be included, $332,881.00 divided by 2206, o
$150.90.
I. STUDENTS.
No detailed report of attendance is due until December. We have ei
rolled at this date in the Teachers College 1314 students including 29
men, 1020 women.
We have also 233 students in the University High School, 395 in th
Thomas Metcalf Elementary School and 417 in the school at the S. (
Home.
The increase over the same date last year is only two per cent.
The classification is approximately
—
Seniors,60; Sophomores, 364; Juniors, 90; Freshmen, 800.
II. FACULTY.
My report of Salary Schedules made at the last meeting of the Boai
should be amended as follows:
: May Knight Steele part-time teacher of English (36 weeks) $900.
The salaries of three librarians reported with teachers should read:
Angie Vernon Milner, Librarian 39 weeks $1,657.
Gertrude Andrews, Asst. Librarian 39 weeks 1,657.
Edna Kelley, Library Assistant 3 7 weeks 1,017.
III. EMPLOYEES.
The Salary Schedule should be amended by adding
—
May Knight Steele, Manager of Book Store (36 weeks) $900.
Estell H. Winegarner, Farm Manager $115 a month with house, garden, a
6 quarts of milk daily, and the privilege of boarding six students @ $6.
a week..
Elinor Flagg, Head of Fell Hall (with maintenance) $810 for 36 wl
Mrs. Clara Pett, Dietitian Fell Hall (with maintenance) $1200 for yq
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O. Balos, Janitor Fell Hall $960.00 for year with board
bby Shirk, Cook $20.00 week with board
filoe Howe, Asst. Cook 12.50 week with board and room
Ijbla Kilby, Domestic 10.00 week with board and room
live Greshin, Domestic 10.00 week with board
iilu Byers, Domestic 9.00 week with board
lien Carver, Domestic 8.50 week with board and room
jirs. Tracy, Domestic 8.00 week with board
l:s. McBurney, Laundress 14.00 week with board
Our list of domestics is subject to frequent changes. All of the foregoing
e to be paid from the Revolving Fund.
iiomas J. Lowe, Utility Man $1,500.00 for year
j) be paid from Repairs and Equipment.
I. THE CURRICULUM.
The addition of five full-time and one half-time teacher to our faculty
As enabled us to reduce the size of our classes.
I The teachers college classes we place in four groups:
I A. Classes in Music and Physical Training. Maximum enrollment 50.
B. Classes in Education, Physiology, History, Political and Social
liences, Mathematics, Geography, Literature, and Drawing. Maximum 40.
C. Classes in Laboratory and Shop subjects, also Reading, Public
leaking, English Composition, Commercial Branches, and Foreign Lang-
fige. Maximum 24-30.
D. Seminar classes in Senior College in History, Literature, Science,
Ic. Maximum 20.
Class Membership.
. of Students A B C D Total
5-10 1 4 14 8 27
11-15 3 4 17 1 25
16-20 1 13 28 1 43
21-25 4 14 13 1 32
26-30 1 24 11 36
31-35 1 12 8 21
36-40 2 27 3 32
41-45 3 1 4
46-50 8 8
over 50 4 4
Total 25 101 95 11 232
We have given to our eight hundred freshmen standard tests in En-
ish, in Reading, and in General Intelligence. The results show an ex-
smely wide variation. Yet they do not afford a sufficient basis for judging
e merits of particular high schools, only in so far as students with very
vv averages indicate low graduation standards. The small community high
|hool that sent us the best student in English sent us as its two other
jpresentative Numbers 791 and 795, counting downward. The unequal
eparation of entering freshmen is a subject of wide and earnest discus-
m in college circles.
Thirty-three students making lowest grades in English have been
aced in two hospital classes in special English.
A more detailed report will be made at a future meeting.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.
Owing to delay in securing a supply of brick during July and August
e contractor erecting our gymnasium fell far behind his time schedule,
^avy rains during September created further difficulties. The wood trim
is put on, the doors hung, and the floors laid in a damp building. Serious
'^sequences may follow. The contractor for heating and ventilation in-
r
ad of using flange unions on his main four-inch high pressure steam line
3m the heating plant, as is plainly required in his contract, substituteddmary wrought-iron couplings. The supervising architect on September
directed the contractor to put on the flange unions as specified. Up to
is time he has apparently taken no steps in obedience to this direction.
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It is likely that the work of the main contract, the plumbing and th
electrical work will be completed by October 31.
Except for the shortcomings mentioned, we think we have an exceller
building. The brick work is especially satisfactory.
The city of Normal is paving the streets on the east and west sides c
our campus. The paving contractor hauled with out cost to us about 13C
cubic yards of earth for grading about the gymnasium.
It will not be practicable to finish the grading or build permaner
walks or install our campus lighting until next year.
VI. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES.
Mr. L. W. Glover who has served as Farm Manager for fifteen montl
has resigned. I have employed as his successor Mr. Estell H. Winegarm
of Salem, Illinois, a young man, 32 years of age. He has served as teach(
and principal in Illinois and Indiana. He is also a graduate of our curr
culum in Agriculture and has served as manager of Cyril G. Hopkins's e:
perimental farm in Marion County.
X. MISCELLANEOUS.
In accordance with the instructions of the Board I mailed to each mer
ber a copy of the report of the Sub-committee of the State Board of Heali
prepared in collaboration with a committee of Normal School president
At the meeting of the full committee some changes were suggested and i
formally accepted. It is hoped that at this meeting the Committee (
Curriculum will report and that the Board will give due consideration
this important report.
SUMMARY.
Action is requested upon these questions:
1. Supplement to our Salary Schedule.
2. The unpaid services of our three librarians.
3. The speedy installation of the steam main for the new gymnasiu
a& specified in the contract.
4. The management of the University Farm.
Respectfully submitted,
David Felmley, President
ILLINOIS STATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY.
Quarterly Report of Fell Hall.
July 1 to September 30, 1925.
RECEIPTS.
1925, July 1, Balance $11,321.65
Students Room Rent 2,189.00
Board 6,775.61
Guest Fees 122.05
Banquets 91.33
Laundry Fees 17.72
Miscellaneous sales account 2.50
$20,519
EXPENDITURES.
Salaries and Wages $ 2,283.29
Food Supplies 2,793.67
Electricity 614.00
Gas 139.43
Ice 8.00
Laundry 2.50
Repairs to Building 488.37
Repairs to Equipment 311.09
Telephone Rent and Tolls 34.50
General office supplies 4.30
Miscellaneous Household Supplies 106.28 6,785
Credit Balance • $13,734
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QUARTERLY REPORT OF BOOK STORE.
July 1 to September 30, 1925.
RECEIPTS.
25, July 1, Balance $2,250.18
Sales of Text Books and Supplies 9,407.32
EXPENDITURES.
Service $ 594.15
Text Books 4,288.96
Supplies 309.00
Freight and Express 2,32
$11,657.5*
$ 5,194.43
Credit Balance $ 6,463.07
QUARTERLY REPORT OF FARM.
July 1 to September 30, 1925.
RECEIPTS.
25, July 1, Balance $1,253.24
Sales of Milk 1,951.47
Sales of Cattle 99.32
Sales of Hogs 554.39
Sales of Wheat 274.06
Sales of Junk .30
Coal hauling and rent of team 97.07
Coal sold 65.06
EXPENDITURES.
Labor $1,472.40, Feeds $58.60 $1,531.00
Veterinary $52.40, Misc. $33.76 86.16
Gasoline for truck $26.93, Truck repairs $20.95 47.88
Repairs to Machinery and Equipment 91.06
Repairs to Buildings 212.36
Coal $197.99, Office expense $11.19 209.18
"Washing dairy suits $19.50, Misc. dairy expense $12.40.. 31.90
Ice $106.75, Electric light $7.00 and power $27.95 141.70
Water $25.65, Small tools $6.52, freight .50 32.67
Horseshoeing $19.25, Seeds $13.79 33.04
Machinery and Equipment 31.20
$ 4,294.91
$ 2,448.15
Credit Balance $ 1,846.76
At the conclusion of these reports it appeared that each report had
ssented some need of pushing the building program. Mrs. Wykes' motion
it the Buildings and Grounds Committee be asked by the Board to do
^atever was possible to advance the building program was re-presented
Jd passed. It was the unanimous opinion of those present that this
jildings and Grounds Committee should wait upon the Governor and reach
understanding with respect to a building program.
The members of the Board present visited the new gymnasium that is
der construction on the campus of the Illinois State Normal University,
ey also enjoyed the luncheon which was provided in Fell Hall.
The informal meeting adjourned with the understanding that the next
leting of the Board is to be at Carbondale on November 9.
A. M. Shelton, Chairman,
F. G. Blair, Secretary.
Approved November 9, 1925.
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